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PREFACE

When, in consultation with President Wise and Dr. Kohut, I chose
this subject for the Lectures on the Stroock Foundation I did so partly
because of my belief, long held, that some important matters relating to
Mohammed and the Kor;Ul arc in need of a fresh examination; partly
also in the conviction that the Arabian prophet and his marvellous book
j

are in themselves of such great interest that even a somewhat technical
discussion may be given a hearing by the layman. The ·subject has a cer~
rain timeliness by reason or the many recent investigations in its field, and
also because of the presence of new material relating to conditions in
ancient Arabia.
Among the conclusions which are given especial prominence in the
Lectures, the following may be mentioned.
The Jewish colonies in the Hijaz were established by a very considerable migration) chiefly from Palestine, in the sixth century D,C. Both Dozy
and August Muller saw the plain evidence of a large migration of Jews
from Palestine into northern Arabia, but neither was able to find :l convincing reason for such a movement. A most suitable occasion is now seen
to have been given by a remarkable episode in nco-Babylonian history.
The orthodox Muslim dogma that Mohammed was an unschooled man
is utterly untenable, though eVen the most recent treatises continue to give
ir some credence.
The Arabian prophet is less mysterious than he has generally been re. garded (every great genius, to be sure, is more or less of a mystery). He
was at all times "sincere, never doubting that the self-hypnotism which he
_had learn~d to produce, and which he continued to practise at critical
times, brought him a divine revelation. His naivete is commonly exaggerated by modern interpreters and made to explain too much; very often
what seems merely childlike is the result of long reflection and wise

calculation,
v
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PREFACE

The doctrine that the foundation of Islam was mainly Christian has
held the field for nearly half a century. It is completely refuted, however
, (as I think will appear), partly by evidence whieh the Koran fnrnishes,
partly also by material gathered from pre-Mohammedan Arabia.
The "higher criticism" 'of the Koran has suffered from undue dcpend p
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ence on the native commentators. Certain theories too hastily propounded

by the greatest European authorities in this field have dominated all sub-
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sequent research.

Lecture

"Islam" began with Ishmael, the father of the Arabs. It was thus by
right primarily an Arabian 1'digioTZ, even though Ishmael's sons had rejected it. Mohammed's account of the Sacrifice (Sura 37: 100 tl.) is very
skilfully managed.
The Lectures were delivered in March, 193I) but for various rearoos it
was not found practicable to publish them at once. Lectures I, IV, and V
arc given here very nearly in the form in which they were delivered.
Lectures II and III, as they are here published, show a very considerable
expansion and rearrangement, e.1ch containing an amount of material
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which is too technical to be inflicted on a popular audience.
It is a source of regrctll"that some booles from which I could have rep
ceived instructi6'H·1~~\,~' 'not been accessible to me. I am especially sorry
that Professor Rostovtzeff's Caravan Cities came to hand too late for my

use.
The verses of the Koran ;lre cited (as is now customary) according to
the numbering in Fliige1's edition. Semitic names and words generally
familiar are not transliterated exactly, but are given in their popular form.
Citations not strictly verbal arc indicated by single quotation marks.
It remains to tender hearty thanks to the Bloch Puhlishing Company
for the care which they have bestowed on the typogwphy of the volume
and on all the details of its publication.
CHARLES

FArrH

C. T ORRBY

May, t933
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THE JEWISH FOUNDATION
OF ISLAM

FIRST LECTURE

THE JEWS IN ARABIA
The question of the chief source,

01'

sources, of Mohammedanism has

long been discussed, and quite recently has called forth a number of
scholarly investigations throwing new light on this or that feature of the
subject,l The Arabian prophet himself declared Islam to be the true heir
of the old Hebrew revelation-in which term he would include also the
New Testament. Whether it can be said in some true sense that Mohammedanism grew out .0£ Judaism, may appear in the progress of these
lectures. It is fitting that this Jewish Institute of Religion should give the

opp(;~tunity, through the medium of the Stroock Foundation, for a new
treatment of the subject by a representative of the other great religion

which traces its origin to the Israelite faith.
The history of Islam is of great interest in every part, but most of all
in its beginnings. What we are now. called upon to notice is not that it
is the religion of some

200

millions of men, but tbat its inception was in

remarkable degree the work of one man; of whose life, private and pub~

lie, we have a considerable amount of definite knowledge. Its sacred
:L

[The following, es.pecially, have appeared during the past decadc. Guidi, L'Arabie

untlU/amiquc, Pllri$, J92.l. W. Rudolph, Die Abhii,lgigkdt do QOI'(lnt am Im/emllm fI,
Ch,4stcfIJum. 1922. Lammens, La Mr:cque Ii In Veil/e de I'HIj/rr:. l3eyrouth, J924. D. S,
Margoliouth. Tnr: &lations betwee.n Arabs alld lsm.ditu p-n'o/' to the Rile o/liram, 1924.
Snouck-Hutgronje. "Dct Islam" (in I..~JJ/'btlcll dcl' RclitJ.·onsgt"idlic!ltc, cd. Benholct' u,
Lehmann). J924. R. Roberts, The Soc;Jll Laws 0/ the Qarii/l, Lendoo, 1925. J. Horovitz,
Koranische U/l1cI'Jllcnungro, 1926; .. 1S(l "Jewish Proper Names and Derivatives in the Koran,"
Hcbt'l!lv Union College Anntlal. II (1925). 145-2:1.'7. R. Bell, The Origin 0/ Islam in in
Christian Ellvironment, Lonclon, 1926. Tor Andrae. Dcr Ursprung des Mallu u. (/1/$ Christmtrlm, Uppsala u. Stockholm. 1926. De Lacy O·Leary. Arab/a be/ore Muhammad, 1927.
K. Ahrens, "Christlichcs im Quran'" ZDMG., IX (1930). 15-68. I.J8-190.]

,
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book, the Koran, was his own creatioll; and it lies before us practically unchanged from the form which he himself gave it. We thus seem to know

Arabian prophet's religious education had been thoroughly Jewish. Even

2

the origins of Mohammedanism much more intimately than those of any
other world faith. There is another side, however, and the serious problems are many, even here at the outset. The man and the book stand out
pretty clearly to our view, but the surroundings are badly blurred. We
know very little about the Mekka of that day, and we have scant information regarding either the materials or the processes by whose aid a grent

religion was then coming into being. Apparently a root out of dry ground,_

3

These facts, if taken by themselves, would obviously indicate that the
so, we should be reduced to conjecture as to the details of the process:
how, and in what form, he obtained his instructionj what teachers and
what means of teaching were available. But there are many more facts
to be taken into account. Islam is a fusion of diverse e1ements,some,~<:!.~ily
identified, others of obscure-orlgin.- The Kor~n' cOl~t~ins a- c~nsiderable
contribution· _f!.~~~-·A;~bian paganism, whi~h Mohammed adopted,

"WJieth~;-by his own choice or under constraint. The borrowing from the

an Arabian religion intended for Arabs, it nevertheless was designed and

native hea"thendom is usually obvious enough, and yet even here some

expected by its founder to conquer the world. There was behind this con-

things are doubtful. There is also in the~:Koran a distinctly. Christian ele-

fidence more than mere self-assurance, more than pride in the Koran

ment; how pervasive and how important, is at present a subject of con-

and trust in Ml,lslim armies. Mohammed firmly believed that the new·

troversy. Its sources have been even more problematic than those of the

faith was an old faith, and that its evident foundations went far outside
Arabia.

Jewisl~..teaching~'

Abraham Geiger's brilliant little study, Was hat MQhamm~d

(lUS

dem

It did indeed sweep over all Western Asia, Egypt, North Africa, and a

luden/hume aulgenommen?, 1833 (reprinted in '902), held the field for

portion of Europe, in an incredibly short time. We can see certain ex-

many years, even after the progress of Islamic studies had left it far be~

ternal reasons for this; the impetus of an awakened race, whose country

hind. There followed a reaction in favor of Christianity as the main

was_ already too narraWj and the comparative weakness of the civilized

source of Mohammed's inspiration. To this, the great influence of Well-

nations which were encountered. More important still, however, was the

hausen gave an impetus which has been lasting. In his Reste arabischen

driving power inherent in the new religion itself. Where did the cameleer

Heidentums/ 1887,

of Mekka get the materials of the faith which set the neighboring world
on fire, and which today, after thirteen centuries, is the religion of many
peoples and parts of the earth?

he held to be prevailingly Christian, employing arguments which at the
presem day seem surprisingly weak throughout. He was influcllced especially by the fact that Mohammed's oonver~s were at first called {{Sap

Unquestionably the first impression gained by a reader of the Koran

bi'ans" by the Mekknns. Since much has been made of this fact in recent

is that Mohammed had received the material of his new faith and practice mainly from the Jews of the Hijaz.' On almost every page are encounp

years, it will not be out of place to notice it briefly here. The Sabians

tered either episodes of Hebrew history, or familiar Jewish legends, or

Babylonia. There was constant traffic across the desert from lrak to

details of rabbinical law or usage, or arguments which say in effect that

Mekka, and the existence of this sect was perhaps known to many in the

Islam is the faith of Abraham and Moses~ It is natural to suppose that aU
this was ultimately derived from Israelites; and that these Israelites were

Hijaz. When Mohammed awoke to the faCt of great religions in the
world, his interest was very naturally aroused by the report of this an-

Mohammed's own neighbors is the unescapable impression constantly

cient community~ belonging neither to Judaism nor to Christianity, and

produced by his language: he is speaking to those who were within reach
of his voice, not to far distant or imaginary hearers.

yet bearing a certain resemblance to both. His knowledge of its existence

:zD4-2I21

he treated briefly the origin of Islam, which

(otherwise known as the Mandaeans) were a Gnostic sect in sOllthern

was very possibly gained from his Mesopotamian Jewish instructor, who
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will be mentioned frequently in the subsequent lectures, He mentions the
Sabians several times in the Koran (22:17; 2:59; 5:73); 2 and in view of

as::r-':i~g, tha~ th.e i~fl~e~ce of Christianity was more pote,n~ .than that of
Judaism in starting Mohammed on the COUrse which he followed; giving

his fondness for strange names and words, especially in the early part of

him the outlines of his conception of a new religion and p(o~iding him

his career, they might be expected to appear oftener. The Mekkans heard

with the essentials of its material. Many of those elements which on their

the name from Mohammed, and it provided them with a very convenient

face appear to be manifestly of Israelite origin arc explained as properties

epithet, used of course derisively, That they did in fact thus employ it, is

which had been taken over by the Christians and came through them to
the Arahian prophet,

4

attested not only by several passages in Ibn Hisham's Life of the Prophet,

5

but also by an undoubtedly contemporary record, the verses of Suraqa

This latter argument can be turned the other way with at least equal

ibn'Auf ibn al·Abw:l! (Aghani XV, 138), in which he rallies the poet

force, The two religions, Judaism and Christianity, had much in common

Lebid on his conversion,
The only point of connection between Mohammedans .and Sabians

in that day; each had continued to exercise some influence on the other.

which Wellhausen is able to find lies in the fact that the lauer were

are in the Koran numerous passages in regard to which one might say

Jews had some knowledge of Christian literature, and flice flffsa, There

baptists, while Islam prescribed certain washings. He remarks (p. 206):

(and some scholars actually have snid): "Here is distinctly Christian doc~

'The five prayers and ablutions go back to the very earliest Islamic time,

trine";

and Mohammed laid great weight on them.' This, however, can har.dty

a verse of the New Testament." Another, with equal justification, could

stand as evidence. The five prayers are later than the Koran; :l11d as for

claim the same utterances as showing Israelite influence , and .find equally
close parallels in the Hebrew scriptures.-In not a i~w s;~h-~~~es the re~

the relatively simple ablutions, it seems dear that they were merely de-

Of

even, "Here is

;l

saying plainly suggested by such and such

rived from Jewish custom. These matters will be considered later. As for

ligious conception, and even the formula in which it is expressed, can be

op. ,cit.,

found in the pagan religious records of Westem Asia, centuries before

148, that it is (lextrc'mely improbable that he knew anyth~ng abollt them," 3

Islam and independent even of Hebrew thought. Men think alike, and

The Koran mentions the Magians of Persia in one passage (n:17), and

religious ideas in particular bud and blossom in linguistic forms which

Mohammed and the Sabians, I <lm in full agreenwnt with Bell,

admit of no great variation, Mere verbal resemblances, even when close

here also it is probable that he knew hardly more than the name.
Wellhausen's verdict nevertheless remains in force. It is quoted with

and extended, arc likely to mislead the onc who is looking for them. Vcry

approval, and with repetition of his several arguments, in Noldeke¥

much that is easily included in a collection of "parallel passages" may be

SchwallYl Geschichte des Qoriins, I, 7f. H. P. Smith, The Bihle and Islam
(New York, 1897), accepts the demonstration, and asserts (p. 315), I'The

as easily excluded as due to inevitable coincidence in human·thought and
speech. When such a collection is once undertaken it is hard to find a

impulse came from Christianity." Rudolph, Die Abhiingigkeit u. s. W.,

stopping place, and the grains of wheat are soon buried under the bushels

63-71, elaborates the arguments, and generally expresses himself cautiously,

of chaff, I confess to having brought away such an impression of frUitless

hut remarks (p, 67), "Naeh alledem ist die Riehtigkeit der These Well-

abundance from my reading of the exhaustive study by Ahrens, HChrist~

hausens kaum zu bezweifcln." Many others follow in the same track,

liehes im Qoran" (mentioned above), Rudolph's far briefer and well
chosen list of "parallels" (ro-I7) likewise affords no evidence that the

2 (In 5:73 perhaps interpolated; note the nominative ca~I].
[The "parallels" between Islam and Sabianism 5Ct forth by St. Clair Tisdall if! his very
useful lilde "ohu-nc, TII~ Originul SOllm:t 0/ thc Qur'tin (London, 1911), pp. 5:2 {f., afC
derived {wm a Muslim writer whose imagination filled the existing gap in the customary
manner].
3

an

prophet had ever become acquainted with any portion of the N. T.
scriptures; and his own sound und well stated conclusions (18 If.) de~
serve careful reading.

6
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I have been unable) in spite of continued efforts, to get sight of An~
drac's book. From the extensive use of it by Ahrens, however, in the
publication just mentioned, it is possible to see the manner, and ill part
the material, of his ~rgument. The latter author (p. 18) quotes Andrae's
main conclusions, to the effect that '''die eschatologische Frommigkeit.
des Qorans auf das nachste mit cler religiosen Anschauung verwandt ist,
die in den syrischen Kirchen VOl' und zur Zeit Muhammeds herrschte"j
lldie Precligt (des Qorans) hat bestirnmte Vorbildcr in der syrischen Lit~
cratur"j wir finden 1m Qoran 'lnicht nur die religiosen Gedanken, son~
clem in mehreren Fallen sagar die homiletischcn Forme1n und fest~
stchende erbauliche Redewendungen," wie sie uns bei den syrischen
Schriftstellern cntgcgcntreten.' Ahrens concludes (ibid.) '; UDamit ist der
Qaranforschung, sowcit es sich urn den Anteil des Christemums an der
Entstehung des Islams hande1t, cine siehere Grundlage gegeben."
On the contrary, the foundation JUSt described, so far from being
"sieher," is of the most insecure and unsatisfactory character. The religious and moral exhortations of the Koran are in the main of very general
application, and are expressed in terms which could be paralleled in any
literature of popular instruction. The ideas expressed (except for the fre~
quent polemic against the Christian Trinity) arc those which were com~
mon to all the principal religions and sects, Jewish, Christian, and Gnos·
tic (all more or less syncretistic) in that time and part of the world. There
certainly is no safe ground for saying (as some have said): 'This Koranic
teaching is Gnostic: or 'This is Manichae:m'-in our dense ignorance of
the type of Christi:\llity that was known in the Hij~z} and especially, the
type of Judaism that was actually present in Me~ka in Mohammed's time,
and from which we know him to have derived such a very large propor~
tion of what we find in the Koran. The general knowledge of certain
Christian doctrines, and of specific Christian terms, was much morc wide~
spread in Arabia in thc prophet's time than the scholars of a former gen~
eration realized. New evidence has been collected, as will appear. The most
of the catchwords :lnd other characteristic properties which Mohammed
has been credited with introducing to his £ellow~countrymen are now seen
to have been well known to them before his day. "Christliches im Qoran>l
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there is, indeed, and that in considerable amount; but the question o( its
. origin has hardly been brought nearer to settlement by recent discussions.
Ahrens sees reason far believing that Mohammed received his teaching,
now from Arians (pp. 154£')' now from Nestorians (18, 173), and again
from Gnostics and Manichaeans (15, 18, 16]). Christian hermits, presumably in the Hijaz, told him what to say (186). His slaves, doubtless
from Abyssinia and Syria (these of course Monophysite)l gave him the
continuous instruction which he needed (187 f.). Mohamme<rs New
Testament material, he decides) is taken from nearly every part of the
Christian scriptures: Gospels, Acts, Pauline Epistles, and the Book of
Revelation (172 f.).
Certainly to many students of the Koran this equipment, of the Arabian
prophet will seem excessive) and the supposed course of training a bit
bewildering. I shall endeavor to show, in subsequent lectures) that in the
Koran itself there is no clear evidence that Mohammed had ever received
instruction from a Christian teacher, while many facts testify emphatically to the COl1trary; and that, on the other hand, the evidence that he
gained his Christian material either from Jews in Mekka, or from what
was well known and handed <tbout in the Arabian cities, is clear, Con~
sistent, and convincing.

It is quite frUitless to attempt to distinguish between Jewish and Chris~
tian religious teaching at the outset of Mohammed's career on the simple
ground of essential content, naming the one or the other as thtlt which
exercised the original and determining influence ("den entscheidcnden
Einfluss," Rudolph, 65) over him at the time when his religious ideas
began to take shape}The doctrines which fill the earliest pages of the
'
.
K oran: the resurrection,
the judgment} heaven and hell, the heavenly
book, revelation through the angel Gabriel, the merit of certain ascetic
practices, and still others, were quite :lS characteristically Jewish as Christian. Mohammed was a thoughtful man, and, in addition, a man of very
unusual originality and energy. The "initial impulse" came from his early
<lnd continued contact with representatives of u a religion" far superior to
Arabian paganism, ultimately representative also of a higher civilization.
He lived among Israelites, and knew much about them. He had seen

8
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Christians, and heard more or less in regard to them. At first and for
some time he thought of the Christians as a Jewish sect which had begun
well, but eventually had gone wrong. In the Mekkan SUfaS of the Koran

made to these and similar queries will be noticed presently. At the time
. when Geiger wrote his illuminating little book (mentioned above), IlO

Jews and Christians form essentially a single class. After his break with

tion in Mekka and Medina. At the present time, this is very commonly

the Jews, in the Medina period, he gave some particular attention to .tQe

-doubted) or denied.

Christians, in contrast with the Jews. Even then, it is plain that he knew

Some things become obscure when the searchlight is turned upon
them. Certainly the average student of Koran, Bible, Talmud, and Mid~

very little about them, and the most of what he did know he had received
at second hancl. Indeed, his acquaintance with cither their history or their
doctrines is surprisingly slight and superficial. I trust that it will appear, as
our discussion proceeds, that while Mohammed's "Islam" was undoubtedly eclectic, yet both in its beginning and in its later development by far
the gre;lter part of its essential material came directly from Israelite
sources; for, as I shall endeavor to show, the evidence that he had a wide
and intimtlte acquaintance with Judaism is overwhelming in its amoUnt
and character.
By "Islam," in .the title of these lectures, I meJn the Islam of the prophet

himself. The i1rime source therefore, indeed almost the only Arabic source,
for our present study is the Koran. The Muslim Tradition (baditll) gives
a picture of this primitive period which is so untrustworthy in its religious
content that it very rarely can be given any weight. The only safe courSe
is to leave it out of account. Christian and pagan historians and geographers have almost nothing to contribute to our knowledge of this particular time and place. The South Arabian inscriprions give some useful information, tlS will be seen, in regard to pre~Mohammedan beliefsl though
it touches oUr subject but indirectly. At some points of truly high importance we unfortunately are obliged to depend mainly on conjecrure. One
of these is no less a subject than the origin and true character of the

one doubted the presence of a genuine and. authoritative Jewish tradi-

rash could easily receive the impression that rabbis and scribes, experts
in halacha and haggada, and well informed laymen besides, had for a
considerable time been close to Mohammed's ear, and continued to be
within reach of his tongue. He persistently attacks the 'jpeople of the
Book" in a way that shows unmistakably that he thought of them as acquainted, one and aU} with their scriptures. It is their knowledge that
impresses him, and their refusal to receive him and his "Muslims~t into
their privileged circle that eXJsperates him. What he is lashing is a real
Israelite community, dose at hand, not a distant or imaginary learned
people. Yet we hear it said repeatedly, in these days, that there w(re no
genuinely Jewish settlements in Mekka and Medina. What has become

of them? The "loss of the Ten Tribes" has a wonhy counterp4lrt in this
puzzle. I have a theory to propound here as to the origin and character of
these Israelite neighbors of the Arabian prophet. Its validity can best be

judged after the material of the remaining lectures has been presented.
It might seem to us strange that Israelites in any large number should
have chosen to settle in the Hijaz. We might iud'eed expect to find them
in some other parts of Arabia, even at an early date. Yemen Was always
a rich country; and if the Quccn of Sheba could come to Solomon, Hebrew merchants could make their way to the Sabaean mountain cities.
There were emporia in northeastern Arabia, on. the Persian Gulf, com-

nominally Israelite communities with which Mohammed came in con-

paratively easy ~f access, which might Seem attractive to ;;lny who could

tact. There are interesting and perplexing questions here, which never
have been satisfactorily answered: Who these Israelites werej whence they

.enjoy a cominuing summer temperature of

came; when and how they formed their settlements in western Arabia;
what degree of civilization they ffiaint;linecl, and how true a type of
Judaism they represented. Some of the numerous replies which have been

J20

0

Fahrenheit (or more) in

the shade. But the considerations which would lead even adventurous
traders and colonists to migrate with their families into the remote wilder~
ness of perpetual sand and scanty oases east of the Red
'iight not so obvious.

Sea are at 'first

10
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There was good reason, however. for the choice; though only vigorous

to the city of Teima, near the northern border of the Hijaz,~ His son,

and enterprising men would be moved by it. From time immemorial an
important trade route had passed through the nohow coastal strip on the

'Belshazzar, was left in charge of Babylon. The main facts, as far as they
are now known, are excellently set forth in Professor Dougherty's volume
entitled Nabonidus and Belshazzar, published by the Yale University

western side of the great peninsula. This was for many centuries a highway of commerce between India and eastern Africa on the one hand, and
the cities of Palestine, Syria, and Asia Minor on the other hand. The
Greek hiswrians tell of the lively traffic, and in Ezekiel 27:I!r22 we have
a catalogue of the WMes which were brought from Yemen to the dty of
Tyre. Eventuo.lly the Roman shipping through the Red Sea, with its lower
freight charges, dealt a severe blow to the camel express line, whose busi~
ness temporarily declined. For various reusoos, certain emporia of Yemen
fell into insignificance, or even into ruin. Great changes in the commercial
centers of gravity, due to neW phases of the Roman colonial policy, had
their effect on the traffic of this route. Petra was abandoned, Palmyra not
rebuilt. Other dtics along the great highway, east of the Jordan and the
Sea of Galilee, found that the days of their prosperity were numbered.
But the old trade route never lost its import;ll1cc, and what is more, its
great days were not over,
How etlrly, may we suppose, werc Hebrew settlements to be found in
northern Arabia? Perhaps as far back as the seventh century B.C., when
the main dispersion was beginning; perhaps even earlier; there is noth~
iog to make the supposition impossible. History shows the Hebrews al.
ways pushing out, and f"r alit, "long the arteries of commerce, after their
eyes had once been opened to the opportunities in foreign lands. BUl it
seems very unlikely that ;lily Hebrew trading settlements worthy of the
name should have arisen in western Arabia before the time when JerusB¥
lern was devastated by the armies of Nebuchadrezzar.
Now it happens that there was ao extraordinary reason why merchants
in large number should h~ve been attracted to Arabia in the last years
of the Chald;leiUl period and immediately thereafter. Cuneiform docu~
mems, recently discovered, have given us a glimpse of a surprising little
chapter of western Asiatic history of which we had hitherto been in
almost total ignorance. For reasons which we can only partially conjec~
ture, the neo~Babylonian king Nahonidus transferred his royal residence

Press in 1929- The name of the dty is familiar in the Bible. In Gen. 2S:J5
Teima is one of the descendants of Ishmael. The city as an imponant
trading station is mentioned in Is. ;2.1 :14 and Jer. 25 :23; Job 6:19 speaks of
lithe caravans of Teima." The oasis, with its remarkable water supply,
could support a considerable population; and the prestige given to it by
the residence of the Great King helped to make it not only the most im~
portant point in the famous artery of commerce, but also a cosmopolitan
center. This seems well illustrated in the Aramaic inscribed stele of
Teima, now in the Louvre. It is a votive monument) set up in the temple
of an Aramaic deity. The priest who erected it has an Assyrian name, but
the name of his father is Egyptian, The date of the monument is probably
the early part of the fifth century B.C.
One reasoo, at least, why Nabonidus chose Teima for his royal resi~
cience is easy to see. The city was, and had long been, the junction of great
trade routes. At this point the line of traffic from Yemen through the
Hijaz to Syria was crossed by the line which ran through the desert from
Egypt to Mesopotamia-a route which the Babylonian monarch doubt~
less wished to improve) as well tiS to control. Another important caraV;ln
track ran from Teima around through Ha'il and Rind to Gerrha on the
Persian Gulf. And finally, a part of the merchandise that was brought up
through the Red Sea by boat or raft, after being landed at Yenbo or Aila
was brought to this distributing center. a After the Great King had taken
his .eventful step, there was not in all Western Asia an opportunity of
promising colonization comparable to the one offered by the oases of
Teima and the northern Hijaz. It was not the call of a temporary condi~
dOl1, but the sure promise (fulfilled in the event) of a permanently pros~
perous development.
oJ [Strictly speaking, Tdma W;lS not in the Hij;tz. though it is often thus induded for convenience].
G [;or the main sources of our knowledge of this traffic, sec for ex~mple De lucy O'Leary,
ArabIa be/ore Islam, pp. 53 f., 7", 7fJ, l03-106, and the notes].
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After the destruction of the temple at Jerusalem and the devastation of

(as we have seen) there was other traffic inside Arabia and across the

Judea by the Chaldaeans, in the year 586, the Jews of all that region were

desert to Babylonia.
South of Teima, the next important station on the great route is the
oasis of Khaibar. This is knDwn to us as a very prosperous Jewish settle~
ment, and it is reasonable to suppose that it was founded at this same

temporarily scattered. Some groups migrated to more remote lands, especially to those cities where Jewish colonies were alrea~y in existence;
other companies doubtless returned to the neighboring regions on the
east and south, to Moab, Ammon, and Edam, where they had taken

time. The name is very likely Hebrew, an Arabic variation of Kheber,

refuge a few months earlier, as wc.are told in Jeremiah, chapters '40-43,
Others, probably a large number, retired to Egypt (2 Kings 25'26). We

IIcommunity" (Margoliouth, Mohammed, pp. 355 f.). It was reputed the
richest city of the Hijaz. The settlement was raided by Mohal~med and

certainly may take it for granted that all the loyal Jews in this temporary

his followers in the seventh year of the hijra, as a sort of consolation

dispersion wished to see Jerusalem restored, and that very many of them

prize after the humiliating failure Df the attempt of the Muslims to enter

returned as soon as the way was open; on this whole difficult subject I

Mekka. Tbe Kotan (48, 18 f.) boasts of "a victory and gteat booty"; and

may refer to my Ezra Studies, pr. 29?-301. But whatever may have been
the conditions in Jerusalem and Judea in the years immediately subsequent
to the catastrophe, and especially after the death of Nebuchadrezzar, in
the year 561, we can now for the first time see with certainty the cDndi~
tions of a very important migration of Jews into northwestern Arabia.
Nabonidus reigned from 555 to 538 B.C. Was Tcima destined to be the
residence of other Babylonian kings? Whether or no, the eyes of aU the
neighboring world were turned tD that city, and tD the new opportunities
of traffic in its vicinity. The Arabs were not a people capable of taking
full advantage of what was offered; the call was obviously for outsiders,

in fact the plunder was enormOllS.
About one hundred miles farther 80mh lay the city of Yathrib (later
known as Medina). Here, again) the Jewish colonists entered, and even~
tually constituted a large and very important part of the population: It
does not seem to be the case that they founded Yathrib, as is sometimes
asserted, nor even that they were among the earliest settlers in that city.
This place at all events must have been from time immemorial a station
of primary importance on the caravan route. The city lies in a very fer~
tile and well watered valley, and has convenient access to the Red Sea at
Yenbo. The name Yathrib is apparently Egyptian, identical with the

and it sounded IDudest in Palestine and the countries east and south of
the Dead Sea, in Syria, and in Egypt. Among all those who could hear
and heed) there were none more likely to enter and take possession of

well knDwn city·name Athribis. In the time of Mohammed) the Jews con~
stituted three separate communities, two of them occupying strongly forti~
fied positions outside the city. The fate of these three tribal communities~

the field than the recently expatriated Jews. I think we may regard it as
""min that the Jewish ,et,lements in the Hija<, which we find so floutish·

under Mohammed's displeasure» is well known. Two of the tribes were
plundered and banished, and the men of the third were butchered.

ing in the time of Mohammed, were established at this early date, the

Some three hundred miles south of Yathrib (that is, Medina) lay the

latter half of the sixth century B.-e" under the impulse here described.
I shall presently give further reason for this belief. If this origin of certain
large colonies is assumed, we may take it for granted that they suffered
many changes, through increment (especially), loss, and other shifting
conditions, during the many centuries from which we have no record of
their existence. There was good reason for their prosperity, for the cara.
van trade between Yemell and the nonhern lands was always active, and

cities of Mekka and

Ta'if. There is no evidence that the latter city ever

contained an important Jewish settlement. Mekka, on the contrary, contained in the time of Mohammed a strong Jewish element, to whDse existence the ~oran gives abundant and unimpeachable witness. We have no
direct testimony, worthy of credence, as to the <lfltiquity of the settlement.
The fanciful tales told by the Arab traditionists are all worthless for our
purpose. As in the case of the settlements at T eima, Khaibar, and Yathrib,
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we must content ourselves with indirect evidence, aided by conjecture. I

conditions, and at this time began a considerable migration northward,

think it will ultimately be recognized as probable that all fouf of these

.extending even to the northern border of the Syrian desert. Under Byzan~

Jewish settlements were constituted in the same early period, primarily

tine rule, however, especially from the time of Justinian onward, the ship~

as commercial enterprises, under the impulse just described. If there really

ping was neglected, and prosperity returned to the caravan routes. Dur-

was a Hebrew colonizing movement southward along the Arabian trade
route in the day of Teima's glory, the stream of migration cannot have
stopped short of Mekka. That city, presumably as old as the caravan tra£~
fie through the Hija~ must have been important as early as the sixth
century B.C., though perhaps not for all the reasons which can be given
for its paramount influence in the Arabia of Mohammed's day. At this
latter time, Mekka was the principal meeting point for the Arabian tribes;
which resorted thither, not so much because of the renowned sanctuary,
and the rites connected with it, as because of the great opportunity of inter~
tribal trade afforded by the sacred territory and the sacred months. Long
before the rise of Islam, indeed, Mekka had been famed for its open mar~
keto It was also known for its hospitality to any and every variety of
Arabian superstition. During all the time (of duration unknown to us) in
which it possessed a truly central sanctuary, its people would doubtless
have been undisturbed by the entrance of a foreign faith. Israelite settlers
might well have been molested on religious grounds at Yathrib, and certainly would have been at Ta'if (where nevertheless there was a Jewish
settlement); but at Mekka they would have been tolerated.
As has already been remarked, the caravan trade through the Hijaz had
its ups and downs. All through the Persian and Greek periods of west
Asiatic history it was flourishing, In the middle of the first century of the
present era came the epoc~.making discovery by Hippalus of the regular
alternation of the monsoons; and soon after, the Periplus was compiled,
putting the navigation around the southern const of Arabia and through
the Indian Ocean on a new and safe basis. These things, especially, led
to such a development of Roman shipping in the Red Sea that the land
traffic was for a time considerably diminished. The commerce by sea be~
tween India and Egypt, rhich also in the time of the Ptolemies had been
in the hands of the Arabs and the Abyssinians, was now taken over by
the Romans. The South Arabian tribes were chiefly affected by the new

ing this favored era, which included the lifetime of Mohammed, Mekka
gained in importance, and attracted new immigrants. Among these, if I
interpret the Koran rightly, were Jews, one of whom is given very sig~
llificant mention by the prophet.
The theory of Israelite colonization thus far sketched implies a very
extensive migration from the north; and indeed, any migration at the
time and uncler the conditions supposed would naturally have been extensive. Arabia was not a sufe destination for small companies of exiles
traveling with their wives and children and their household goods. The
theory would easily account for the reported size and inAuence of the Jew~
ish settlements of the Hijaz in Mohammed's day, in view of the wide interM
val of time, the occasional increase from later migrations, and the added
likelihood that Arab tribes professing Judaism were incorporated in con~
siderable number. It would also establish the antecedent probability that
these Israelites continued to preserve the faith and the culture of their
ancestors. As to this, more presently. We may now take account of other
theories which have been propounded in regard to these Jewish-Arub
tribes and cities.
This has been a very enticing field for conjecture. The Arab historians
found plenty of material with which to operate: genetllogi~ extending
from their own day back to Adam; lively anecdotes of Hebrew patriarchs who entered the history of Arabia; movements of Jewish tribes;
names and precise details of Israelite personages and communities. European historians of course recogni7.ed the worthlessness of much of this
information, especially in the field of remote antiquity, though even here
there was strong temptation to find something usable. Dozy's very learned
and ingenious, but also very fanciful essay entitled Die Israeliten zu

Mekka,

now rarely ref~rred to, gave an extreme example of conjecture

based

supposed tradition; though having the merit of employing extra-

011

Arabian sources, an~ of supposing a real Hebrew migration, however
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small. His thesis, based largely on I ehron. 4:38-43, was that portions of
the tribe of Simeon, moving sOllthward from the time of David and es~
pedally in the reign of Hezekiah, settled in northern Arabi~ and formed
the nucleus of the colonies found so many centuries later in the Hijaz.
Dozy's compatriot,

J. P. N. Land, added the conjecture: that Simeon was

an Ishm~elite tribe which had temporarily joined the Hebrews. No form
of the theory, however, could either survive the criticism of

I

Chronicles

(to say nothing of the Arab sources employed) nor account for the size
and character of the settlements. Later writers, realizing the absence of

condition which we find. The hypothesis of native clans converted through
propaganda has played a foremost part in some recent discussions, as a
way of accounting for the origin and the apparent character of the
nominally Israelite population. The discussion of this question may be
reserved for the present: whether it can reasonably be held that these
undeniably large and influential Jewish settlements consisted mainly of
native Arab tribes which had been converted to a more or less superficial

Judaism.
August Muller, Dcr Islam im Morgen~ und Abend/and} I, 36 f., has some
well wnsidered remarks on the general subject, '¥athrib, like a large part

trustworthy material in all this, made no further use of it.
A too easy-going treatment of the question supposed that Jewish traders

-of the northern Hijaz, was in the hands of the Jews. When and whence

and small trading groups had conlinued to sift down into Arabia, taking
up their abode in one after another of the principal stations; until, whether

from the Roman·Jewish wars, since it would be hard to suppose an
earlier time. For, in spile of their having adopted the Arab ways of life

through long continued influx or through the adoption of Judaism by
native tribes, they had become so numerous in this or that place that their
culture and their religion could make an impression on their Arab neighbors. As to the superiority of genuine Hebrew culture over that of the
native tribes of the Hijaz, even in the huger c:itie~l there can of course be
no question. It may also be grarlled that the impression of culture and religion which a community can make on its environment depends more
on the qUll,Uty of those who make up the community than upon their
number. But it is quite certain, an undisputed fact, that in the principal
cities of the Hijaz, in Mohammed's time, a very large portion of the
population professed Judaism. What manner of Israelites were these?
Even if the supposed companies of merchants included ro,my of the
better class, such as would wish to maintain the traditions of Palestinian
civilization, it seems very unlikely that in a gradual process of immigra-

they had colonized the land, no one knows. Probably it was by fugitives

and thought so completely, they still retained their religion and some
special peculiarities, which in the course of many centuries they would
have been obliged to give up. They spoke among themselves a peculiar
Jewish Arabic.' (This last sentence is worthy of especial attention, even
though the means of proving and illustrating the fact are very seamy.)
As for the date which Muller suggests for the colonization, it must be
pronounced extremely improbable, This was a time when conditions in
the Hijaz were quite uncertain, when all western Asia knew that the
caravan traffic was declining, when Yemcnite'tribes were moving northward into Palestine and Syria because of hard times. The caravan trade
was already well rnanne4; there was no call now for a great influx of out~
siders, such as there had been in the day when the Babylonian power
promised a new development of northern Arabia. In the Roman time,
all the world was open, and Arabia was perhaps the least promising of

tion they could naturally form communities distinct from their surround~

all accessible regions. There were in that day, moreover, historians who

ings. Yet we have to account for a number of Jewish tribesl and at least
one Jewish city. No succession of mere trading ventures could possibly

might well have preserved some record of any large Jewish migration

explain what we see. Hence arises the question of proselyting; whether it

is a blank. The ,upposition of the earlier date, which Milller finds difficult,

is likely to have been undertaken on a large scale by Jewish traders in
Arabia, and whether from its probable result could be explained the

really makes everything far more easily comprehensible. It is true, as he

southward; whereas in the nee-Babylonian time the history of Palestine
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says, that these immigrants adopted the Ar<lb ways of life and thought

and Teima, a series of inscriptions in the old South~Arabian characters.

very thoroughly; but why he should suppose that in the course of ad-

These UTe the so-called LilJ.yanic inscriptions, all coming from the one

ditional centuries they would have been obliged to give up their religion

place el-'6Ia~ now identified with the Biblical Dedan. 6

and their "special peculiarities" is not clear. In the countries of Europe and

The date of these monuments is uncertain; the guesses range from

other parts of the earth, even after very many centuries, these fundamental properties have been preserved, while in all else the native ways of

600 B.C.

life and thought have been adopted. We certainly have no reason to

present problem, at least attesting the presence of Jews in the Hijaz. This

doubt that the professed Israelites of Teima, eVOla, Khaibar, Yathrib,.
Fadak, Mckka, and still other places, had been in these locations for a

possibility seemed to be brought nearer by the fact that the inscriptions
employ a definite article ha, like the Hebrcw~and, it should be added,

very long time.

like certain other dialects of the Semitic group. The search here for

to the third or fourth century of the present era. It was a natural

hope that they might contribute something toward the answer to our

The fact is, that outside the Koran we have very little trustworthy in-

Hebrew names, or for definite indication of Israelite religious beliefs, has

formation in regard to the Israelites of northwestern Arabia. This is

not' bccn successful. In the main, the inscriptions are evidently pagan;

sufficiently demonstrated by D. S. Margoliouth in his brilliant little mono-

and occasional features which might be interpreted as Jewish are really

graph (the Schweich Lectures for 19:21) entitled The Relations betwct:1t

of too general a character to be used as evidence.

Arabs and Israelites prior to the Rise of Islam. He is principally concerned

This little Himyarite settlement is an isolated phenomenon, and indeed

with the conditions in southern Ar<lbia, but he also throws a well de-

remarkable. It is not at first obvious why a migration of city-dwellers
from Yemen, who date their inscriptions by the regnal years of kings of
Libyan, should have settled in this place, just south of Teima. I would

served dash of cold water on the theories of those who know too much
about ethnic relations in the Hijaz. The epigraphic evidence from the
south, which he and others discussed, will be found, however, to give us

hazard the conjecture that the same commercial opportunity, beginning

no real help.

in the sixth century

B.C.,

which brought down colonists from the north

The decipherment of the South Arabian ins<:riptions brought a new

also exercised its attraction in the south. EV6la was a station of high

element into the discussion; how imporrant an element, is not yet clear.

importance in the caravan traffic through Arabia. Accepting the identifica~

It was well known that the Jews h..d played an important part in the

tion with Dedan, there are several Biblical passages which show that

history of Yemen shortly before the time of Mohammed. This meant certainly that they were very numerous; and probably, that they had been

in connection with Teima. It was a frontier city, and apparently the

the place was well known to the Hebrews. In Is:

21 :13

£. it is mentioned

them would be gained from this new epigraphic material. The problem

northern limit ordinarily reached by the South Arabian carriers. "At el'OH1 the Yemenitc Arabs handed over their goods to the Nabataean

of the Jews in the cities of the Hijaz was again brought forward. Might

Arabs, who took them to Teima. There the merchandise was divided:

not the Judaism which inspired the Koran have come up from the south,

some went north; some was carried through AHa to Egypt; still other

there long. It was natural to expect that some information in regard to

rather than down from the north? A new and unexpccted turn to the

passed via Ha'a to Babylon" (O'Leary,

question came from one of these vcry cities of the Hijaz. Besides all the

best of reasons for a South Arabian colony in the north) and there seems

I03

If.). Here is obviously the

monuments-a veritable multitude-which were found in the extreme
south of Arabia, there came to light in northern Arabia, between Khaibar

(I

(On this identification see Lidzbarski's Ephemeris. III, 273].
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to be good reason for supposing that it was founded when, or soon
after, Nabonidus took the step which meant so much to that region. But

great collection of Himyaritic (Sabaean and Minaean) inscriptions already mentioned.

these immigr<lnts, at all events, were not Israelites, nor do their inscrip-

The subject is far too extensive to be entered upon here. These ex-

20

tions give any dear evidence of contact with them.
As for the 'Hebrew l definite article, it is also employed by those

tremely important documents of an ancient high civilization, perhaps from
1000 B.C.

onward, have been deciphered and elucidated by Halevy, Glaser,

Bedouin tribes of South Arabia which migrated northward, as .far as

Mordtmann, D. H. Miiller, and othersj more recently especially by

the upper Euphrates, at the beginning of the present era, scrawling their

Rhodokanakis; and the question of a Hebrew element, both political

Thamudenic and Safatenic graffiti in debased Himyarite characters. There

and religious, has been eagerly discussed. It must suffice here to refer to

is no need to look for Hebrew influence in this grammatical feature, es·

the summary given by Margoliouth (Arabs and Israelites, pp. 59""70 ).

pecially since the demonstrative element ha is so pervasive in all Semitic;

He notes the presence, in a number of these inscriptionsl of a monotheism

speech.
There remains l however) the fact of South Arabian Judaism, and the

which certainly may point ultimately to Hebrew influence, though

he is

inclined tQ think that it "developed out of paganism rather than Out of

Islam. The Koran contains some South Arabian material, as will appear;

Judaism" (p, 63). He remarks that "the supposed Judaism of the Himyari
km,gs seems to elude the inquirer when he endeavours to tty hold on

not, indeed l characteristically Jewish materiaL The real question can·
cems the main substance of Mohammedanism, not millor features. The

is dearly less certain than it used to be that Judaism ever held sway in any

large Israelite colonies in Mekka l Yathrib, Khaibar, and Teima were

part of Arabia"; p. 81: "Supposing that a Jewish kingdom ever existed in

question of the extent to which it may have influenced the beginnings of

it" (p. 62). His final conclusion as to this matter is stated on p. 69: UIt

not themselves of Yemenite origin; this fact is clear and undisputed. But

South Arabia, it left little impression on the North Arabian mind"; and

if, as many supposel they were in culture and religion one~fourth Hebrew

again~ p. 70: "The origin of the Jewish communities of Yathdb or Medina

and three-fourths pagan; and if there is evidence that Judaism was, or

must also remain in obscurity."

had been, tIle state religion in one or more of the Yemenitc kingdoms;

To some, perhaps to many, these conclusions will seem unduly skepti~

then we might have some reason to believe that Mohammed's inspiration

cal. My own belief is, that as far as they concern the interpretation of

came, in some way, from the south. There are two questions here; and

the Himyaritic monuments they arc fully justified; expressed, as they arc,

to the more important of the two, relating to the Jews of the Hijaz, I

with caution. The problems of the northern settlements, however, are
In •
tl'e lattcrcasc,te
h
altogether different from those in the far south.

believe that a convincing answer can be given. The question of Jewish
ascendancy in southern Arabia is more difficult.
It is well known that in the fifth and sixth centuries of the common
era the Jews played an important role in Yemen. See, for example, the
brief summary in Margolis and Marx, History

0/ the lelvish People. They

were at times influential politically, but by no means to an extent which
would be likely to cause tbe spread of Judaism to other parts of tb e
Arabian peninsula. On the contrary, Christian influence was paramount
in Yemen during a part of this period. The only prospect of finding the
prime source of Arabian Judaism in South Arabia theref~re lay in the

difficulty lies in the lack of evidence', in the former , lh e ev!'denCe IS
'
abundant, the difficulty is in the interpretation. The investigator is dis~
appointed by the scarcity of Israelites in the one place, and scandalized by
their apparent multitude io the other In the ahsenee of a I ·bl h
. .
.
.
.
p aUSl ~ t eory
of extensive Imlmgratton, the hypothesis of converted Arab tn·b es seemed
the only recourse.
Hugo Winckler, in his essay entitled l<Arabisch-Setnitisch~Orientalisch"
published in the Mitteilunr:rw
Gese IIsehat
t ( 1901, 4),
'" der Vorderasiati~chen
..
pp.

1-223,

was the first to say this emphatically. After remarking (72 f.)
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that Wellhausen believed the «Beni Israel" of the Koran to be truly such
in their facial origin, he replies, "Dus ist unmoglich." We cannot suppose,
he continues, that genuine Jews could have been in the Hijaz in such
numbers. "Das Judcntum, welches sich Arabien unterworfcn hatte, ist
durch die 'propaganda; nieht durch Einwanderung oder g.u Eroherung

verbreitet worden:' (The supposition of a Jewish military conquest of the
Hijaz would indeed be amusing.) He concludes, that the wealthy
('Israelite" tribes at Medina, as well as numerous others of which we
hear, must have been coalitions of native dans induced by propaganda

to profess Judaism.
Winckler's contention seemed indeed to be supported by what had
been observed in the more favored parts of the ancient world. Eduard
Meyer, Ursprung lind Anfiinge des Christentums, II, p. 353, WQuid ex~
plain on a similar theory the great number of Jewish communities found
not only in Western Asia but also in all the lands about the Mediterranean
Sea, at the beginning of the present era and even earlier. Harnack, in his
great work on the spread of Christianity (Mission und Ausbreitung/ 4te
AuA., I, I2 f.), remarking that the Christian emissaries found the soil
everywhere prepared for them by Judaism, explains the astonishing spread
of the latter as mainly the result of successful proselyting. How otherwise
account for the immense numbers whkh are so well attested? Georg
Rosen, in his interesting little volume, luden lind Phonizier (1929), treats
quite fully one principal phase of this theory. His son Friedrich,
in a "Nachwort" to the volume, pp. II3 ff., quotes with good reason
Wellhausen's remark (Isr. u, iud. Gach.,' p. 329), that the Jewish propaganda was a very diJferent thing, in quality and lasting eJfect, from that
of any other of the religions of the time; and also the saying of George
Foot Moore (Judaism, I, 3:14), that Judaism was "the first great missionary
religion of the Mediterranean world." The fact of very extensive and
highly successful pHlpaganda is indeed ccrt;\ill, though hoth its :1l11ount
and its methods may have been somewhat overdrawn. The Hebrew Dis~
persion began considerably earlier and in greater volume than Meyer has
supposed (Ezra Studies, 153, Note 23), while on the other hand Palestinian
Jewry was constantly replenished from the surrounding lands. The re-
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markable fact remains, however; and when, for instance, the poet Horace
alludes to the danger in Rome of forcible conversion to Judaism (Sat.. I,
4, 14 2 f.), we know that behind the humorous c.'I(aggeration there was a
background of popular gossip, which in tum had its origin in the knowl~
edge of sudden and wholesale gains made by the Roman Jews.
Professor Margoliouth in his despair (as I should venture to term it)
inclines to Winckler's view. The Jews of Yathrib l he remarks, have the
Arab tribal organization. The names of the tribes are Arabic, and so, with
few exceptions, are the names of the individual members of whom we
happen to hear. We have no record of any outstanding Jewish antagonist
of Mohammed; "neither do the supposed Jews of Medina appear to have
produced any man whose name was worth preserving" (pp. 61, 70 £.).
All this suggests, he would conclude, that the "children of Israel" whom
MohamTflcd .so constantly addresses were merely Arab tribes made
Israelite by conversion-whatever that might mean.
Before weighing these arguments it is well to take into account the
conditions in which the fruitful propaganda was undertakcJl, and the
process by which grea,r numbers were Won over. The gain to be madc,
and the means of making it, were not the same in northern Arabia as
in Egypt, Rome, and· the highly civilized provinces of Asia and the
Mediterranean shores. Moore's rem:uk, quoted above, is elaborated by
him (ibid.) as follows: l'The Jews did not send out missionuries into the
partes h~fidelitlm expressly. to proselyte among the heathen. They Were
themselves settled by thousands in all the great centres and in innumerable
smaller cities; they had appropriated the language and much of the
civilization of their surroundings." Through all that eurly period the Jews
were active in making proselytes, but in the main their influence was
quietly pervasive. The successful appeal was made where: their prosperity,
their cohesion, and their superiority in culture, morals, and religion were
manifest. "They appropriated the language and much 0/ the civilization
of their surroundings." The adoption of the native tribal organization so
l
fundamental to all Arabian life, would have been inevitable, even without the supposition of a long interval of time. The adoption of Gentile
names is a very fam!liar fact in both ancient and modem times. And as
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for learned rabbis in. Medina, could anyone expect the traditions utilized

hardly consent to be held responsible for everything which a half~trained

by the first Muslim historians (who wrote long after Mohammed's day)
to take notice of them? The Jewish tribe·names are like any other, though

ranee in many matcersi but the amOUnt of material, historical, folk-Iorish,

pupil might hand

OUt.

There can be no question as to Mollammed's igno~

that of the Buou Zaghl1ra (Margoliouth, 60), obviously Aramaic, is worthy

legislative! and religious, which he transmits with substantial correctness

of notice. The name of the Banu Qainuqa' is descriptive of their occtlpa~

from purely Jewish sources is truly astonishing. Thi.s will appear plainly,

dons (smiths and armorers).

I think, in the subsequent lectUres. It is in great part material which he

few prapa.-

could only have obtained from learned men, well acquainted with the

:gandists would appear, from the Jewish point of view, to be hardly worth

Hebrew sacred literature and the standard Jewish tradition. He revered,
from the outset, both this great tradition and the people who embodied

"The superficial "conversion" of hordes of pagan Arabs by a

,the reffort, even if we could make the thing seem plausible. From the
:starrdpoint of the Arabs themselves, what sufficient advantage can they

it-until his claim to be the world-prophet led

'possibly have seen in making profession of a religion about which (ac-

in bitter enmity.

to

the clash which resulted

cording to the hypothesis) they can have had little knowledge, and the

Margoliouth will have it that Mohammed had small respect for the

results of which, in culture and morals, they cannot have seen exhibited

Israelites of Mekka and Medina, saying (1'. 81), {lIn relation to the native

in aOB <decisivc way? The hypothesis of propaganda really requires the

Arabs he thought of them as an inferior castc." I cannot imagine how this

presence in northwestern Arabia of genuine and large Jewish com-

saying could be justified from the Koran, unless it means (as its context

muriities of long standing; that is) we are left with the problem still on our

might possibly be held to imply) that the unbelieving Jews were destined

"hands. The fact of the lsrttelite city of Khaibar, "the richest city of the

for ;ln especially deep-down compartment in the infernal regions. Of

Hijaz," is onc very significant item among many. Such a civilization is

course all unbelievers stood on a lower plallc than the Muslims. The

not produced in a short time. Native Arab tribes {{converted'> in the

Koran repeatedly speaks of "the children of Israel" as the: most favored

manner supposed would have. been certain, we should imagine, to wcl-

people on earth~up to the time of Islam; and in addressing them the

'come and accept the prophet of their own number who promised them a.

prophet always reminds them that they know their scriptures. As has

"truly Ar<lbian continuation of Judaism adapted to their own special needs,.

already been said with emphasis, he is not speaking of an imaginary
people, but of his own neighbors. They were a people who)n education

-wl1ile based squarely on the Hebrew scriptures. But the Jews of

Mekk~l.

Medina, and the rcst of the Hij:tz knew better, and would not yield an

and other inherited advantages stood higher "thall his own feIlow~

inch.
I have thus far been speaking mainly of the great number of Arabs-

countrymen. Tribes which were Jewish merely in namr: could not possibly

"professing the Israelite faith, in Mohammed's time. Their quality, in civili-

Koral1 arc concerned, the theory of Arab tribes superficially made Israelite

zation and religion, muse also be considered. The weakest point in Pro~

by proselyting certainly breaks down completely) as an attempt to ac.

fessor Margoliouth's argument is his treatment, Or lack of treatment, of

count for the origin of t!le main body of "the people of the Book" known

the KoratJ. He descants (p. 71) all. the woful ignorance which that book

to the prophet. Unquestionably some Arab tribes , as well as numerous

have made any stich imprr:ssion on Mm. As far as Mohammed and the-

displays in regard to Hebrew matters in general, and attributes the

smaller groups, had cast in their lot with the Israelites, in the centuries be~

ignorance to Mohammed's soi~di$ant Jewish mentors, But is it always the

fore Mohammed's day; gained over less through active propaganda than

case that a great mass of strange and miscellaneous information is cor-

by the advantages which were silently offered. I shall show in a subsequent

rectly reported by its recipient? We who afe teachers by profession would

lecture that the Koran, in at least one place, takes account of certain of
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a. 8 Margoliouth, Relations, S8 E., takes notice of the

these brethren by adoption. They formed at aU times a relatively small

Qamma 90 b; Besa

and unimportant element.
I have tried to sketch the theory of an ancient and extensive movement

Arabic words occurring in the early Jewish tradition, including the

21

Mishna, and names a number of them, but remarks in conclusion ~ "On

of colonization, a Hebrew migration southward into the Hijaz in the

the whole, however, it is surprising how rarely the rich language of the

an ethnic transplanting ~hich rooted deep and for many

Mishna and its copious technicalities of agriculture and commerce can

sixth century

B.C.,

generations obeyed the injunction to be fruitful and multiply; and we

be -satisfactorily illustrated from Arabic." Might not one rather say, that

may now return to it for a moment in closing. It implies a genuine ~e~

it is noteworthy that this rich language should draw at all upon the

brew stock) and an authentic religious and literary tradition always kept

Arabic in "the terminology of ;lgriculture(!) or even of commerce? And

alive and in continuous connection with the learned centers in the greuter
world outside Ar<lbia. While presenting no historical diffic;ulty, it can
fully ;l,cCQunt for the relatively high civilization in the Jewish communi~
ties of Mckka, Yathrib, Teima, Khaibar, and othcr cities of that region.
It is a familiar fact that the Mishna takes account of Arabian Israelites.

when, in. the formula for a bill of divorce given in Gittin 85 b,
J"'~ll ~l'

J'Pl~1V I11lKl

(I)

J'~"11 'IlO. the first of the tbree terms is

Arabic, the plain evidence of communities of Arabic~speaking Jews is
striking and important.
Far more important, however, is the testimony contained in the Koran.

Shabb. 6, 6 notes that "the Arabian Jewesses go out wrapped in a veil, so

The IsraeHte tribes with their rabbis, their books, sacred and secular, their

that only their eyes are seen." Ohaloth 18,

speaking of the various

community of faith and action, and their living contact with the past, are

places where dwellings in which pagans have lndged may he occupied by

there; they arc no phantom. All through the Koran there is evidence of a

10,

Jews without the comraction of ceremonial uncleanness, names "the tems

Jewish culture, which Mohammed greatly admired, and of Jewish learn·

of the Arabs." This is perfectly indefinite, to be sure, and each one of us

ing, which he very imperfectly assimilated. Of this culture, and of Moham~

is free to locate these particular Arabian Jews according to his own

med's attempt to digest the learning, the subsequent lectures will try
to take account.

preferencej still, the fact that they were numerous enough-and accessible
enough-to be included in the Mishnic legislation is worthy of a thought

I!. {I bwe these references tb the kindness of Professor Spiegel, of the Jewish Institute of
ReligionJ.

in connection with the theory here advanced.
Among the early authorities cited in Talmud and Midrash is a certain
Simeon the Teimanite ( '~b~ni11'~~lU

).

This, again, seems arnbiguou.5

inasmuch as the adjective could refer equally well either to the Edoffiite
city (or district) Teiman or to Teima. Since, however, the latter city is

80

well known as a strongly Jewish center even in pre~Mohammedan times,
we may infer with confidence that it was the home, 7 of this rabbi Simeon
who was infiuential enough to be quoted as an authority. The passages
are: Meehilta to 14, 15 (cd. Friedmann 2gb); Mishna Yadayim 1,3;

Yebamoth 4. 13 (an important passage); Tosephta Berachoth 4, 24 (p,
10); Sanhedr. 12, 3; Besa 2, 19; Bah. Talmud Zebachim 32b; Baba
1

(According 10 Sal/lied/", 17 b he was ill Y~,bneh in the time of n~bbi AqibaJ.
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derived from these two sources; all give this lively picture of the Arabia
of Mohammed's day and earlier. They are concerned with the heroic and
the picturesque, and hold in some contempt the humdrum ease of the
town dwellers. Listen to al~Qu~5.mi, of the tribe of Taghlib (Noldeke,

Del. Carm. Arab., 31):
You, who admire the life of the city dwellers)
What think you of us) the sons of the open desert?
SECOND LECTURE
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You. may jog the streets on asses; we have our chargers)
Clean-limbed) and our lances, strong and keen for plunder.
When times afe straitened, we raid the clans of I;>abba;

The word Clculture," in its ordinary English meaning, is perhaps not
often employed in speaking of the pre~Mohammedan tribesmen of
northern and western Arabia. Their life is typical of something more
interesting. There are certain groups of men) and phases of primitive
civilization, the mention of which always creates a picture of hardship
and valor) the triumph of human skill and endurance over natural con~
ditions full of danger and privation. We find a flavor more appetizing
than the t;tstc of high life in Cooper's novels, and in the biographies of
Daniel Boone and Kit Carson. When we read of the typical "cowboys"
of a generation ;:tgo, we expect no mention of books and reading, of
household luxuries and bric-a-brac; what we seek, and find, in the
story of their life on the plains is a picture mace entertaining, and also
far more truly representative of their civilization-or lack of it.
It is this appeal to the imagination which is made by the native of
Arabia, in whatever variety of literature he is depicted. ·We see proud
tribes~ and their noted heroes, restlessly moving figures in a most for~
bidding bnds<:ape. We tbink of the exploits of Antar; the savage deeds
of the freebooter and poet Shanfara, with every man's hand against him;
Ta'abbat,!~sharran following the trail through the desert; the tent-dweller
kindling for a passing stranger his hoarded pile of brushwood) and
sharing with him the last handful of dates-nay) giving him the whole
of it. The narratives in that great storehouse, the Aghani; the poems of
the earliest period; and the quasi~historical works whose material is chieAy
28

Then he whose time has come to die-he diesl
Ay, it may happen to us to raid our brethren,
When for our need no other foe comes handy.
They take justifiable pride in the strenuous life of their ancestors, so
largely deprived of the comforts and even decencies of civilization; while
of course knowing that there is another side to the picture. There is a
popular saying which holds up to view one less desirable feature of life
in the desert: "Everything is soap for the Bedouin." 0 Doubtless; but those
who coined the proverb knew the virtues of this toilet article, and presumably used it. The luxuries of the desert ;lre the necessities of the city.
All the time) as far back as any of our sources reach, the dty life is there,
even when little or nothing is said about it.
We are gradually learning, in these days, that the uncient races in the
Orient were much farther advanced in their knowledge of arts and
crafts) and in their general culture, than we had supposed. The low estimute was a matter of course, while the evidence of high attainment was
lacking. Even in the case of unpromising Arabia, I have no doubt that
our estimate has been too low. Note, for example) the evidence collected
by Wellhausen, Restf!, :WI) note 2, in regard to the written tradition of the
old Arabian poetry. There may have been much more writing of both
poetry and prose than we have been wont to imagine. We are aware
9 (Landberg, ProllcrbCI ct DiclOn! du

Jlmp!~ Ar{/b~,

p. 170J.
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that the cities of South Arabia were magnificent and their culture well

derived from them very obvious. Schools of some sort must have been

advanced, though our knowledge of them is still meager. Our definite

ancient institutions in the Hijaz, even though we know nothing in

information in regard to the cities in the northwestern part· of the pen-

regard to them. Our sources give us no sure ground for conjecture as

insula is very slight indeed, but even here we have ground for a probable

to the proportion of illiteracy in Mekka and Medina, nor as to the attain~

conclusion.
The carav;ln tr~de did little for the Bedouins; they continued to live as
they always had lived; but it did much for the emporia along the route.
The products and symbols of a high civilization, in great number and
variety, had for many centuries been familiar to the merchants and towns~

roeots of Mohammed's companions in gel1eraL There is <l tradition, not
given in Ibn Hisham's Life of the Prophet, but quite credible as to the
main fact, to the effect that in the second year of the Hijra, after the
battle of Bedr, some of the Mekkan captives were made to serve as
schoolmasters, to teach the Muslim boys. This has sometimes been too

people of the Hijaz. The influence of such acquaintance, long continued)

hastily interpreted to mean that the Muslims themselves were for the

is inevitably profound. As for Mekka, aside from the "through" traffic
in which their participation was but slight, there were the local "caravans

most part illiterate. The implication is not necessary) however. We at the
present day hire teachers for our children, not because we are unable to

of winter and summer" mentioned by Mohammed in Sura 106; the cam·
van of winter going down to Yemen, and that of summer to the dties of
Palestine) Syria, and Phoenicia. Mekka even had some importance as a
junction, from which a trade route ran by way
Riad to Gerrha on the
Persian Gulf. These merchants carried exports) and brought back imp
ports. They also brought a change in modes of thought nnd habits of

read and write) but because we arc busy. Those who had migrated from
Mekka with Mohammed were now reduced to dire straits in order to
earn their living. They could not long remain as parasites on the so-called
"Helpers" of Medina who had given them hospitality, but must shift for
themselves in every possible way. Doubtless many, both of the emigrants
and of the Helpers, were illiterate; but we can hardly doubt that the men

life; a wider horlzon. How much of a gulf there was between the civiliza-

of the better cJ",,, had had the henefit of some schooling. We happen to

tion of the roving clans of Snleim or Hudheil and that of the Qoreish of

know that this was true even. of some of _the slaves. Mohammedls legisla.

Mekka, we are not in a position to say; but a. gulf there certainly was.
The Koran) in that portion of it which was composed at Mekku, gives

rion in Sura 24 :33 implies that written contracts were a mutter of course,
and that his followers would have no difficulty in making them.

the impression of a community both pmsperous and enlightened. Those

In regard to the Jews of either city we have better ground for an estimate. They were an educated people. If, as the a~ailable evidence makes
probable, their settlements in this part of Arabia were ancient and chiefly
the result of a considerable migratory movement, we could take it for

or

citizens (not named) who are attacked by the prophet as troublesome opponents are not merely wealthy and inAuential, there were among them
men for whose knowledge and wider experience he had a wholesome
respect. This means not only the Jewsj though in knowledge of books
.and of religious history their communities certainly were no slight dist<lncc in advance of their Arab neighbors.
In such centers of an old civilization as Mekka, Yathrib, Khaibar, and
Teima the ability to read and write had for centuries, as a matter of
.course, gone far beyond the requirement of mercantile transactions. The
acquisition of these accomplishments was very casy, and the advantage

granted that they brought with them and maintained the traditions of
culture which they carried forth and perpetuated in other parts of the
world. Their worship required a succession of learned men, and their
laws necessitated a general religious training. The Arab tales and traditions, in their mention of the Israelites of the Hijaz, give everywhere the
impression of a people relatively high in civilization. The respect with
which Mohammed, even in his utmost exasperation, speaks of this "people
6f the Book" shows that for him they stood on a superior pl:tne; and this
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not merely because of their religious inheritance, but also because they

allusion to the lcatnz'ng of these Israelites. We do know that two of the

possessed knowledge of history and literature to an extent which differ...-

large Jewish tribes of Medina, the Na9ir and the Qurai:?a were called

eoliated them, as a people, from any native Arab community. It is not

the Kiihiniini (i. e. the· two kdhin tribes) j the name indicating that they

merely a few men that he has in mind; the manner in which he speaks

,claimed, doubtless with good reason} that their membership included cer~

of I'the children of Israel" shows that his thought is of the Jewish people

tain priestly families. 10 In Ibn Hisham's Life of the Prophet (ed. Wi.isten~

in general) as he and his fellows had come in contact with them. In Qur

feld, p. 659) there is preserved a poem by a Jewish contemporary of Mo-

conception of the state of civilization represented by them we probably

hammed which deserves attention. It dates from the third year of the

shall underestimate rather than the contrary.

Hijra, when Muslims and Jews were already in open hostility. One of

What literature may we suppose the Jews of the Hijaz to have possessed,.
in the time of Mohammed? On the theory of their origin here presented
-the only possible theory, I maintain, to account for the plain facts before
us-the question can be answered with very high probability. If these He~'

the latter, Kajb ibn aI-Ashraf, who was connected with the tribe NaQir,

brew settlements had existed since the sixth century B.C.) and had kept in·
touch with the outside world (as they could not have failed to do, in view
of the constant and very lively traffic), their history in this respect'was:
like that of other Jewish colonies. Certainly they had all the sacred litera.. .

j

had made himself especially obnoxious to the. prophet, and was accordingly
assassinated, by high command. A well known Muslim poet, Ka'b ibn

Malik) composed verses justifying the murder) blaming the Jews for their
failure to support the true prophet, the heaven~sent messenger. A formal
reply, as usual in the same rhyme and meter, was returned by Sammak of
Nagir, and in it occur the following lines:
'l~abbiir(l

ture possessed by their neighbors in Palestine and Babylonia. They were:

ara

indeed in a part of the world utterly different from any of the regions oc.. .

we-kulluhum lahu 'ilmun khabiru
we-kiina Jd..dart'sina likulli 'ilmin
bihi Jt~tauriitu tan!iqu wa}z~zubiiri1

cupied by their brethren of the Dispersion. Life in Arabia had its un"
avoidable requirements) and they had become Arab tribesmen, at least

tunkirtJ,ha jamtan

externally; but they kept their religion, al;d their traditions; it is hardly
conceivable that they should have done otherwise. Religious feeling, long~

The doctors all, I notc, refuse him credence,

established customs, pride of racc) consciousness of the great superiority

All of them learned, men of worldly wisdom;

of the Israelite faith to the native paganism, the influence of frequent vis·
itors from the Jewish communities in the north .lOd east, the enduring

They who ate versed in all the heavenly teaching
Uttered for us in Torah a.nd in Psalter.

reputation of such learned Arabian Jews as Simeon of Teima and doubt~
less others whose names we do not know~these factors. especially, were

'The verses are unquestionably authentic, and in view of the circumstances

potent in mainta.ining Arabian Judaism, Obvious and acknowledged su~

under which they were uttered we can be quite certain that no one in

periority is not readily thrown away. It would have been easier to forsake

"Medina at that time would have denied the claim which they make. In

the faith and the inherited practices in Rome or Alexandria than in the

the Israelite tribes of the dty there were men whose reputation for learn.

oases of the desen. The colonists) here as elsewhere. brought with them

ing was generally known. The verSeS are also interesting for their Hebrew

their sacred books, and scribes were of course raised up as they were

loanwords, four in number; reminding of August Muller's remark

needed.
Outside the Koran we should hardly expect to find any contempora;y

10 [See Noldeke. Beitriigc
goliouth, Rclmions, 73, 79 J.

Z"f

Kt!1Jntniu dt:r Pocs;t: dct aTlell Arabrr. p. 5..\ f.; also Mar-
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(quoted .bove, p. 17) in regard to the "Jewish Arabic" spoken by the
Israelites of the Hijaz. These same words appear frequently in the Koran,
and it is evident: that the most of the terms of this ·nature which Mohammed employs had been in common use long before his time. l1
The Koran occasionally-and) be it noted, also in the Mckkan period~
takes notice of the Jewish scholars (ahbiir), 12 the rabbis (rabbanis), the
word denoting a still more learned closs (Geiger, p. 52), as in 3:73 and
5:48, 68. In 26:197 Mohammed boasts that "the learned (ulema') of the
children of Israel" had given him encouragement. This incidental testimony, supported us it is by th~ whole Koran, is certainly to be taken at its
face val ue. To assert that there were no Israelite scholars in Mekka and
Medina, and thut Mohammed did not know the difference between the
learned and the unlearned, is easy, but quite in disregard of the evidence.
All the history of his dealing with "the people of the Book~'-the amount
of exact information, from Biblical and rabbinical sources, which he re~
ceived; the encouragement givell him while he seemed a harmless 1nquirefj the long and bit~er argument, in which he was continually worsted;
and the final rejection of all his prophetic claims-shows him in close contact with an old and perfectly assured religious tradition, far too strong
for him. The history would have been the same if he had made his appe;lrnnce~ first as pupil and then as dangerous innovator, in any center of
Israelite culture.

The sacred books were there, in Mekka, and Mohammed had seen some
of them-though he takes care not to say so. It is altogether probable)
moreover, that each of the principal Jewish communities in the Hijaz
possessed considerable collections of volumes-scrolls and codices j not
only the Torah, the Prophets, and other books of rhe Bible; not merely
also the ;luthoritntive r.. bbinical writings~ llS tbey successively appeared; .
U [The Hebrew terms I "'IJn ,l?'l'l :1--nn in the qllOtcd vers.cs arc obvIOus enough. ZlIbtir
comes from ''1'17.)\1;) under thl': inAuence of a nenuine Arabic root zhr, "writing"; an especially
good exam!)lc of this Hijnzi dialect. It is unnecessary to argue that the Jews of Mekka and
Medina did not adopt this word from Mohammed (I); and he, for his pan, was not so
simple as to invent Hebrew tcchnic~1 terms in place of those already in usc].
1~ [Rudolph, .Abhiil1gillk~it: 5. nole 31, is mist<lkcn in supposing that in Sura 9:3J, 34
Mohammed JeSlglHltcs Clmlt/al1 scholars by this word. The context plainly shows the can.

trary),
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but also the most important and most widely diffused works of the worldliterature, including translations from such languages as the Syriac and
Ethiopic. Libraries gro~ up slowly; but even a small nucleus is a very
strong magnet, and the man who loves books will collect them, when, as
in the present case, they are within easy reach. The Jews, by long tradition,
were a people of books and reading; and wherever their culture struck
deep root, some sort of literary activity was a matter of course. In the gen.
erations immediately succeeding the destruction of the temple at Jerusa"
lem by the Romans they clung closely to their canonical books and their
religiolls tradition) letting everything else go by the board. This was partly
the result of the calamities which had overtaken them, looked upon as a
severe lesson) and partly in opposition to the Christian literature which
was growing up, professedly based on the Hebrew and Jewish scripmres,
canonical and cXlr~-eanonical.
This attitude underwent a gradual ch;:lOge, of necessity, and that nor
only in the lands of the Dispefsjon. Before the time of Moh:unmed the
haggadic midrash was gathering and adapting material from the Gentile
1itef;)t~Jre, generally giving it a new religious coloring. The legends regarding Alexander the Great aaord :In interesting example. Any prtrenetic narrative, pagan O( Christian, might be laid under contrihution, for
no religion can build a fence around a good story. In a subsequent lecture,
dealing with the narratives of the Koran, attention will be called to a
remarkable series of legends in the 18th Sura, all belonging to rhe West
Asiatic folklore. The collection was not made by "Mohammed j the swries
were merely abridged and adapted hy him in characteristic fashion, It has
been observed that a very considerable portion of these same legends is to
be-found in the hom Hies of Jacob of Sarug, a Mesopotamian Christian who
wrote at the end of the fifth century; sec especially the first chapter in
Huber, Die Wanderlegende von den Siebenschlii/crJ1. The first in the
Koranic series is a Christian talc, that of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus.
Every Christian element has been removed from it) however) and it would
serve equally well as a story of Israelites per.secuted for their faith. There
is even some evidence that the Jews of Mekka regarded the legend as their
own property, and quizzed Mohammed in regard to it (NoldekevSchwally,
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13trI43), Next comes a parable which, as many scholars have observed,
sounds like :1 typical Hebrew mashal. Thereupon follow old pagan legends
in a Jewish redaction, Moses taking the place, first, of Alexander the
Great, then of the old Babylonian hero Gilgamesh (see the Fourth Lec~
ture). It is perfectly evident thut Mohammed's source was an already
fixed collection of Jewish tales, existing at Mekka, in whatever' manner
he may have received them.
This I should suppose to be typical of a class of literature, designed for
popular instruction, which might be found in any or all of the Israelite
settlements, from Tcima to Mekka. That it was in the Aramaic language,
and written with the Aramaic alphabet, would be a matter of course; some
direct evidence touching this question will be noticed presently. It is unlikely that any portion of this l{world~literature" existed in the Arabic lan~

improbable indeed, but there are no known facts which could warrant the
assertion that it is impossible.

guage in the time of Mohammed. The interesting narratives might be well
known, however, even if they were not obtained from the Jews. The
Arabs of Hira were bilingual, and so also, no doubt, were many of those
on the Greek frontier; and the art of the stOl'y~tcller flourished mightily in
Arabia. But ill the case just mentioned we certainly are dealing with a
document, not with oral tradition.
Could Mohammed read and write? This may seem a very strange ques~
tion, in the presence of the Koran. Would not the production, by an illiterate man, of a grent literary work) admirable throughout in its dis~
criminating use of words, the skilful structure of its sentences, and the
surprising mastery of aU the nuances of a very highly deVeloped gram~
matical science, be in fact the miracle which it claims to be? The answer,
however, is not such a matter of course as it seems. The grammar, i. e. the
forms of the literary language, had long been completely developed in the
pre~Mohammedan poems, which were a multitude and familiar through~
out the Arabian peninsula; and oral tradition can accomplish wonders.
It is with the Arabic language only that the question is ordinarily con~
cernedj but if it should be answered in the affirmative, it is necessnry to
go farther, and inquire whether there is any like.lihood that the prophet
could also read Hebrew or Aramaic. This might at the outset seem very
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The direct evidence, it is needless to say, is scanty and difficult of inter~
pretation. The orthodox Muslim Tradition generally (but not quite con~
sistcntly) maintains that the prophet could neither read nor write. It is
quite evident that dogmatic considerations were chiefly influential here.
We have to reckon with a tendency, not simply with a record of known
facts. As for the testimony of the Koran, it can be, and has been, interpreted in more than one way. It is quite natural that the prophet should
not take occasion to affirm his ability, if he possessed it. The real question
is whether he does not deny the ability. Some have claimed in support of
this view the passage 29:47, in which the angel of revelation says to Mo~
hammed, "You have not been wont to recite any (sacred) scripture before
this, nor to transcribe it with your right handj otherwise those who Set it
at nought might well have doubted." But this is a very dubious argu~
ment, to say the least. As Noldeke.-5chwally, 14, remarks, it can be turned
the other way. The natural implication of the passage is that the prophet
was writing down the Suras of this particular {<Book/' though he never
before had undertaken any such portentous task (ef. also 87:6). And I
believe that it will be found probable l when all the evidence is taken into
accountl that Mohammed did write down the whole of the KOf<ln 'with
his right hand.' This passage will come under consideration again, in the

sequel.
The argument which has weighed heaviest with those who would .have
Mohammed ilIi~erate is the fact that he repeatedly describes himself as
«ummi." a curious Koranic adjective which always expresses contrast with
l
the "people of the Book. ' Interpreting this as <lunlettered," and support~
ing the interpretation by the Tradition and the prevailing low estimate of
Arabian culture, Noldeke in his Geschichte des Qar."! (r86o) adjudged
Mohammed illiterate, or nearly so. Wellhausen adopted this view, express~
ing it with emphasis, and it was generally accepted; Sprenger (Dos Leben
und die Lehre des Mohammad, 186r-1865) was one of a few who main~
mined the opposite. More recently, there has been a growing tendency to
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predicate for the prophet some literary training; thus Grimme, Rudolph,

tained, that his outgivings were of superhuman origin. God was now pro~
dueing and perfecting for the Arab, a holy book, delivered through his
Arabian. messenger in the same way in which the Jews and Christians
had received their scriptures. The prophets of Israel had sp~ken by divine
inspiration, not from book~knowledge. Mohammed himself certainly never
doubted, from the beginning of his ministry to the day of his death, that
his 'Koran' was the product of divine illumination, nor would he have
others doubt. We are reminded of one of the great teachers of the New

Schulthess, and others. In Noldekc~Schwally, 14, it is shown that ummi
cannot mean Ilillitentte"; and the view there maintained is that it designated those who do not have ("or know") the ancient holy scriptures.
Even this explanation. however, is unsatisfactory. It does not at all account
for the statement in 2 :73 (see below) j nor does it provide a reasonable
derivation of the strange adjective, which certainly cannot be ex~
plained by (am ha-m-ef (!), nor by any native Arabic use of umma, "na~
tion." On the contrary, this is one of the Jewish~Arabic locutions of which
August MiiHer speaks, being simply the transfer into Arabic of the He~
brew goi, goyim. It was not coined by Mohammed, but was taken over by
him from the speech which he heard. It designated any and ,all who
were not of the Israelite race (as has already been said1 and is well known,
Mohammed does not distinguish Christians from Israelites). The passage
2:73. which has made trouble for previous explanations of the problematic
term, expresses the indignation and scorn with which the prophct replies
to certain proselytes in one of the Medinese tribes~ who had tricd to trick
or ridicule him by means of some "scripture" of their own compositiona most natural proceeding for would~be Israelites. He has just been speak~
iog of the Jews, and now continues: "And among them there are certain
goyim, who do not know the scriptures) but only hope to appenr to, and
who think vain things. Woe to ~hose who write out scriptures with their
hands and then say, This is from God!" Here, the adjective is plainly used
in reproach llnd comemptj elsewhere, it mellns precisely 'lGentile," most
obviously in 3:69! The Kor<ln, then, gives no ground whatever for sup~
posing Mohammed unlettered.
On one point, at all events, there has been very general agreement
among students of the Koran, namely, that Mohammed did not wish to
seem to be one [0 whom reading and writing were familiar accomplishments. This, however, is a little tOO sweeping a statement of the case. He
did not wish to seem to be a man of booblearningj to be dealing out
what had becn obtained from writings. He hod not copied books, nor parts
of books, nor wri[ten down what any man had dictated. The reason for
this is obvious: he would not weaken the assurance, consmndy main-

Testament. The apostle Paul had read Christian gospels, and had talked
with disciples and companions of Jesusj but neither in his own thought
nor in his writings would he allow these facts any weight. The truth was
revealed to him, he repeatedly declares; "I conferred not with flesh and
blood>lj '~They who were of repute imparted nothing to me" (Gal. 1:16;
2:6). Mohammed would have used the same words: the Koran came to
him from above, not from any human teachers, nor from the reading of

books.
This is vcry different from a profession of unfamiliarity wi[h reading
and writing, nor is it easy to believe that he could have made any such
profession. When we think of the period of preparation---certuinly not a
brief period-which preceded the beginning of the !Cor~tn and the public
appearance of the prophet, it seems truly incredible that he should not
have made himself familiar with these very ordinary accomplishments. It

is altogether likely, indeed, that he had possessed them from his boyhood.
The family of Hashim, to which he helonged, was respected in Mekka,
though neither wealthy nor especi'llly influential. His grandfather 'Abel al~
Munalib and his uncle Abu ralib, in whose care he was brought up,
might certainly have been expected to give him some of the education
which Mekkan boys of good family were WOnt to enjoy. The fact [hat he
was chosen by the prosperous widow Khadija (whom he afterwards mar~
ried) as the man to take charge of her trading ventures would seem to
make it almost certain that he was known to have some acquaintance with
"the three Rs."

Supposing that all this is granted, the probability that Mohammed had
learned to rcad Hebrew or Aramaic in any effective way may nevertheless
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seem remote. Not that the acquisition would have been difficult, a short

at best. The manner in which he gained his extensive, even though superficial acquaintance with the Hebrew scriptures and the Jewish halakha
and haggada was by oral instruction, te<lching which must h~ve covered
a very considerable period of time.

time would have sufficed; but because he could get what he wanted in a
much quicker <lnd easier way. The <J.lphabet could indeed be mastered in
a few hours; and the two languages, in both vocabulary and grammar,
bear enough resemblance to the Arabic to enable one who is accustomed
to read and write the latter to labor through the sentences of a Jewish
document after a comparatively short period of study with the aid of a
Jewish instructor. In view of Mohammed's great interest in the Jewish

4'

We have no definite and trustworthy information either as to the place,
or places, where the instruction was given, or as to any individu<ll who
gave it (see, however, what is presently to be said in regard to the pas-

scriptures, <lnd the length of time during which he must have been re~
cciving instruction in them; in view also of certain features in the Koran,

sage 16:105). Presumably the prophet's own city, Mekka, was the princi-

it is easy to believe that he may have gained this gentle eminence in com~

and the earlier part of his career. It has often been surmised) nnd some~

pal place, and perhaps it was the only one, during his preliminary training

parative Semitic philology. It is perhaps not too fanciful a conjecture that

times treated

the brief exclamatory utterance which is believed with good reason to
have constituted the very beginning of the Koran contains reference to

of his religious information abroad) while on his travels as a caravan mas~
ter, especially in Syria. The conjecture, however, is neither well founded

this fact. Sura 96, 3-5; "Recite I for thy Lord is the most gracious One;
who teaches the use of the pen; teaches man what he had not known."
The three lines are built upon the word qallln1, {(pen," which furnishes
the threefold rhyme. Doubtless the thought o( the Jewish and Christian
scriptures is in the background; but we should hardly expect the human
clement in the divine revelation to be so strongly emphasized, in this brief.
outburst, unless the message to the Arabs was also in mind. There is a
personal note in the announcement: "Thy Lord is most gracious." It is

nor helpful. There is in the Koran nothing whatever that could not easily
have been obtained in Mekka and Medina, nor any sort of material for
which an origin outside of Arabia seems likely. The stories '0£ Mohammed's distant journeyings are purely fanciful; it is not likely that he ever
went north of Teima, the distributing center where the caravan merchandise was taken over by the carriers to the north and east. Nothing
in the Koran gives the suggestion of a man who had been abroadj one
receives distinctly the contrary impression.

natural to think that the nascent prophet here speaks out of the conscious~
ness of his own experience.
However this may be, no wielding of the qillam, nor ability to spell out
the words of an ancient sacred book) can account for Mohammed's acqU<lhltance with Hebrew and Jewish lore. It is quite evident from the
volume and variety of the material, derived from literary sources, which

The number of the prophet's authorities must have been small. It is
possible to assert this from our knowledge of' the man himself. He wns:
not one who could go about freely and openly, asking for informationeven before the idea of an Arabian revelation first entered his head; nor
was it ever characteristic of him to take others into his confidence. In the
I;adlth there are some very circumstantial narratives which show th.at 011'

<:IS

an assured fact) that Mohammed gained some, or much)

the Koran brings before us that it cannot, in the main, have been derived

occasions when :Mohammed was in serious need of counsel, even Omar

from the prophet's own reading. It would indeed have been easy for

and the trusted companion and ,adviser Abu Bekr were held off at arm's

him to peruse, with the help of a teacher, some portions of the Hebrew
sacred writingsj it seems the easiest explanation of some of the phenomena

length.

which we can observe in the Koran that he did this; but, even if this may

be supposed) the amount of such laborious perusal must have been small

13

We should have known this from the Koran, without the aid

of the hadith. He was not a man to make intimate friends; if he had
been, he never would have stepped forth as a prophet. He consulted pri~
13 [E. g. Bokhari, ed. Krehl, II, 1°5, 156J.
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vatdy as few as possible of those who could give him what he :wanted, and

which he has written out for himself; and they are dictated to him rnorn#

kept his own counsel. Knowing how he was wont to treat-and maltreat
-his material, we can say without reserve that he was very fortunate in.

ing and evening." This is instruction given in Mekka, extending over
some time. The stories from the Old Testament are especially referred to.

the choice ot his teachers. He can hardly have discussed with them much

Mohammed doe~ not deny the human teac~er, but only insists that the

of what they told him. If he had done so, he certainly would have been

teaching came down from heaven. What the scoffing Mekkans said was

saved from many of the blunders into which he fell. It would seem prob-

certainly true as to the process by which the narrative material in ~he

able, from what we know of the mental attitude ot the man revealed in

Koran was generally obtained. The teacher was some one whose contin-

every featUl'e of his life and work, that even in the presence of learned men

ued intercourse with Mohammed they could observe, there in their own

j

he did not wish to acknowledge to them, or to himself, that he was acquir~

city. It was at home, not abroad, that the prophet received at least the

ing information which was totally new. Whatever he thus received was it

Biblical (and haggadic) narratives which occupy so large

divine gift, to be refashioned according to his own divinely aided wisdom.

Koran. The word qaum, "people," in this passage is indeed quite inde£~

This conception of the matter would have been especially easy if (as we

ioite; it need not imply more than

may suppose) he had already learned to spell out Hebrew words and de~

material referred to is Jewish, and since also we know that during nearly

cipher sentences for himself. Probably few of his contemporaries, aside

the whole of the Mekkan period it was upon the Jews and their knowl~

from the teachers themselves, knew whom he had been consulting; and

edge of holy writ that he relied, it is a fair inference that the reference i.s

cerrainly no one of the latter, not knowing what other instructors Moham,..

to a representative of this "people," the Israelite colony in Mekka.

med might have had, would be inclined to accept responsibility for the

<l

part of the

a. single instructor. Since, however,

the

A still more important p,lssage, significant in more ways than one, is

He had

16:105, also of Mekkan origin. The angel of revelation is the speaker. "We

not been given this history in connected form, but in fragments of nar~

know very well that they say: It is only a mortal man who has taught

rative, largely unrelated-and he trusted Gabriel to put them together for

him. But the language of him to whom tlley refer is for~ign, while this

him.

language is clear Arabicl" The person here referred to mayor may not be

travesty of Hebrew history which the Arahian prophet put forth.

His studies certJinly attracted very little attention at the time. In his

the same one who is mentioned in 25:5. Certainly nothing opposes the

youth and eady manhood, and until his public appearance as a prophet,

supposition that both passages point to the same individual, while it is

he was an insignificant personage, 11,ot particularly noticed by anybody

clearly supported by two considerations especially: these portions of the

op. cit.,

657). Mekkan tradition preserved no

Koran are of about the same date; and Mohammed never would have

record of his teacher or teachers. The legends of the monk Bahira, of his

frequented two or more teachers if one would suffice. It plainly is implied

Ten Jewish Companions, etc" are all perfectly worthless, mere romancing.
His liStudies" were indeed observed nnd commented upon. In two very

here that the Mekkans knew of but one, namely "that one whom they
have in mind/' Here. then, we may fairly conclude, is Mohammed's chief

important passages the Koran refers to human instruction received by the

source, very likely his only major source of instruction aside from what he

prophet, in both CHses in answer to the cavilling charge that his divine

was constantly seeing and hearing, in the Jewish community which he
frequented.

(see Snouck Hurgronje,

wisdom

W<lS

only what might be acquired by anyone who was willing to

Wl~ste his time in listening to "old stories." The first of the passages is

Especially interesting is the statement regarding the language. The man

25:5£. "The unbelievers say: This is only falsehood of his own devising,

was a Jewj additional reason for this statement will be given in the se~

and other people have helped him to it. . . . . And they say: Old stories,

quel. He

W;;lS

not of Arabian birth, but came from without. As already
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remarked, the old :1fid highly prosperous Israelite colonies in the Hijaz
were frequently enlarged, both from Arabia and from the outside world.
On the one hand, they inevi[ably attracted considerable companies o(
proselytes. Whole Arab tribes or cl<lns would be likely to join them, as~
similating more or less completely their religion and culture.14 Small
groups of foreigners arriving in the country would see their best prospect
of protec[ion and success in entering the strong Hebrew settlements <lnd
professing the Israelite faith. I have shown reason for believing that we
have in 2:73 a highly interesting allusion to certain of these "Israelites for
reveoue only." (page 38). In the first leeture, moreover (p. 15), I spoke
of Jews who came from foreign parts to join their co-religionists in the
Hijaz. One of these was the mao to whom the prophet is now alluding.
This learned rabbi (for such he certainly was») resident in Mekka among
those of his own race and presumably speaking their dialect, had not
been in Arabia long enough to enable him to speak Arabic correctly. Any
discourse uttered, or dictation provided, by him would at once have been
recognized <\s 'ajami (the word employed in the passage just translated).
The word n10st commonly, but not necessarily, points to the Persian do·
main, and on all accounts it seems the most probable conjecture that this
was a Babylonian Jew who had come down with one of the caravans from
the northeast. (It seems characteristic of Mohammed to resort to such an
outsider, for his private tutoring, rather thun to any of those with whom
the Arabs of Mekka were well acquainted.) There are some features of the
Koranic diction, especially in the proper names, which suggest a teacher
who w+,s accustomed to Sy~iac forms; I" and ~I portion of the m... teri~l
taken over by Mohammed, eSI>ccially the legends in the l8th Sura (men·
tioned above; and see espeCially the Fourth Lecture) and the quite un·
usual bit of mythology introdncing the Bahylonian aogels HarOt and
Manit (Sura 2:96) 16 would naturally point the reader to southern Meso~
potamia.
H {See Noldcke, B~it,.lig~ Zlir Kt!mllniu Jet' Po(sie der alun Araher. p. 5,].
Hi IThe name vajuj was probably adapted by the Arabs-Jewish ll.nd Christian-of southern 'lriiq from the "Agog" which appC;lts in the Syriac legend of Alexander].
1(1 [See Littmann, in the Andreas Ftl(ft:!mjt. 70-87. and Horovitz, Kor. Ulltcrmchllngm,
146 ff.].
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Whether Mohammed had only one habitual instructor in Mekka, or

more than one, he certainly learned from many, and in many ways. The
essential framework of the new faith he had built up from his awn ob~
servation and deep meditation, without consulting anybody. By far the
most import.1nt factor in his religious education was the close and long
cominued acquaintance with the actual practice of a superior religion.
He had frequented the Jewish quarter in his native city until he had

learned much in regard to the children of Israel~ '\vhom Allah preferred
over the rest of the world" (45:;5' and elsewhere): their fundamental be~
lids, their book-learning, their forms of worship, and some of the laws
and customs which regulated their private alld social life. Without this
pe rsona1.experience, seeing the actual example with his own eyes and ob·
serving it for a considerable time, he could not possibly have conceived
Islam.

Doubtless regarded as a promising convert, he was permitted to see the
sacred books and to witness the divine service. The impression made upon
him was profound. There is a very significant passage in the third Sura
which has not received due attention. In verses 106-110 the prophet can.
trasts the Muslims with the unbelievers among the Jews) while acknowl.
·edging that some of the latter are true believers, In the past, as he has
often declared, the childten of Israel were the preferred of Allah, hut this
is true no longer. (roo) "You (the Muslims) are the hest people that has
heen hrought forth for mankiod; .... if the people of the Book had
believed, it would have been better for them. There are b'elievers among
them, but the most of them are perverse. (107) They can do you little
harm; and if they do battle against you, they will turn their backs in
flight. (108) Shame is decreed for them, .... and they have in.curred
the wrath of God; and poverty is stamped upon them; this, because they
denied the signs of God, ami slew the prophets unjustly (repeating the list
of charges and penalties given in 2:58,84 f.). (r"9) Yet all are not alike:
amoog the people of the hook is an upright folk, reciting the signs of God
in the night season, and prostrating themselves." Rudolph, p. 8, strangely
holds, against ttie whole context, that this last verse may refer to the
Christians; apparently unaware that ~he Jews, as well as the Chris~
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,dans, kept vigils and prayed with genuflections and prostrations.
Certainly Mohammed had witnessed nocturnal Jewish devotions, both
the prayer ritual and the recitation (chanting) of the Hebrew scriptures.
From the former he devised his own prescription of a prayer season in
the night (II :n6; '7: 80 £.; 76: 25 f.; and 'ee p. '36); while it was in partial imitation of the latter that he devised the form of his Qur'ii1J, with its
rhythmic swing and-especially-the dearly marked-off verses (aydtl
Itsigns."). It was in order to assert the originality of his own "recitation,"
moreover, in. distinction from that of the Jews, that he uttered the words
of 29=47: "You (Mohammed) have not been wont to recite any scripture
before this, nor to transcribe it with your right hand." He had neither recited Jewish scriptures nor copied them-a charge which would, inevitably
have been made by the Mekkans.
It is perhaps useless to conjecture what writings other than the Hebrew
scriptures, specimens of the widespread Aramaic literature, might have
been shown to him and perh:lps read by him, at least in part. One might
think of Bible stories in popular form, or of other religious narratives. In
spite of the very strong prob<1bility that the most of what he received was
given to him orally, and chiefly on the basis of or3,t'traditioo, there is a
cenaill amount of literary transmission to be taken into account. I may be
permitted to refer to a conjecture of my own, published in A Volume of
.Oriental Studies presmled to Edward G. Browne ('922), PP' 45711. The
story of the Seven Sleepers and Decius, mentioned above, appears in the
Koran (18:8) as "the men of the Cave and nr~Raqim. As soon as the sug~
gestion of Aramaic script is made, the almost perfect identity of tJ'l" and
:C~P' is apparent. T~e problematic name in the Koran is the result of a
misreading. The mistake might possibly OcCUr in more than one variety
of Aramaic script, but would have casy explanation only in the "square
.character" employed in the Jewish writings. Horovitz, p. 95. was inclined
to doubt this solution of the long-standing riddle of "ar~Raqi01t for two
reasons: (I) no otHer similar example of misreading has been found in
the Koran; and (2) the prefixed Arabic article is unexplained. The first
.of these objections can hardly be termed weighty, under the circumH
:stances; and as for the second, since raqim has the form of an Arabic

adjectivc1 the prefixing of the article was very natural. Mohammed him~
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self would have been especially likely to add this original touch. The CQH
incidence is too exact to be accidental, since the hypothesis offers no diffiH
culty at any point.
It can hardly be doubted, in view of the evidence thus far presented,
that Aramaic writings were llumerous in Mekka and M~dina) as well
as in the other Jewish centers ill northwestern Arabia. I have shown that
the legends of the 18th Sura were clearly obtained from a Jewish reCCJlH
sian, and it now appears (as of course would be expected) that the
language was Jewish Aramaic. Was it Mohammed himself who made
the misreading Raqim? 17 The supposition is by no means necessary)
but it seems easier than any other. If the belief that he could read such a
document is felt to be too difficult) it may at least be maintained that the
stories had been read (translated) for him, and that he had thereafter
spelled out some part for himself. As has already been said, however, the
task of learning to read Aramaic would have been very easy, especially
while spending much time in a bitingu;}.1 community.
Concerning the Jewish Aramaic spoken iIt this region we have of course
very little information. We do happen to know a few of its peculiarities,
which doubtless were many. Dialects are easily formed, and go their own
devious ways. The Hij5z1 Jews were in a position very favorable for
developing peculiarities of speech, both home~grown and borrowed. The
nearer Christian communities made their contributions; and here, where
there was comparatively little occasion for controversy, such transfer was
easy. Arabian Christianity~some of it-had much in common with Juda~
ism (Wellhausen, Restc, p. 200), and the influence of COUrse worked in
both directions. The Jews in southern Babylonia and Yemen) esr~ciallYj
took their toll of new words from their Christian or pagan neighbors,
and then passed them on to. the Hijaz, where not infrequently the Ara~
maic became Arabic. There is an interesting survival from this Hijiizi di~
17 (H\.lber, Die ~al1derl(lgend(l, p. 319, remarks that the usc of written sources b}' Mohammed scents plainly suggested; yet he feels himself oound br the prev T.
..
decide against this].
111 mg oPIlUOO to
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alcct-a specimen of billingsgate-in onc of the poems of Hassiin ibn
Thabit, Noldekc, Del. Carm., 70,12.18 There is an especially opprobrious
epithet which was applied to the Qoreish of Mekka by the adherents of
Mohammed at Medina. The poet now launches it at the enemy: yii
sakh'ina! The meaning of the term was soon lost; the scholiast and the
native lexicons, clinging to the Arabic root, proffer a ridiculous explanation; Noldeke notes, origltJis ignotae. It is the Aramaic N~'IJ~, {Iscab!'~

that. the term sura is perfectly familiar to his hearers; and as for qur'iin,
the use of the verb (imperative) in the all-important passage 96:1 shows
that he thought of the verbal noun as belonging to his own language. But
such technical terms in Arabic are usually of foreign origin.
An obvious peculiarity of this dialect is that-as in Syriac-the Biblical
proper names which in Hebrew are written YisriJ:el, Yishrna""el, etc.} were
pronounced 1sr5.'e:l, 1shma'cl, Ctc. This might, of itself, have originated as
a mere: dialectic variation in Aramaic, without outside influence; but there
is another fact to be taken into account. The Biblical proper names generally, as they occur in the Koran, are not modeled closely upon the
classical Hebrew or Aramaic forms} but-as in other parts of the worldare conformed to the language of the land. The most of the names were
early taken over into Arabic in forms borrowed or adapted from the
neighboring regions where the inhabitants were Jewish or Christian. The
Arabs of Yemen, Mesopotamia, <lnd the Syrian border made their several
contributions; and as these gained currency in the native speech, they
naturally were adopted by the Jews of the Hijaz. At all events, the names
were all, without exception, received by Mohammed from the Jews of
Mekka, among whom they doubtless had been in use for a long time.
We happen to have evidence of the occurrence in pre-Mohammedan
times of the names Adam, Ayyub, DU'ud, Sulaiman; as well as fAdiyu,
Smnau'al, Sara, and Yu1)annii, which do not occur in the Kora.n (see
Horovitz, Untersuchungen} 8r ff.). Others which probably are prc,Islamic,
though the evidence is doubtful, are Ibr5him, Isma'il, Nub, and Yafqub.
And certainly these concerning which we happen to possess evidence
are merely a few OUt of many which were in use. Harun (for Aharan)
<lmedates the Koran, as we know with certainty from the verses of 'Abbas ibn Mirdns preserved in Ibn Hish5m, 66r; and this doubtless is true
also of its counterpart Qiirun (for Korah). concerning whom Mohammed
narrates, in Sura 28 :76, and probably also in 33 :69. what he had learned
from the haggadaj as shown by Geiger} r65 £. Fii'ul is a favorite form in
Arabic for reproducing strange names; thus Dii'ud} Q5bl1s} Fiighiir,

a term of abuse not infrequently heard in modern times. The Qorelsh
were a sC<lb, a sore} on the fair face of the Hijaz. The word was as familiar in Mekka as in Yathrib.
A few other examples of Hijazi Aramaic-words used in meanings unknown or unusual elsewherc--ean be inferred with very high probability
from the Koran. Thus XQl:::>l, Hal ms," whence the Arabic zakiit (see'
the concluding lecture); N~~, "religion"; '1g~, H uilbeliever" (see Horovitz, p. 60);

li'.."~,

"divine help," Arabic jttrqiin,t'J certainly the term

regularly used in this sense by the Jews of this region, as occasionally
in the Targums as the rendering of Hebrew ycsha', yeshita, teshu'ii~
Very probably we should also include 11$1~ and Iqllli, meaning respectively "lection" and "section" (or "chapter"). The former would
be the regular Jewish Aramaic counterpart of the Syriac qr:ryiin; and
the latter could very naturally arise as a literary term designating a
"closed series" of sentences (or especially of pesiiqim). Both terms cerA
tainly were taken over into Arabic before Mohammed's time. It must be
remembered that he had no intention of adorning the "pure Arabic" of
his Koran with speech borrowed from any other language. He likes to·
mystify by inventing strange words now and then, but that is quite another matter.:!o In such passages as IO:39j n:16; 2:21 it is plainly implied
~6 [Sec the Diwiilt

p.

0/ l;laSllll1 iblt Thiilli!, ed. Hirschfeld, CLXXV, 9: and the

scholion~

102].

19 [The native imcrprCl<:rs of the Koran of course did flot know the origin of the worJ,
but from the meaning of the common Arabic verb combined with such passages (IS 25:1 and
3.2 dccide<1 that it siRnified "revelation." It /1((I(r has this meaning in the Koriln, however..
but in all the cases of its occurrence signifies precisely "dl/lillc aid." The d3im has often
been made in modern times I1mt the word is of Christiiln origin, but this is absolutely out of
the question; only Ihe 'cwidl use can explain it),
;lO [His fondness for high-sounding llnd pcrhap~ unusual words is very characlerinic; but
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that he was able to recogni7-c any of them as 0/ forr:ign origin (Wellhauscll, Ur:str:• .205, note)
lnay well be dOllbted].
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La'l1dh, qami"ls (for 'Oll:€(l.vos-), and many others. The pairing of names

that the explanation is to be foull9 in a misreading of Yul;lanna written in

and other words, moreover, by fashioning a paronomastic counterpart to

Arabic characters, this name being known to us as prc~Islamic.

an already existing form, is also thoroughly characteristic of the native
speech; it must be remembered that Mohammed did not create the Arabic

curious mongrel words, partly Aramaic (or Hebrew) and partly Arabic;

l;mguage. The pair Qabii and Habii (Cain and Abel), not occurring in

sometimcs a legitimate mixture, at other times reminding of the whimsi~

the Koran and perhaps long antedating it, may serve as an example. It is

cal creations which appear now and then in bilingual communities---as

probable that Yajl1j was fitted to Majiij long before the rise of Islam; and

when some of the early German settlers in Pennsylvania used the word

as for Tallit, the "tall" king (verb liila) who opposed Jallit, this is typical

Schnecke for «snake." Zttbiir, already mentioned, is formed on an Arabic

Arabian humor--o£ which Mohammed possessed very little:. The prophet

root which bears no relation to the original Hebrew word. Tauriit, men~

took faithfully what he foundj and he was not so simple as to make him-

doned in the same connection, was originally written with the consonant
ya, as though from N',,~,m a mixture of Hebrew and Aramaic. Ummi

self ridiculous in the eyes of the "people of the Book" by appearing ig-

Especially characteristic of the Jewish-Arabic dialect is the formation of

,

norant of the well known Biblical names. I have already conjectured

for '11 (see above:) is quite characteristic. Millin, Sura 10/:7, is the 1\Y~

(above:) that the names H5.rut and Manit were brought to Mekka from

of Ps. 90a and 71:3 interpreted by Arabic (cuJn. It probably was in familiar

the Arabs at the southern border of Babylonia. The name Ilyas may have'

Use among the Arabian Jews long before Mohammed's time. Mathiini,

been, as Horovitz, 82, observes, conformed to a genuine Arab name; but

15: 87

it is perhaps quite as likely that ie was derived from Abyssinia along with

In the former passage, the numeral "seven" seems utterly inappropriate

the names Yunus and Fir'aul1 j and a large number of other words which:

and improbable, no maner whnt theory of its menning is held. I think

were borrowed thence by the Arnbs many generations before Islam (sec

that We have here the Aramaic N'~:;J.t? ,and that sab(un min al-mathiini wnS"

and 39:24, is the plural of XQ'~J;l~ with the meaning "teaching."

from Christians" this or that name. Now there is no dear evidence that

a standing phrase in the Jewish circles known to Mohammed. "We have
brought you an abundance 01 tcnclu'ngs and the magnificent Koran" has

Mohnmmed ever rc(;cived .. nything dirccLiy from a Christian source; hut

the right snund. The p«uliar emplnyment of sat/! ("whip") for" (divinely

however that may be, there is no good reason for supposing that any onC"

wrought) catastrophe," with the verb of "pouring out," in 89:t2, also has

of the propel' names in the Koran
HijUzI Arabic.

scourge" ( ~iru

below). It often has been said that Mohammed himself "must have heard

W.IS

first introduced by him into'

behind it a popular Jewish~Arabic phrase, derived from the "overflowing

) of Is. 28:15. The word {Iani! hus given rise to an amOunt

Kor~l.11ic Biblical names there may be- a reason~

of conjecture. From the way in which Mohammed ~mploys it we may

able suspicion of error in the written transmission, either by Mohammed

safely conclude that he heard it frequently from the Jews, and used it as

In the case of two of the

or by some one of his predecessors. El~Yesa' for Elisha' may he- a: mere
whimsicality of the popular oral tradition, but it is easiest

[Q

think of it

they did. His idea of its meaning is best seen in :n:32,

d. also 2:129 and

3: 89; it describes those who separate themselves from the worship of

as originating in the sight, rather than the hearing, of the name; Yal).ya~

false gods. Abraham fled from Dr of the Chaldees as a ~lO ,a heretic; and

for John (the B:Jptist), is more puzzling. Whether it is a genuine Arabian

the Hijiizl Jews, connecting the word with Arabic

bana/a, "to

turn aside,"

name (as some have held) or not, it is strangely remote, in both form and

used the Arabic adjective as a term of high praise descriptive of their great

sound, from either Yol:l<1nan or 'Xu",tI'Vlj'>. I have long believed it: probable

ancestor. I-liiwiya,

(with Barth, Casanova, and possibly others; see Horovitz" 161,_ bo.ttom)

a Jewish-Arabic adaptation of the il1:1, "final calamity/l of Is. 47:II, d. vs.

101 :6,

one of the numerous Koranic names of "hell," is
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14. See the Oriental Studies presented to Edward G. Browne, PI" 470 f.
It is not at all likely that Mohammed himself originated the term. AI-

mu'tafikdt, the collective name of Sodam, Gomorrah, and the cities "de~
stroycd" with them, is a typical mixture: an Arabic form based on the
Aramaic root 1£)~, reminiscent of the Hebrew usage with derivatives of
jDn . Equally typical is the phrase rabb al/dlamin, which adapts a Jewish~

Aramaic formula (found, in more than one form, as far back as the book of
Tobit, 13:6, 10), by introducing the purdy Arabic rabb, "Lord." Only a
bilingual community could have produced this combination.
These <tre specimens, others might be added to the list, Besides, the
Koran contains many Aramaic lo<tnwords, most of them doubtless long
current in Arabic, '-Ind not <tll of them of Israelite origin. It has been a.
favorite theory, that Mohammed mistook the meaning of not a few of the
foreign words which he happened to have heard, and used them in an
illegitimate way. An occasional slip of this nature would not be surprising;
the \,se of rhe word 'illiyan ( )iI7¥) in 83:18 If. seems to he an example;

but in general it certainly is the case that he merely illustrates usage
current in Mekka and Medina. That it is prevailingly Jewish usage is
everywher.e obvious. When, for example, he tells the incident of the
manna and quails, using mann and .falwa, we know with certainty that
his narrator was one who had been brought up in the language of the
Targums. It would be interesting to know in what way his curious word
yaqlitl, for Jonah's gourd (37:146) is related to the Hebrew )jlr,IP. and

whether the new creation is in Jny way his own. But conjecture in such
a case is fruitless.
The use of the Aramaic language by the Hijazl Israelites in their own
settlements might have been t~tken for granted without any illustration.

This was the medium of common intercourse

flmOl1g

the Jews of the

Dispersion generally; used in its various forms from Egypt and North
Africa to Persia. and from Asia Minor to Italy; as universal a racial speech
os Yiddish has been in modern times, and withal a literary language of
high rank, though brgely supplanted in this capacity by Greek in the
most strongly Hellenistic regions. The Targums and the hagg<1da went
everywhere, and popular dialects, like the one now under consideration,
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were a matter of course. The way in which the language flourished in
Italy, in the Middle Ages, is a particularly instructive example.
The Ethiopic loanwords in the Koran have often been thought to in~
dicate one source from which Mohammed received personal instruction.
A few of them, of not infrequent occurrence. belong to the religious terminology; thus fafara, "createt munafiq, "hypocrite," al-hawiiriyiin, "the
Aposdes,ll and several others, Noldeke has collected all these Koranic
words, 21 in number, in his Neue Beitrage zur semitischen Spr(lc/lwisscnschaft, 47-58j and it is casy to see from his list that only a part of them
have to do with religious conceptions. To suppose that Mohammed him~
self had learned all these from Abyssinians would necessitate the addi~
tional supposition that he had lived for some time in an Abyssinian community, where he had learned to speak the Ethiopic language. But there
are other facts to consider. There are many Ethiopic loanwords in Arabic
aside from those in the Koran (see Noldeke, ibid.), and something is
known in regard to their origin. Siegmund Fraenke1, Die ar(lmaischen
Fl'emdworter im Al'abischelt, pp. 2:ro-::n61 in discussing the numerous
Arabic words of Ethiopic origin dealing with ships and shipping, showed
that these were a partial fruit of the long period during which the Arabs
and Abyssinians were associated (as already mentioned) in charge of the
traffic through the Red Sea.20il It was through this long and dose association that at least the principol gain of Ethiopic words, the many secular
and the few religious terms, was made by the Arabs, before the rise of
I,lam.

Mohammed had heard more than one language spoken, and seen more
than one written, in his own city. The atmosphere in which he grew up
was not merely commercial, nor W~lS it by any means uncivilized. It was
20" (There is a curious reference to sea-faring Arabs in the FI/trig jHhr of Ibn 'AW al~
l:Iakam, p. 122. line 3, in the chapter dealing with the scnlements of the Ar;.tb tribes in
AI-Fustii!. A certain locality in the old city is said to have been occupied by the mbbJlli)lfll1
mill Gluijiq. Now these "sellTcaptains of Ghafiq" arc somethinj::" of a puzzle, since this was a
Syrian tribe, always tar from the sea. 1 suspecr that We have here a confusion with the
Yemenite maritime town Ghalaliqa, the well-known harbor (If the city Zebid on the Red
Sea, doubtless very active in the lonf:-cominued sea traffic in company with the Abrssinians.
Sec nevertheless, in the same work, p, 3, line 16].
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at home, not in the course of any travelsJ that he learned what he eventu-

Ahlwardt, Bemerkungen ubcr die Echtheit, u.s'W' pronounced this

ally put to use. His "Arabic Koran," a work of genius, the great creation

poem spurious, but on quite insufficient grounds. Noldeke has called at-

of a great man, is indeed built throughout from Arabian materials. All

tention, on the contrary, to the fact that the poem is addressed to a

the properties of the Koranic diction, including the foreign words and

Christian prince, and that the poet is known to have had frequent inter-

proper names, had been familiar in Mekka before he appeared on the

course with Christians.21 This might suggest Christian origin for the

scene. The fundamental doctrines, as well as the terminology, were pro-

use of the term "Allah" in pre~Islamic time; but the presence of a similar

J

vided, and close at hand, for one who had the wisdom to see and the

and long.standing monotheistic usage in pagan Arabia makes the suppo~

originality to adopt them. By good fortune) it was Israelite schooling of

sition unnecessary. The ultimate origin may be neither Christian nor

which he availed himself, during the years of his preparation. The teacher

Hebrew.

(or teachers) whom he frequented "morning and evening ' could, tln~

The South Arabian inscriptions have brought to light a highly interest~

questionably, give him by far the greater part of what we find in his new

ing parallel. In a number of them there is mention of the God, who is

system of faith and practice for the Arabian people. The leading ideas of

styled "the Rabman" (Merciful). A monument in the British Museum,

early Islam <Ire all prominent in the ancient religion which he had ob-

deciphered by Mordtmann and D. H. Muller, is especially remarkable."

served) and whose teachings he had heard. Some of them, no doubt, had
been familiar, as Jewish or Christian doctrine, to all the best informed
Arabs of Mekka; to some extent, indeed, they had their counterpart in

sins, the acceptance of sacrifice, the contrast between this world and the

l

Here we find clearly indicated the doctrines of the divine forgiveness of

the native paganism. But the paramount influence of Judaism is manifest

next, and the evil of lIassoc~ating" other deities with the Ra1;lman. As Mar~
goliouth, Relations betw(!en Arabs and Israelites, 68, remarks, C<the

in every part of the Koran.
\1 The One God. The strict monotheism which has always been character~

Qur'anic technicality shirk. association of other beings with Allah, whose
source had previously eluded us, is h'ere traced to its home." Moreover,

istic of Islam was nowhere more sharply pronounced than in the Koran.
It was not a ncw idea in pagan Arabia, but thc extraordinary emphasis

we may now see a reason why Mohammed made his persistcm attempt1
in the Sums of the J:ncr Mekkan period, to introduce the specifically

given to the doctrine by Mohammed waS the result of Jewish teaching.

Arabian term (as he very naturally regarded it) "ar~Ral~man" in place of

The term Allah, "the God," was already well known to the native tribes

"Allah," but ultimately abandoned it (r7:IIo). It is of course to be borne

men. There is, for instance, the: familiar passage in the '111U'altflqa of the

in mind that the religious conceptions found in thes~ South Arabian monw

poet Zuhair (lines 27 £.):

uments afe all ancient and widespread in western Asia, with their couo¥

H

rerparts in the cunciform documents as well as in the Aramaic inscriptions.
Keep not from Allah what your heart enfolds,

The supposition of any Christian element in Mohammed's idea of God
is certainly remote. If he had ever consulted with Christians (which I find

Thinking 'tis hid; he knows each word and deed.
Payment may lag, all booked and kept in store

it very difficult to believe), he would presuffi<\bly have heard the monoM

For the Last Day, or vengeance come with speed.

physite doctrine, which would have been likely to give him the strong
impression of (at least) two Gods. The adoration of the Virgin Mary,

Or the line from one of an.Nabigha's poems (Diwan, ed. Ahlwardt,
line 17b.):

'9,
n [See my Cammerdol·TlulOlagieal Terms in the Karan. p. 18! note].
["Eine monothebtw::he sabiische lnschrift," in the Wilmer Zciuchri/t /Ii,. die Kunde dl:$
Morgenfandes, vol: X (1896), pp. 285-293).
22

For Allah gives no man his recompense.
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tion of Old Testament scripture (a very noteworthy fact), in Sura 21:1°5,
moreover, had reached a pitch which easily accounts for the Koranic

naming its source as HazwZabur" (the Psalter). It is in fact from Ps. 37:29,-

tc,lching (doubtless obtained from the Jews) that the Christian Trinity

"the righteous shall inherit the earth." With his profound conviction of hisown divine appointment, he could not doubt that his advent had beerr.

consisted of Allah, Mary, and jesus (5"16; d. 4,,69, and especially 72'3)·
In one of the early Suras, IU, a vigorous little composition, the evil of

I.

predicted in the scriptures which had preceded him. He says this in mDre'

associating others with Allah is attacked: "Say, Allah is One; Allah the
eternal; he did not beget, nor was he begotten; nor has he any equalP'
Some have interpreted this as alluding to the pagan minor deities, Hdaugh_

than one place, of course venturing no more than the vague assertion in
regard to the Hebrew writings. The Christian scriptures were far more-

teTs of Allah/' menrioned in 53:J9 f. But the denial of "equality" in the
last verse, compared with 72:3, just mentioned, shows plainly enough that
the polemic here is not against pagan worship. And the itltensity of the
prophet's feeling finds its most probable explanation in the Israelite. reaction l.\gainst the Christian doctrine.
The Wn·ttel1 Revelation. It was from the Jews of Mekka that Mohammed learned of a divinely revealed book· This probably was the first gee,lt
awakening and transforming idea that he received: Allah gives 'lguidance
and help" (hudii we-furqiin) through revelations written down by inspired men, It took hold of him with tremendous force l and started him
on the path which he thenceforth followed. He himself saw portions of
these heaven~sent scriptures, handled with such veneration; and he also
was profoundly impressed by the intimate acquaintance with them shown
by these learned men: Uthey know the Book as they know their own chil-

coming prophet named l'Ahmad." 24 This assertion may have t~ken shape
out Df Mohammed's own strong conviction, but it is perhaps more likely

remote; and here he goes farther, declaring in 61:6 that Jesus foretold a

that he is repeating what some Doe had told him. 26
It is very unlikely rhat Mohammed had ever seen Christian scripturesr
of any sort. Certainly he never had become acquainted with their coo"
tents, beyond the few quotations and bits of legenda.ry narrative that had
reached his ear. Otherwise1 with his thirst for information in religious
matters, and his wish to show himself acquainted with the previous writ..
ten revelations, he would have made acquisitions both significant and
unmistakable, and would not have remained so profoundly ignorant of
Christian historYl custom, and doctrine.:l~ There arc three passages in
the Koran which seem clearly to be dependent on the New Testament.
(I have been unable to find more than these, even after carefully examin~

dren!" (2:141,6:20). When at length he formed the idea of the Arabian

ing the liSts provided hy RUdolph and Ahrens.) The first is the saying in
7:38l I<They (the hostile unbelievers) shall not cnter paradise until the

Book, he was resolved that his followers should learn it, reading half the
night, if need be (73:1-4)." He knew-eertainly he often bad been told-

camel passes through the eye of the needle" (d.-Matt. 19:24). This a
proverb which was known to both Jews and Christians everywhere. The

thar what he had seen <lnd heard of the Bible was but a sm<lll part of the
whole. The archetype of all holy scripture is preserved in heaven. Hence
the "preserved tablet" of the Koran (85:22). St. Clair Tisdall, The Origi-

second is 57:13, which immediately reminds anyone who is familiar with
the Gospels of the parable of the Ten Virgins, Matt. 25"-13. This is one
of the most strikingl and most universal in its application, of all the popu-

nal Sources oj the Qur'on, II9l compares Pirke Aboth v, 6, the heavenly
tables of the Law. Mohammed of course had no intention of merely
reproducing in the Koran, as his own revelation, any portion of what had
been translated or paraphrased for his benefit. He makes one formal cita~
~3 [Verse

20, added Ia.ter to relieve the severity of the prescription, makes i~ p41in tI~at
to :trply to the prophet alone, bUI to any piOUS Mushm
\Vho was cllmfortably "wrallped ~IP" for his night's sleep].

th('.orenin~ vcrsl.'S were not intended

24, [ot course not "Mf/hamm(/(I," for every such Ilrcdiction must have its clement of mystery].
:!"s [I can see no plausibility in the conjecture, first made by the Muslims (e. g. Ibn Hishiim.
1490, and very often rereated, smnetimes adorned with a pilly on Greek words, that the
!l1l\lsIOIl is 10 the Gospel of John. J4:46, 16;7],
26 [Richllrd Bell, Thc On'gin of [slmn ill itt Chris/jail Envirol11J1cnt, has an cxcdlent chapter on Mohammcd's attitude to Christianity. This subject will be considered further in the
next lecture).
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lar mashalim in the Gospels. By Mohammed's time, many who were not
Christians had some knowledge of what was in the Christian scriptures.
The third is the opening section of Sura 19, verses 1-15, which recount

dons of high importance and great difficulty could only be settled "when

briefly and in poetic diction the story of the birth of John the Baptist d,S
told in Luke 1:5-25, 57-66; a fine bit of purely Jewish· narrative in the
style of the Old Testament. The aged priest Zachariah, serving in the tern·

a prophet should arise." After Mohammed came to the persuasion that
the Arabs must have their prophet, the idea of the authority of this vice-gerent grew steadily. In the older parts of the Koran it is Allah who must
be obeyed; in the Medina chapters it is almost everywhere "Allah and

pie at Jerusalem, prays for a son and heir, though his wife is barren. He

his prophet."
J What God intended from the beginning to give out to mankind he gave

is promised a son named John, a name H not previously given." for a sign
assuring the fulfilment of the promise, he is dumb for three days. As he
carnes forth from the temple, he makes signs to the people.

pieceme<ll, each time through some one prophet to the men of his genera~
don. According to the Israelite tradition, each of the many portions of
Hebrew scripture was written by a prophet, a "man of the Book"-as

Mohammed had not himself read this account. His mistake in regard to

Mohammed declares, for example, of John (Ya1)yii), in 19:13. Moreover,

the name "John" (cf. Luke 1 :6r) came from misunderstanding the man

these human depositories of the divine wisdom were all members of. a

who told him the story. It is very noticeable that the correspondence with

single great family. In all Mohammed's contact with his Israelite teachers

the Gospel narrative ceases with the first chapter of Luke. Mohammed's

he had been impressed with the idea of th~ chosen people. This, ~gain,

informant seems to have been one who was interested in the story of the
priest Zachariah and the birth of John the Baptist,27 but not at alt in the

laid hold of him mightily, and broughr forth his conception of the great

blrth of Jesus. Instead of gleaning any incidents from the second chapter

ham. Israel (which for Mohammed of course included the Christians) had
had its day, and it was now the turn of Ishmael. On this other branch of
the family rested the final choice, and he, Mohammed, was the final
propher.
All of the Koran was sellt from heaven, he believed. As for the fits, or
seizures, resembling epilepsy, out of which he brought forth some of the

of Luke, Mohammed is now, in his story of Mary and Jesus (verses 1634), thrown entirely on his own imagination, of which he makes charac.
teristic lise. The sad blunder in vs. 29, identifying Mary with the sister of
Aaron, cominued in 3:30 ff. and 66:12, is the result of his own ignorant
combination, not what any other had told him. It is a foir conjecture that
each and all of these three bits of Gospel tradition were delivered to him
by his Jewish teachers. There is no difficulty in the supposition, and no
other seems quite plausible.
The Prop/u:tJ and the Chosm People. Mohammed's doctrine of the
nabi and his mission was fundamentnl, one of the few supremely impor-

mission of the Arabs. Allah had selected, once for all, the family of Abra-

"messages" received in times of mOSt urgent need. I have long believed
that they were obtained through self-hypnotism. Before Mohammed made
hi,S public claim to prophecy, he had acquired the technique ~f this ab·
normal mental condition; in the snme way in which countless others

tant ideas in Islam. And this, again, the conception of tIJe pl'ophet as the

have gained it, namely through protracted fasting, vigils, and excited
meditation. The first fit, or fits, came upon him unawares, and he recog~

final authority on earth, he could only have obtained from Israelite
sources. The whole history of Israel centered in p~ophets. In each sue.

cases, the means of producing the states came more and more completely

nized a heaven·sent answer to his searchings of heart. As usual in such

cessive stage, one of these divinely appointed men was the vice~gerent

under his control; and he used them, in good faith, as a divine gift. After

of God. They were the true leaders of all worldly affairs, for they alone
possessed the direct revelation; kings held a relatively lower place. Ques-

the paroxysm, through which he believed himself to receive illumination
from above, followed a struggle with the ideas and phrases of the desired

21 [Mohammed tells the stor}' again in 3:3,3

a., besides alluding ro it in 21:89 fl.

Hmessage/' until at last it was worked into shape. Whatever form of words
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Mohammed thus decided upon was the one to which he was guided by
the angel of revelation; of this he was fully persuaded, ~md his right to

scriptures; but of the basal, omnipresent conceptions, the matters of chief

give it forth he never doubted. The well known phenomena of self-

popular interest, the polemical theses (against the Jews, for example),.
characteristic of that religion, even in its crudest forms, he has not an

hypnotism agree strikingly with the deiription of Mohammed's "fits"
given by his biographers. See espedtllly Otto Stoll, Suggestion und Hyp~

inkling. With Judaism, on the contrary, his ;lcquaintance is intimate and
manywsided. He learned his lessons well; and when a thoroughgoing com~

notismus, 2te AuA., Leipzig, 1904, pp. 256--258j also John Clark Archer,

parison is made of the Koranic material, of all sorts) with the standard

Mystical Elemr:nts in Mohammed (diss.), New Haven, Yale Press, 1924,

Hebrew~Jewish writings then current, we must say with emphasis that

pp. 71-74, 87; and my essay, "Mysticism in Islam," in Sneath's At One

his authorities, whoever they were, were men well versed in the Bible) the
oral law, and the haggada.

with the Invisible, M.acmillan, 1921, pp. 144-146.
Other Doctrines. The leading themes of the prophds early pre~ching,
those on which he chiefly relied to make an impression on his hearers,
city dwellers or nomad tribesmen, were each and all ch~racteris~
tic features of Judaism. The resurrection of all men, both the just and the
unjust; an idea familiar at least since Dun. 12:2 f., and nlways powerfully
influential. The Judgment Day, yom dina ,-abbii, when the "books" are

w~cther

opened, and every man is brought to his rec.koning. The reward of
heaven, the I'garden," and the punishment of hell, with the everlasting
fire of Gelu"nniim,' ideas which Mohammed of course enriched mightily
from his own imagination. The doctrine of angels and evil spirits; in par~
ticular the activities of Iblis, and of Gabriel, the angel of revelation.
Mohammed must have been profoundly impressed by the first chapter of
Genesis, judging (rom the amount of space given in the Koran to the
creation of heaven and earth, of man, and of all the objects of nature. He
mayor may not have heard the verse Micah 6:8; at aU events, he. reiterates
in his earliest Suras the primal duties of man: belief in Allah, humanity,
and fair dealing.
The doctrines listen above are all equally characteristic of Christianity;
but it was nm from Christians that the Arabian prophet obtained them.
These beliefs, and the many others connected with them, could not be
acquired, and digested, in a few days, or in a few months; and it is utterly impossible to suppose that Mohammed ever had any continuous
intercourse. with Christians. He has some scattered information-a consid~
crable amount, though generally vague or fantastic-about Christian be·
lids, and has been told numerous things which occur in Christian

ALLAH AND ISLAM IN ANCIENt HISTORY

Jor his use. He had neither the knowledge of the outside world nor the
interest in it which would lead him to make his Kora.n nlllge abroad. The
idea of a sketch of religious history, connected or disconnected, could
!hardly have occurred to him) nor would any such undertaking have served
J1is purpose. His coneem was with the Arabs, with the Israelites whose
:inheritance they had received, and especially with the Hebrew prophets
..as his own predecessors. The one and only place in which the Koran
THIRD LECTURE

ALLAH AND ISLAM IN ANCIENT HISTORY

'Ventures outside Arabia, either in connection with events of its own day
·or in prophecy of the future) is the remarkable passage at the beginning
-of the 30th Sura, where the prophet takes momentary notice of a con~

The lessons which Mohammed learned, in one way or another, from

'temporary event in Syria, a military incident in the Graeco~Persian war
:about which some information had reached Mekka: "The Greeks are

the Israelites of Mekka gave him a new horizon. The idea of the prophet

.beaten, ill a near part of the land; but after their defeat they. themselves

and his mission and authority, and the picture of the chosen people hold~

-shall conquert in a few years." This singular prediction is probably not a

lng the religious leadership of the nations of: the earth, illustrated in the

.vaticinium ex euentt(. (though the Greeks did ultimately conquer), but

written records of the past from the very beginning, meant more to the
Mekkan tradesman than any other of his acquisitions. He not only gained

.the expression of the prophet's conviction that the "people of the Book"

a new conception of human history, but began to sec that it is all religious
history, directed in its successive periods by Allah and his prophets. The
choice of the Arabs was onc link in a continuous chain, and the revda~
tion given to them through their prophet was the last stage in a process
which began with Adam. Moreover, the thought of "Islam" (whenever
this took shape in Mohammed's mind) must take in not only the Arabs,
but also the other peoples of the earth. Allah had not simply transferred
his interest from the children of Israel (i. e. the Jews and Christians) to
the children of Ishmael; he was the "Lord of the Worlds," holding all
races in his hand. The preferred people has a certain responsibility for its

were bound to triumph over the unbelievers.
The j'history" contained in the Koran consists mainly of bits of narra~
:tion taken from the Old Testament and the Jewish mid rash. This frag.
mentary material, usually scattered along in the most casual way, occupies
a large portion of the growing volume] especially the part produced in the

fellows. The Hebrew scriptures took account of foreign nations, and as~

middle years of the prophet's public career. The earliest Sur<Is, prevailingly
.brief, consist chiefly of impassioned exhortation. Mohammed is here the
preacher, proclaiming, warning, and promising. ,In the last years of his
life, at Medina, he is so occupied with legislation and other practical mat
ters as to leave little room for story telling) even if that which he regarded
as essential had not already been provided. It is during the latter years of
his Mekkan ministry, especially, that he gives a large amount of space to

signed them to their places with authority; the prophets were much con~

the "old stories" <as his skeptical countrymen impolitely termed them). He

w

cerued with them; Jonah was sent to Nineveh to convert its population.

himself was highly interested in the tales of the ancients, the wonders

The great table in the tenth chapter of Genesis <of which Mohammed

which Allah wrought among them, the deeds and experiences of their

certainly had some knowledge) classified the races of the earth according

famous men, from Adam and his family down to the Seven Sleepers of
Ephesus and the martyrs of Ne;ran. The Arabs must now be told all

to

their genealogy.
All this was food for the Arabian prophet's thought, but not material
6>

this, and learn it as the preli~inary stage of their own religious history.

THE JEWISH

F~UNDA1'JON

OF lSi-AM

Moreover, the stories would help him to gain a hearing. Thus he says at
the beginning of the twelfth Sura, dealing with Joseph and his fortune~t
HWe now narrate to you a most beautiful tale."::18 And in fact, these little
anecdotes of prophets and heroes undoubtedly led many to listen who
otherwise would have paid no attention to the new teacher.
Mohammed was both sincere and wise in his effort to give the new
religion of the Arabs its secure foundation in the past, and to claim its

ALLAH AND ISLAM IN ANCIENT HlstORY

until the fire came down from heaven. The Israelites of the exodus from
Egypt would not submit to the authority of Moses, but rebelled against
him; and for their obduracy they perished in the desert. In general, the
Hebrew prophets were very badly treated; so Mohammed's informants
told him. It is easy to see why the Koran abounds in passages dealing
with the heroes and patriarchs of the Old Testament. There are lessons
here Hfor those who have intelligence," the Mekkan prophet keeps re~

affiliation with the great religions which had preceded. And he had in

iterating. The truth prevailed, in spite of opposition; the unbelievers

mind , in his conStant reference to Biblical personages and incidents, not
merely the instruction and inspiration of his countrymen, but also the
el1ect on ,mother audience. The ideas which had awakened him and
changed his whole view of life were not his own discovery, but were the
fruits of h~s intercourse with the Jews of Mekka, possibly (though not
probably) also with Christians, either at home or abroad. These coun~

roasted in Gehennamaj and-most important of all-the religion pro~
claimed by these ancient mouthpieces of God is precisely the one which
is now announced, in its final and most perfect fonn, to the people of

sellars should hear the revelation now given by Allah to his Arabian
prophet. In Mohammed's thought, Islam was not at all a new religion,.

of many others. There were traditions of the sail al~/arim (34, IS), the

but merely a continuation. The Koran, he declares many times over, ucon~
firms" the scriptures already existing. Jews and Christians (he hardly dis~
tinguished between them at first) would be glad to hear more about
Moses and Solomon and Jesus. He felt that he was giving them support,.

Ambia,
There were also lessons from Arabian history. Mohammed and' his
fellow~countrymen had seen the ruins of vanished cities, and had heard
bursting of the great dam at Ma'rib in Yemen, and the destruction of the
city by the resulting flood. This was a judgment from heaven. Far more
striking were the signs of vanished splendor, of a high civilization now
utterly obliterated, in the regions north of the Hijaz. The tribes of lAd
and Thamild, and the cities'of Miclian had perished, leaving behind only

and expected them to support him in return.
There was another consideration which weighed heavily. The history

a few very impressive traces. Why were these prosperous peoples wiped

of the past, from beginning to end, was the story of his own predece5sors~

of them had its prophet, who preached Islam. They would 110t hear, aod

out of existence? Mohammed's imagination gave the answer. Each one

He was filled with the thought of those favored men who stood so near-

therefore God destroyed them. But the Koranic narratives dealing with

to the One God, and by him had been commissioned to teach their people.
They were "prophets" (nebiyim, anbiya') one and alL, and the fact ever
foremost in his mind was the way in which their message had been re~

these events were, after alll of secondary importance. Islam was for the
world, and the emphasis must be laid on persons ;lOci events which were
known and acknowledged the world over. The three rejected prophets

ceived, or rather rejected, by the most of their contemporaries. His own
experience, as soon as he had fairly begun preaching to the people of
Mekka, showed him very clearly what opposition a prophet is likely to
encounter. The new teaching is not received with gratitude and awe;

of the northern desert and Sinai were indeed itnport<1nt in Mohammed's
scheme of religious history, but they were small links in a great chain.
When the merchants of Qoreish traveled into Egypt, Syria, Mesopotamia,

it is laughed at. Thus Noah was ridiculed by his people, until they were:
drowned in the Hood. So the men of Sodom and Gomorrah jeered at Lot,

(ialib, or Shu'aib; but in every city where they halted they would find

28

[Formally these words <Ire said by the angel Gabriel to Mohammed].

and Abyssinia, they would meet no one who had ever heard of Hud, or
multitudes to whom the names of Noah, Abraham l Joseph, David, Elijah,
and "Jesus the son of Mary" were perfectly familiar.
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A very striking feature of the 'Koranic scraps of Israelite history is therabbinic element-gleanings from Talmud and midrash-so frequently'
in evidence. This has always been the subject of comment <lod (:Qnjecture~

Thus H. P. Smith, The Bible and Islam, p. 77, says of Mohammed's story
of Moses, "From Jewish tradition he as~ens: that Moses refused all Egyptian nurses; that the people at Mount Sinai demanded to See Goo, a'od on
seeing him fell dead, but were revived by divine power; and that they
refused to accept the covenant until the mountain was lifted up bodily

lore is not really significant, To this, an "advocate of the contrary view
would reply, that the legends are the "Vorgeschichte" of Islam; the account of Allah's dealing with men in the past, from which may be learned
something in regard to his dealing in the present; the indispensable
fabric of the doctrine of Hthe prophet of Allah." And if it was by mere
'jchance" that Mohammed was given Israelite instruction, it was a chance
that lasted many years, and gave the Koran the most, and the best, of its
materiaL
Mohammed~s

heroes of the past are almost all designated by him as

and held over them (28: IIj 2:. 53! 60; 7: 170). The information that the
golden calf, through the magic of its maker, bellowed, is found in rab~

"prophets"; they received the truth from Allah, and taught it to their

binical sDurces.'~ Geiger, Was hat Mohammed. , .. aulgenommen?~

children and their contemporaries..Adam was a prophet

pp. 154-172, had discussed these :lOci other similar features of the story.

so were 'Ishmael, and David, and Job. In alII twenty~five are named;

The remark is made in Noldeke-Schwally, p. 8, thut the source of
Mohammed's knowledge of Biblical characters and events was less the

among them are the three Arabian prophets, Hud, $5lib, and Shdaib,
and the three from the Gospel: Zachariah, John the Baptist, and Jesus.
All the rest are from the Old Testament. A list of eighteen, containing
only Biblical names , is given in Sura 6:83-86, In 33:7 there is an in·

Bible than the extra~canonical literature. This, I think, states the matter
not quite correctlYI for even in the stories where Mohammed makes largest use of the haggada there is frequent evidence that he knew also the
canonical account. Wellhausen, Reste (1St 00,), p. 1.OJ, in his argument
for the Christian origin of Isla!n, handles this Jewish haggada in a very
gingerly manner. "Es ist w<lhrscheinlich, dass Muhammed denselbcn
durch jiidische Vermittlung zugcfCihrt bekommen hat, wenngleich man
dessen eingedenk bleiben muss, class derselbe Segenstoff auch bel den
orientalischen Christen im Umlauf war, und class die Haggada ihre QueUe
grossenteils in apokryphen Schriften hatte, die wenn sie auch judischen
Ursprungs waren doeh seit clem zweiten Jahrhundcrt immer ausschliesslieher in christlichen Besitz tibergingen." I confess myself unable to see
light in this argument, nor do I know any sound reason for doubting
that Mohammed received his haggada dire<cly from Jew,. Wellhausen
felt this to be a weak point; for he at once proceeds to draw a line between
the religious material of the Koran and the stories, which he would have

(20:120j

3:30);

structive list of the most important of the prophets, those with whom
Allah made a special covenant. The names are these: Mohammed, Noah,
Abraham, Moses, nnd Jesus. (The fact that Mohammed is named first is
due merely to the literary form of the passage.) It is very noticeable that
the Koran kpows nothing of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel, nor has knowl~
edge of any of the Minor Prophets with the exception of Jonah. This
certainly does not mean that the books of these prophets were wanting at
Mekka, but simply, rhat they were utterly beyond Mohammed's comprehension and outside his interests. His instructors knew better than to try
to introduce him to these ~bstruse writings. Jonah, the little story~book,
was in a class by itse:lf. We might indeed have expected to find some
mention of Daniel; but he also, it seems, did not enter Mohammed's
horizon.
It must always be borne in mind that we cannot tell with certainty, from
the Koran, what portions of the Old Testament the prophet had heard.

us believe to be merely the fruit of the prophet's intellectual curiosity. It
therefore, he declares,' is a matter of very little importance, whence
Mohammed obtained the legends; and the fact that some 'jchance"

He makes use only of what is important for his purpose, as we learn from
an occasional allusion to persons or events not otherwise treated. As a

brought him into contact with a man who was acquainted with Jewish

matter of fact, he shows some acquaintance wirh each of the five books of
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the Torah, and with the "historical books" from Joshua to
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2

Kings. The

book of Joshua. indeed, is represented only in the person of the prophet

Dhu II¥Kifl, who will r~ceive notice presently; while a bit of the book of
Judges, taken from the story of Gideon) has strayed into the narrative
of "Saul and Goliath" (see the Fourth Lecture). Barely mentioned, for
instance, are Azar, named in 6:74 as the father (!) of Abraham (evidently
el-Azar, derived from the Eliezer of Gen. 15:2); 'Imran (Amram), named
as the father of Moses, Aaron, and Miriam (identified with the Virgin
Mary); Samuel, introduced without name as the prophet who anointed
Saul as king; Elijah and Elisha. Also the wives of Noah) Lot, <lnd
Pharaoh, of whom the first two are assigned to everlasting fire. The in~
fluence of the Jewish haggada constantly appears. Rabbinical sources for
the Koranic l1<.lrratives of Cain, Noah, Lot, and Aaron have been pointed
out by Geiger, and others ;.\rc SOOIl to be mentioned. For a few interesting
bits of legend which SQund like Jewish lore-the incident of the Breakers
of the Sabbath, who were changed to apes (2:61; 4:5?; 5:6:>j 7:t66) i
David's invention of coats of mail (21 :80) ; and how Job produced a spring
of cool w;\ter by st31Ti;ping on the ground, und thereafter was permitted to
fulfil his hasty oath by beming his wife with a bundle of leaves insteJd of
with a rod (38 :41-43)-no haggadie source is known.
Mohammed did his best with Arabian religiolls history, though he had

the persecution of the Christians of Nejra-n by the Yemenite Jewish ruler
Dha Nuwas, shortly before the time of the viceroy Abraha.~j) It seems
quite plain that the Koran is dealing here with a historical event, and
persecution for religious faith is clearly stated ill VS. 8. Mohammed treats
the story as something well known in Mekka.
There is another feature of Arabian history, seemingly remote from
Israelite influence, which occupied Mohammed's attention. There were

certain ancient practices, religious and social, which were de~ply im~
bedded in the life of the people; the property not merely of the Hijaz,
but of the Arabian peninsula. The customs and ceremonies connectcd with
the Ka'ba at Mekka had much to do with rhe commercial aud friendly

intercourse of the tribes, and the "house" itself was venerated far and
wide. We may be sure that Mohammed intended, from the first) to pre~
serve every time~honored elemel1t of the native "paganism" which did not
involve idolatry. Neither the people of Mekka aud Yathrib and 'fa'if,
nor the Bedouin tribesmen, would have been willing to abandon their
ancestral rites and practices for no obviously compelling reason; and
Mohammed would havc been the last man to wish them to do so. It was
imperative for his scheme of things to plant thc new religion as deeply in
the soil of Arabia as in that of the Hebrew and Christian revelations. This
he could do by the help of the patriarch Ishmael, as will appear.

little at hand that he could lise. He thought of Hud, the prophet of the

It is not necessary to review here the long list of personages of ancient

people 'Ad, $iilih, the prophet of Thamud, andperhaps especially Shu'aib,

history whose names and deeds play so important a part in the Koran.

the prophet of Midian; as preachers scnt to peoples very closely related to

A considerable part of the Hebrew history and haggadic legend thus re-

the Arabs; and he introduces them frequently, sometimes .in passages of

produced will be touched upon in the course of the next Lecture) dealing

considerable length. in the Suras of the Mekkl1n period. The incident of
the elephant brought to the neighborhood of Mekka by the army of
Abraha, the Abyssinian viceroy of Yemen) at abOUt the middle of the sixth
century, is made the subject of the very early Sura lOS, as on example of
the might of Allah, who "brought their cunning plans to nought." In
another Sura of about the same time there is mention of "the Men of the
Ditch) of the blnzing fire; when they sat above it, witnessing what they
were doing to the believers" (85:4-7). I have no doubt) in spite of the

with the Koranic narratives. At that time (i£ Allah wills) a goodly

nrguments of Geiger (p. ,89) aod Horovitz (pp. 92 f.Y, that this refers to

number of Biblical characters (includiug Alexander the Great) will be
introduced in their Arabian drcss; so that sooner or later all the members

of the "long list" shall have received mention, at least by name. Some of
this Jewish~Muslim material has been well treated by Geiger) other writers
have occupied themselves chiefly or wholly with the postrMohammedan
legends, as for example Weil's Bib/ischc Legenden der Mutelmalmer
,845 (also trauslated into English),
29

a~d

the important essays by

(See Axel Mob~rg, The Book of tll(1 Himwritcs {Lund, 19:Q)l.

Ma~
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Grunbaum and Israel Schapiro. The proper names in the Koran have
been admirably treated by Josef Horovitz in his article; "Jewish Proper
Names and Derivatives in the Koran/' in the Hebrew Union College
Annual/ II (192.5), 145-184, and 'lgain in the Second Part of his Ko~
ranischc Untersuchungen (19 26 ).
The present Lecture will pay especial atteinion to two subjects ",ihich
are of prime importance for

Ollr

understandi'ng of the foundations of

Islam: the source ot Mohammed's ideas regarding Jesus and the Christian
religion, and the place occupied by Abraham and Ishmael in his ~.?ncep~
tion of the revelation to the Arabs. Before dealing with these three

7'
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A Few "Minor" Prophets. The incident in

th~

life of Adam which is

oftenest dwelt upon in the Koran is the refusal of the devil (lblis, Shaitiin)
to obey the divine command to the angels to fall down before this newly

created being. The account is best given in 38 :73-77, and appears only less
fully in six other passages. Geiger, p. 98) doubts whether this can have
come to Mohammed through Jewish tradition, on the ground that the

command to worship any other than God would ~have seemed to any
Israelite inconceivable. Grunbaum, Nwe Beitriige zur semitischen Sagen~
kunde, pp."60 f., follows Geiger. The Kalan does not speako£ worshipping, however, but merely of approaching a p'ersonage of high rank in a
truly oriental way. See, for example, the usc of the verb in the laSt verse of

Ilprophets/' however, I shall notice very briefly a few others, for w.hom the
mere mention by name seems, for one reason or another, hardly sufficient.

'Amr ibn Kulthfim', mu'allaqa (Arnold's Septem Mo'allakftt, p. '44),

It is perhaps needless to say, that the Hebrew chronology of the Koran

where' the action is one of purely human homage. The passages which

is not one. of its strong points. Mohammed had some idea of the long time

Geigel cites, Sanhedrin 59 b (not "2~n and Midr. Rabba 8, are a sufficient

that mUSt have elapsed since Moses; though he certainly knew nothing of

palalle1 to the Koran. See also the "Life of Adam and Eve" (Charles,

the complete line of descent which the Muslim genea}ogists carried back

Apocrypha and Pscudepigrapha), chaps. 12-t7. As for Iblisand a,h-

from his family, and from the Arab tribes generally, to Adam and Eve.

Shaitan, the former name seems" have come down into Arabia from the

He knew, as curly (at least) as the 37th Sum, something of the succession

north, while the latter is evidently a fruit of the long contact with the.

of Hebrew heroes, and was aware that the prophet~kings, Saul, David, and

Abyssinians; both names were doubtless current among the Jews of the

Solomon, were subsequent to the patriarchsj however hazy his ideas were

Hijaz before Mohammed's time. The identification. of the serpent with

as t~ the order of the other prophets and the time at which they lived.

Satan would seem to be implied in the passage Bet. Rabba 17, which

He had fnntastic notions (as others have had) in regard to Ezra, and

Geiger quotes. See, also Ginzberg, Legends of the !ews, V, p. 8+
l
The prophet Sku'aib, who was sent to the Midianites, is generally recog~
nized as identical with the Biblical Jethro, The mane was hardly invented

evidently had no idea where to locate him. Elijah and Elisha, Job, }ol1:1h,
and "Idris," are left by him floating abdUl, with no secure resting place.
He had heard nothing whatever

<lS

to the genealogy of Jesus (the claimed

by Mohammed; it is far more likely that it was brought into

u~

by the

descent from David), nor of his contemporaries (excepting the family of

Arabian Jews. Its origin is obscure, but it is natural to suppose that there

John the Baptist), nor of any Christian history. He associated Moses with

was. some etymological reflection behind it. These Midianites, from whom

Jesus, evidently believing that very soon after the: revelation to the Hebrew

Moses took his wife (the daughter of a priest), were in their origin very

law~giver there had followed the similar revelation which had produced
the Christians and their sacred book. This appears in his identification of

closely related to the" Hebrews, though their main body became a per~
sistent and dangerotls enemy. Might the name Shu1uib) <llittle tribe/' have

Mary the mother of Jesus with Miriam the sister of Moses and Aaron,

been the result of thinking of i"J;l~ Clrest of it") as representing the faith~

plainly stated in more than one place. In all this there is nothing surpris~

ful -"remainder" of a larger Hebrew tribe?

ing, when it is remembered how the prophet received his information.

The pIOphet Dhii 'I-Kif! presents anothel pIOblem. I think that hele
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again the solution is to be found in the long association. of the Arabs with

Christian doctrines in the sacred book. All those who have studied the
matter. know and declare that the great bulk of the Koranic material is
of Jewish origin; and we have certain knowledge that Mohammed resorted habitually to learned Jewish teachers. Have we any good reason for
supposing that he also received personal instruction from a Christian? I
believe that it will eventually be recognized that whatever knowledge (or

the Abyssiniaus, in the traffic on the Red Sea. The word kefl appears
frequently in the Ethiopic version of Joshua in speaking of the "division"
of the territory among the Hebrew tribes, which is the central feature
of that book. I believe that Joshua is "DhU 'I-KiA," that is, the one who
effected the Division. It is very noticeable that he does not receive mention

in the Koran, unless under this name.
'Uzair ("little Ezra") is made by Mohammed the subject of ;l very
singular accusation aimed at the Jews, In one of the latest Suras l and in a
context dealing harshly with all those who are not Muslims, occurs this
passage (9:3°): "The Jews say, Ezra ('Uzair) is the SOn of God, and the
Christians say, cl·Mesiab is the son of God." (This might make Ezra turn

in his grave-if he had one.) Mohammed here seems to be trying to
believe what some enemy of the Jews had told him. He is bound to claim
pure monotheism for the Muslims alone, in his day. The use of the unpleasant diminutive, "little Ezra," 'is probably his own invention. The
name occurs nowhere else; and this great figure in Jewish legend has no
other mention in the Koran, unless under the name which here follows.
If I am not mistaken, Ezra has his double in the Komn, in the person
of the prophet fdri' (19:57 f., 21:85), of whom we are told only this, th.t
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pseudo-knowledge) he possessed in legard to the petSon and life of

Jesus was derived from two Sources: fir.Jt, the facts and bncies which were
common property in the Hijaz and elsewhere in Arabia; and .second, a
small amount of information supplied to him by his Israelite mentors.
The form of the name is remarkable, in comparison with Yeshu', The
Christian Arabs of northern Arubia had the form Yasu,,<Io which is just
what would be expectedj " lisii" makes its first appearance in the Koran.
It has been explained by Noldeke and others as a Jewish pleasantry of
which Mohammed was the innocent victim, the name of EsaH, the typical
enemy, being in fact substituted for that of Jesus,a.1 There is indeed complete formal identity, and the symbolic transfer is certainly characteristic.
The Mekkan Israelite who might be supposed to have had this happy
thought can of course have had no idea that the substituted' name would
go beyond Mohammed ibn Abdallah and his few adherents. There is

he was given a high place of honor. The n:~l11e has generally been derived

another explanation, which in recent years has frequently been adopted.

from ~E(TSpa..; and indeed, it could hardly be anything else. Various other

The pronunciation of the name in Nestorian Syriac is !fo' (31~tt;h);(:). It is.

Iii,.

surmised that when this pronunciation came (in some way) to Moham-

Assyriologie, vol. 17, 83 II.) to Toy's uTheodore of Mopsuestia.", But any

med's ear, he altered it by transposing the guttural and changing the final

Andreas seems utterly remote from Mohammed's horizon. On the other

vowel, in order (for some reason) to give it assonance with the name

suggestions have been made, from NOldeke's IlAndreas" (Zeitscl1rilt

hand, it would be very easy for the Greek name of the famous Ezra to

Musii (Moses)." This theOly, while neither simple nor free {10m dil!i.

make its way down into Arabia, there ultimately to be picked up by

culties, is not quite impossible, and the student may take his choice.

the Ambian prophet. The laller could of course nor be expected to know,
or to find out, that it was only another name fDr his

l<

lUzair."

'lsd ibn Afal'yorn. The treatment which Jesus and his work receive in the

Koran is of especial imporwnce in the attempt to determine the principal
sources of Mohammedanism. It is a patent fact that the prophet knew next
to nothing about Jesus; also, that there are no distinctly and peculiarly

If the hypothesis of the Syriac origin of the name is entertained, it
so [Sec tbe references in Horovitz, U/jt("i/lchl/tlg~lt, p. 129].
31 [See the ZDMG., voL 4r, P' 720, and the Encydopncdia of [dam, s.v. "·lsii"l.
32 [This explanation is ilt lcast liS old as the year 186r (sec RudoII)h, p. 67, Mle 35). See
also the:: references in Horovitz. U1JlertflChtlllgm. 128 f. Rudolph would explain the supposed
pniring of Jcsus with Moses on the ground that each of the two was the founder of a religion. :But Mohj;lmmed did not by any means regard Moses ns a "Rdigionsstifter"; he wns a
lawj:tiver-which Jesus W3S not, A more plausible ground might be seen in the simple fa<:t
that both were members of the family of ·Imr~n].
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certainly is permissible to give it connection with that onc of Moham-

the basal doctrines of Islam, and chiefly useful in the polemic against the
Jews.

med's habitual instructors (the only one concerning whom we have any
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to have come to Mekka from the Persian

Wellhausen, in his too hasty contention that the Arabian prophet re~

or Babylonian domain. This man has been mentiOllcd several times in the

ccived his first and chief impulse from Christianity, made the strange

preceding lectures. His lal1guoge was fajami. He was certainly a learned

claim that Mohammed assigned to Jesus the supreme place in the religious

definite information) who seems

Jew, certainly not a Christian (see below), The passage

history of the past. HJUdische Gesinnung verdt" es nicht, dass Jesus im

in which he is mentioned (16:105) is late Mekkan, and it is evident that

Quran hoch tiber aUe Propheten des Alten Tes·tamentes gestellt wird"

man, probably

;1

Mohammed had for some tin'te been under his instruction. A number of

(Reste/ 1887, p. 205). This assertion evidently rests on a slip of the memory)

Koranic propenics which seem to have come from Mesopotamia make

or on forced interpretation, for there is in the Koran nothing that could

their .appearance at about this time. Such are the Babylonian angels

substantiate it. 011 the contrary, in 2:130, a passage belonging to the

Hariit and Marut, the pair Yajuj and Majuj (both pairs already noticed),

Medina period, where the prophets, Jesus among them, are enumerated by
name or collectively, the words are added: '(We m;J,ke no distinction
among them." That is, in rank; certain prophets, or groups of prophets,
Were endowed with special gifts or distinctions not shared by their fellows
(2:254)· Abraham WaS given Islam (2:126; 22:77); Moses was given The
Book (2:81); David Wa' given the Psalm, (4"61); Jesus was given the
wondrous signs (bayy;nat) and "the Spirit" (2:81, 254). The five prophets
with whom Allah made a special covenant-Jesus among them-have al~

the mention of the 9abians," and the collection of Mesopotamial1~Jewish
legends utilized in the: 18th Sura; see especially the Fourth Lecture. It is
.at least very noticeable that the first mention of lisa in the Koran, in the
19th Sura, dates from this same period.
Rudolph, p. 64, remarks on the stronge circumstance that the earliest
occurrence of the name of Jesus in the Koran comes

So

late. It is indeed

significant! In. general, it is not safe to conclude that the prophet's first
knowledge 0·£ a Biblical personage or conception of an idea may be dated

ready been named (Sura 33:7). Nowhere in the Koran is there any traCe

from the KOr;;lrl, and chronological tables assigning such matters to successive periods are likely to be of slight value. But if, as Rudolph supposes,

of a wish to give 'Isa ibn Maryam especially high rank among the proph~
ets; he simply had his very honorable place (chronologically somewhat

Mohammed had received his earliest and most important religious en-

vaguel) in the long line. Lat~r. in the early caliphate, when Muslims and

. lightenmem from Christians, it is nothing short of amazing that his only
allusion to anything specifically Christian, prior to the second Mekkan

Christians were closely associated, especially in Syria and Egypt, Jesus W,\S
indeed placed "high above the prophet' of the Old Testament," and the

period, should be an incidel1tal rebuke of the worship of two Gods. He
hnd of course from the first SQme knowledge of the Christiun sect (as he

attempt was made to interpret the Koran accordingly, as anyone may
learn by reading the native commentators.

would have termed it)i and may have heard [he name of its founder. In

Mohammed did his best to specify the particular distinctions which

lone of his early Suras (II::!.) he attacks the worship of "Allah's son," but

Jesus had been given, as a prophet; and he had cogent reason for so doing-,

the doctrine was too remote to give him any real concern, and he exhibits

quite aside from any polemic against the Jews. The fact of a great Chris~

no further interest in it until the later period when he began to hear more

dan world outside was perfectly familiar in all the cities of Arabia. The

about this "prophet" and his history. And even in the Suras of the Medina

purpose of the newly arisen Arabian prophet was, from the first, to gain

period it is evident that the ChristianSt with their founder and their

the suPPOrt of the Jews and the Christians, by no means to make them his

beliefs, were only on the outer edge of his horizon, not at all important for

enemies. His program wus obviously and necessarily this, to declare that
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these faiths, in their beginnings and as promulgated by their founders and

er speziell von Jesus hat, bekommt man den Eindruck, class er sich seine

divinely appointed representativesl were identical with his own teaching.

Anschauung aus Einzelheiten, die er da und doft erfuhr, selbst zusam~
mengemacht hat'!.)

Only ill their later development had they strayed from the right path,
The time had come for a new prophet to call these peoples back to the true
religion. This could only be done by exalting their tcachers and claiming
to build on their foundation. Many since Mohammed's rime have con-

ceived the same plan, though lacking his energy and his unique opportunity. During the nrst years of his public teaching, howe:vcr, as has
~lready been said and many scholars have remarked, he seems to have
known so little abollt the Christians that he could simply class them as
Israelites who had gone their own peculiar way.
It ,vns with Abyssinia especially that the Mekbns associated the Chris-
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As to the time when the prophet began to feel more directly concerned
with the claims of the ChristiullS, it is u plausible conjecture that it coin·
cidecl with the so..called "Abyssinian migration" which took place about
five years after the be.ginning of his public activity. Ahrens, p. 150, thinks
that this shows that Mohammed felt himself in closer sympathy with
Christianity than with Judaism: "ha-tte er sich clem Judentume naher
verwandt

ge£uhlt, so lag fur ihn der Anschluss an die Juden von Jathrib

oder Khaibar naher." On the contrary~ the reason for Mohammed's choice
is obvious; namely, that while still in Mekka he had been shown very

tian faith. Arabs and Abyssinians were, and from ancient time had been~

clearly that 'the Jews were much more likely to be his enemies than his

partners in the Red Sea traffic; and, as we have seen, scraps of Abyssinian

friends. The time had come when he and his followers needed to see what

speech and religious terminology had made their way all over the penin-

support could be had from the Christians; but it is hardly likely that the

sula. It

envoys-or fugitives-went with high hopes. While the Muslim accounts

very well known that the Christians worshipped a/.Masi{l.
This name is attested in Ambia before Mohammed's time, aU the way
W;1S

from Nejran in the south to Ghassan in the north (Horovitz, pp. 129 f.);
and he eventually employs it frequently in the Koran. Accompanying this
term was another, ar~Ru/:l, "the Spirit," associated in some way with the

are utterly incredible in the most of their details, the main fact seems well
established, namely, that a company of Moh;lmmed's adherents took
temporary refuge in Abyssinia; partly in protest against the treatment
which they had received in Mekka, partly also, no doubt, in the hope of

Koran in several very different ways. Stories of the mirades of Jesus, in~

receiving some support-at IC;lst moral support-from these time-honored
allies. It was a most natural proceeding, and it doubtless made an impres~
sion in Mekka, though not in Abyssinia. The gain which the Koran made
from it seems to have been merely what has -just been described, an

eluding the raising of the dead, we should suppose to have been what the

awakening of interest which led the prophet to gather up such Christian

Arabs heard first and oftenest from their Abyssinian associates, and indeed
from all other Christians with whom they came in contact. The fact that
the Koran has no mention of these ((bayyiniit" until the second Mekkllll
period is merely another indication of the comparative remoteness of the
Christians and their doctrines from the prophet's earlier thinking. When
at length they became somewhat more real to him, he picked up the few

scraps as he could use. One of the new catchwords was «lnjil" (Evan~
gelium), which in Mohammed's mouth-as Rudolph. p. So, remarks-

worship of Jesus and regularly mentioned along with him. Mohammed
was utter! y bewildered by the term (and so, of course, were the Arabs
generally, in so far as it was known to them), and he plays with it in the

meant simply the Christian hook of revelation preserved in heavel1; he
seems to have known nothing about separate gospels or evangelists. He
took up the shibboleth of the Virgin Birth (21:9r; 66:t2); this also he
could concede to the Christians withom difficulty, and he maintains it

Christian terms that were lying ready to hand, and used them over and

stOl~tly in opposition to the Jews (4:155). Nevertheless Jesus was a mere

over, with only the vaguest ideas as to their meaning. (Even Rudolph,

man like other men (16:45; :U:7); the Koran says this in different ways,
in numerous passages. Whether "the Word" (kalima, .\6yo..) as a designa-

p. 65, reaches a similar conclusion: "Bei den durftigen Kenntnissen, die
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tion of Jesus) 3:40 and elsewhere, was only another catchword which Mo~

evidently knew: "What docs the 'Book' of the Christians tell about '1s3.

hammed eould of himself pick up in Mekka or Medina may be strongly

ibn Maryall1?" the answer was given in good faith, as far as it went. That

doubted. He had among his teachers in Mekka a mao of letters who had
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It has sometimes been said, e. g. recently by Rudolph, pp. 65 f., and

which Mohammed already knew was confirmed and supplemented, and
numerous interesting details, chiefly from folklore, were added. The
informant was certainly acquainted with the Gospels, but no particle of
gospel information concerning the grown man Jesus, or his reported
lineage, or his activities (excepting that, as Mohammed must already have
heard, he performed miracles), or his teaching, or his followers, was

Ahrens, p. 153, that a Jewish teacher, if he could have consented to say

given forth. The doctrine of the Virgin Birth, the most prominent of all

anything to Mohammed about Jesus, must have ridiculed and vilified him.

the Christian shibboleths at that time, could be acquiesced in-it cost

~<Hatte ji.idischer EinHuss auf Mohammed bestimmend eingewirkt, 50
hatte er entweder iiber Jesus schweigen odcr ihn beschimpfen mussen.

nothing; and it could not possibly have been combated!

Palastinische Rabbinen, die in vollig christianisierten Sddten wohnten,

passages give the same vague answer: He was sent to confirm the Israelites

brachten es fertig, liber Jesus vallig zu schweigen--das Schweigen des

in the true doctrine) in the teachings of thc Torah (3:43 f.j 5:50; 43:63 f.;

Basses und der schimpflichen Nichtachtungj und der Talmud redet in
.den diirftigen Stellen, an den er auf Jesus zu sprechen kommt, nor mit

57:27; 6,,6), to insist on the worship of only one God (5:76), to warn

beschimpfenden Worten von ihm," This, I think, hardly deals fairly with

sects (42:n) I It is very difficult to believe that anyone of the verses here

thy Jews, nor sees clearly what s.ort of tcaching was natural-one might

cited could have heen written by Mohammed if he had ever talked with a

read at least some portion of the Gospels and was familbr with the
popular legends regarding Jesus which were current in Christian lands;
and it was from him, in all probability, that he heard the theological term.
This Innn was a learned Jew) as I think the evidence plainly shows.

What, according to the Koran, was the mission of Jesus? Numerous

aga.inst straying from the faith of Abraham and Moses and forming new

even say necessary-under the circumstances now before us. The eus·

Christian, orthodox or herctical; but they cofit;;tin e);actly what he would

tomary "Schweigen" in Jcwi.sh works written in Christian cities was a

have acquired from the teaching which I am supposing. He knew that

mattcr of course, and the attitude of the Talmud is also perfectly dc~

the followers of Jesus had ultimately chosen to form a separate sect, and

fensible. On the other hand, there was never lack of Jews, all through the

that Jews and Christians were in controversy, each party declaring the

Middle Ages, who spoke appreciatingly of Jesus, while rejecting the Chris~
tian dogmas. In the present casc, whatever the teacher's preference may

other to be mistaken (2:I07); but why the new sect had been formed,

have been, Mohammed's own intention must have been the deciding
factor, He knew the Jews to be a minority) and on the other hand was

things which had been prohibited. This may have been given him by
his teacher, or it may be the reflection of his own doctrine (useful for his

profoundly conscious of the religion of the Abyssinians and of the great

legislation), that some food.s Were forbidden the Israelites in punishment

Christian empire whose center was at Byzantium.

3s

He was bound to

make Christian allies, not enemies. Any vilification of Jesus would have

he did not at all know. He says in 3:44 that Jesus {(made lawful" some

for their 'ins; see 4"58 and 3:R7.
The passage 19:1-15 is of great importance as evidence of the source

'lsa.

led him to reject his teacher as untrustworthy. The latter of course knew

of Mohammed's information in regard to the prophet

this, and took care to keep the teaching in his own hands. There was

extended literary connection with the Christian scriptures, the one and

'Certainly reason to fear what a Christian would teach in regard to. the

only excerpt from the New Testament, namely an abridgment of Luke

Jews. Now that the time had come for Mohammed to ask, from one who

1:5-2 5,

:13

[Sec Lamtnem, L',lr(lJ,ir DcdJrtltale avail! l'1Ugire, p, 80, top].

s?-66· This

Here is nn

was discussed in the Second Lecture, and the details

need not be repeated here. The account of the aged and upright Hebrew
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priest and the birth of his son in answer to prayer, reading like a bit of
Old Testament history, would ~ppeal to any Israelite of literary tastes as.
interesting-and harmless. But as soon as the account of the birth of
Tems is reached, the gospel narrative is dropped as though it were rcd-

:above the Jews: the latter are the chief enemies of Islam, the former arc

hot, and Mohammed is left to flounder on alone, knowing only the: bare-

8t

its greatest friends. But he very unwisely attempts to tell wherein the
-excellence of the Christians consists, and can only specify their priests

:and monks-of whom recently (iI157:27) he had expressed a low opinionl
Mohammed did not know that

'Isa

had met with opposition from his

fact that John was the kinsman and forerunner of Jesus, and the dogma

people other than that which his predecessors had endured, and this is

of the Virgin Birth; things which his people had long ago learned,.

most significant. If he had known the fact, he could not have failed to

especially from the Abyssinians. It seems JX'ssible to draw

conclu-

make use of it; but it had not been told him. It was a mere rtlatter of

sions with certainty: {it'st, Mohammed was told the story of Zachariah

'Course that 'Isa's contemporaries tried to kill him; the Hebrew people

and John by a learned mao; and second, the man was by no means a

had been wont to kill their prophets (2:81,85), as their own scriptures and

Christian.

popular traditions declared (see the Strack·Billerbeck comrnent on Matt.
23 '35-37)· That any special significance had heen attached. by the Chris-

tWO

Horovitz, p. 129, decbres that he can see no Jewish influence in the
Koranic utteml1o::s regarding Jesus. It may, however, be possible to recog¥

tians or others, to the death of

niu such influence frOh\ what is withheld, <1S well as from what is saiclp

had heard. For the docedc doctrine which he gives forth (4:156), assert~

The instructor, in this case, certainly knew what was told about Jesus in

ing that it was not Jesus who was executed, but another who was mirac~

Lhc Four Gospels; but not a word of it came to the ear of Mohammed.

uJously substituted for him, it is quite superfluous to search for a heretical

On the contrary, the bits of personal and family history of Jesus which

Christian or Manicha~'tll (I) source. The heresy was old, and very widely

appear in the Koran arc all derived from fanciful tales which were in

popular circulation; w.les which;} literary rabbi would certainly have

known, though of course rarely adopted. It precisely suited tile purpose
of Mohammed~f Jewish instructor. 'isa, thus escaping the fate intended

known, und which, from his point of view, were perfectly harmless. We

for him, was taken up to heaven (3:48), as numerous others had been

at the present day have some knowledge of them from surviving frag~

taken. No Christian doctrine was mOre universally held and built upon

I11cnts of the "apocryph:\l gospel" literature. See, in the Koran, 3 :32, 39,·

than the Second Coming. The Arabian prophet could easily have fitted it

43, and 5 :IlO. The nature of the teaching with which Mohammed had

into his scheme of things, if he had known of it; at least to the extent of

been supplied appears most clearly in the Suras (especially 3. 4. and 5)

giving the Christian prophet some such important phlCC in the Day of

revealed at Medin;), during the time when the uttitude of the prophet

Judgment flS he holds in the later Muslim escharologYi but there is nodl~
ing of the sort in the Koran.

toward the Jews was one of bitter hostility. It is evident that he then tried

'Isa, or

to his ascension, Mohammed never

to make much of Jesus and his history and his importance as a prophet,.

The conclusion to be drawn from all· this is evidentj and certain: Mo~

and to remember all that be could of what he had formerly been told; but

hammed derived his mahl impression of the prophet" 'is..1" .1Od his work
ftom Jewish teaching. very shrewdly given.

what he had at his comm<lnd was next to nothing. Any arguments or
accusations that he could have used against the Jews he would have been
certain to employ, and any Christian, lettered or unlettered, would have

In support of this conclusion a word may be added in regard to the
various indications of Christian influence which

SOJhe

h:lVe claimed to

supplied him with plenty of material; but he had in fact no ammunition

find in the Koran) especially ill recent years. Noldcke's pioneer work,

beyond what the Jews' own tradition had given him. In one very late

his Gcschichte des Qorans (1860), recognized hardly any Christian ele-

mterancc, 5 :85, he makes a valiant attempt to put the Christians high

ment. He declared (p. 2)' HGewi" sind die besten Theile des Isliims
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jiidischen Ursprungs": and again (p. 5): "Die Hauptquelle der Offen-

hammed in his wish to consort with the Jews and his attempt to gain

barungen .... bildeten fiir Muhhammed die Juden. . . . . Vic! geringer

their suppOrt. The Arabs were Ishmaelites, according to the Hebrew tradi..

ist dagegcn der Einfluss des Christenthums auf den. Qoran." On the con~

tion. God said to Abraham (Gen. r7, 20): "As for Ishmael, I have heard

trary) in Schwally's revision of this work we are given the impression of

thee; behold, I have blessed him, and will make him fruitful, and will
multiply him exceedingly; lwelve princes shall he beget, and I will make

a strong Christian element in Islam at its very beginning. We read (p. 8)
that in numerous partieuhus the influence of Christianity is "beyond <ioY
doubt" (ausser aHem Zweifel), and the following are specified: the in~
stitution of vigils;
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some forms of the prayer~ritual; the use of the

"Christinn" term furqiin

him a great nation." The twelve princes, subsequently n<lmed (25, 13 ff.),
represent Arabian tribes or districts; notice especially Kedar, Duma
(Dilmal al-Jandal), and Teima. The Hgreat notion" is the people of

mean revelatioo"j the central significance of

Arabia. Ishmael was circumcised (17,26), was with his father at the time

the conception of the Last Day; and the superiority assigned to Jesus

of his death, and assisted Isaac in burying him (25) 9)' The Arabs were

above all the prophets, The conclusion is (ibid.) that liIslam might be

rightful heirs of the religion of their father Abraham, though they chose
paganism instead.

(lto

regarded as the: form in which Christianity made its way into all Arabia."
The items in the above list are all taken over from W cllhausen, Reste

On this foundatinn Mohammed built his tales of Abraham and Ishinael
the 14th Sura, which bears the title 'Abraham,' he intro~

(1887),205""""9, and have been repeated by others, e.g. by Rudolph, p. 63.
Each one of these claims is considered elsewhere in the present Lectures, and

at Mekka.

will suffice to say here that 1Jot a single anI! of them is valid. The conc1u~
sian expressed seventy years ago by Muir in his Lite of Mahomet, II>

of Ishmael with the Ka'ba. I say "his association," but it is quite likely that

it

111

duces, in a characteristically casual and obscure manner, his association
he himself did not originate the idea. The Arabs cannot possibly.have

28g, is still very near the truth if it is limited to MohaJ11med and the

remained ignorant of the fact that the Hebrew scriptures declared Abra..

Koran: "We do not find a single ceremony or doctrine of Islam in the
smallest degree moulded, or even tinged, by the peculiar tenetS of Chris~

ham and Ishmael to be their ancestors. It Was then most natural that they
should have been associated; in popular tradition, with the ancient sanc-

tianity."

tuary. In verSes 38-42 We read: "Remember the time when Abraham said

35

1

Lord, make this land 86 secure, and restrain me and my children from

Ibrahim and /sma'i/. The importance of these two patri;uchs in the

worshipping idols. Lord, they have led astray many menj whoever then

genesis of Islam has not been duly appreciated. We must first bear in

follows me, is mine; and if any disobey rne-thou art forgiving and

mind the ethnic relationship which gave such encouragement to Mo~

merciful." (Here he refers to the children of Ishmael, the unbelieving
Arabs.) '(0 our Lord, I have caused some of my offspring to settle in all

H [TIlLs rders to me ptophet's admonition to pray and (espcdally) recite the Koran at
night-probably the only time when the moH of his tonVcrts had qppoftunity to learn the
ritual prc$Cdbcd for them. ("fhe nocturnal prayer was 800n superseded, as no longer neces
sary, by the increased number of daily prayers; see the Fifth Lecture.) The need of private
devotions in the night 5ea~on was always felt by the especially devout in Israel, from the
Psalter onwards: ;Iud even public scn'kes (It CCrl;lln times were thc rule in wlnc medieval
Jewish communities, as :\1 Qairawan in the time of Hai GaOll (lowe Il1is refercn<:c to ProA

fessor Obcrmann). In BcracllOlh I.t:l (bottom) the devotee who spends the night reading the

'rorah is commended. Mohammed had $l:en WlfH:thing of the sort at Mekka; see Sura 3:109,
mentioned ill the prcceding Lecture. On the gener:ll subject of Jewish a&Cctidsrn, see now egpCCilllly MontgQmeq, "Ascetic Strains in Early Judaism," J. B. Lo, vol, 5£ (193:!). pp. 183:1.13],
Sll {Probably the f;m of Ramadan shQulcl I;le excepted, but even this is by 1):0 means certain].

unfruitful valley, at the site of thy holy house; thus, Lord, in order that
they may offer prayer. Grant therefore that the hearts of some men may
be inclined toward them; and provide them with the fruits of the earth,
that they perchance may be grateful. . , .. Praise to God, who gave me,
even in old nge, Ishmael and Isaac; verily my Lord is one who hears
prayer."
This passage, together with the majority of those which mention Ish~
sa [That is, the Hijn].
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mad, I should assign to the prophet's later Mekkan period. (This is not,
however, a generally accepted conclusiol1, as will presently appear.) In
general, Mohammed has very little to say about Ishmael; ;lod there was
good reason for his reticence. He did not himself read the Old Testament,
but merely built upon wh;.l.t he had been told. The. episode of Hagar was
of no value for his purposesj in fact, he never mentions Hagar at a11.87
The early Jewish narrators seem to have felt little interest in the disin..
heritcd elder son of Abraham, and left him at one side.
After Islam had become a great power in the world, new light dawned,
~nd the story-tellers, both Jewisb and Mohammedan, found that they
knew more about Ishm"el and his family. An early example is the picturesque tale, found in the Jerusalem Targmu and apparently alluded to
in the Pirqe Rabbi Eliezer, of Ishmuel's twO wives, so very different in
character and disposition; and of the visits of the "very old man" Abra~
ham to the tent of his nomad son, far away in the Arabian desert. The
names of the two wives (otherwise "teut-pins")) Ayesha and Fatima,
make,. it quite certain that this legend was not known to Mohammed and
his contemporaries.
The famous well Zemzem, at Mekka is also brought into connection
with the Biblical history. According to Pirqc Ab6th, one of the ten things
created tl'tt'~~n l~:;J., that is, between the sixth day of cre;ltion and the £ol~
lowing day of rest, was "the rl.1oUlh of the wel!." This refers, as all inter~
preters agree, to the miraculously traveling well of the Israelites (lithe
spiritual rock that followed them/' I Corinthians 10, 4), mentioned in
Ex. 17 and Num. :!.O and 21 1 in the accoUnt of the journey from Egypt to
the promised land. Here again the Jerusalem T argum and the Pirqe
Rabbi Eliczer bring in d1e story of Ishmael, by including also the well
whieh appeared to Hagar (Gen. 21, 19). The Mohammedan orthodox
Tradition (i,adllll) thell puts the capstone on all this by making Zemzem
the well which saved the lives of Hagar and her son.38 This, to be sure,
would mean that the mother and child had walked some 600 miles on
j

31 [The orthodox Mohammedan tradition supplies this lack, to he sure. See for instance
Krchl's Bokh(1ri II, 78, below],
38 [Bakllli"', ed. Krehl, II, 78 below].
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the occasion described. Such sages as Abu Huraira Ul1cl Ibn 'AbbJs were
not troubled by considerations of geography; and inasmuch as this im.
provcment of the legend is early Muslim truditionl it might be termed a
doctrine of primitive Islam. But Mohammed knew better; at least, he says
not a word in the Koran about the sacred well at Mekka.
The highly significant passage in which Abrahom und Ishmael are
associated in the founding of the Ka'ba at Mekka is 2, II8-123. "When
his Lord tested Abraham with certain commands, which he fulfilled he
1
said, I make thee an example for mankind to follow. Abrah'lm said l And
those of my posterity? God answered, My compact does not include the
evil.doers." This refers to the pagan Arabs, the descendants of Ishmael-,
like the verse 14:3~ already cited. The p<lssage proceeds: IIRemernber the
lime when we made the house [that is, the Ka'baJ a place of resort and
of security for mankind, and said, Take the 'station of Abraham' (also
3:91 ) as a place of prayer; and how we l<'lid upon Abraham and Ishmael
the (OVenaot obligation, S4ying, Make my house holy (d. 80:14 and 98:2 )
for those who make the circuit, for those who linger in it, those who bow
down, and prostrate themselves in devotion. And when Abr'lham said)
Lord, make this land secure, <'Ind nourish. its people with the fruits of the
earth; those among them who believe in God and the last day; he answered, As for him who is unbelieving, I will provide him with little; and
there;tfter I will drive him to the punishment of hcll·fire; it will be an evil
journey" (a warning to the men of Mekk", and to all the Arabs, the
faithless Ishmaelites).
Then comes the importa.nt statement regarding the founding of the
Ka'ba; important) because it plainly COntradicts the orthodox Muslim
tradition, "And when Abraham with Ishmael was raising the founda.
tions of the house, he said, LordI accept this from USj , , •. make us sub.
missive to thee, and make of our offspring a nation submissive to thee;
and declare to us our ritual. . _ .. Lord, send also among them ames.
senger of their own, who shall recite to them thy signs and teach them
the book and divine wisdom, and purify them; verily thotl art the
mighty and wise," According to the later Muslim doctrine, the Ka'ba
was first built by Adamj the station (or standing place) of Abraham is
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the spot inside the sanctuary where his footprint in the rock is still to be

The right way was now to be shown to them, as well as to the Arabs.

seen; the command to the twO patriarchs, "Make my house dean." meant

This belief he expresses at first confidently, at length bitterly, at last
fiercely.

"Cleanse it of idols." But the meaning of the Koran is plain, that the holy
station and the holy house began with Abraham and his son.
In the verses which immediately follow, it is expressly said that the:
true and final religion, Islam, was first revealed to the family of the
patriarch. Verse 126: !'Abrnham and Jacob gave this command to their
sons: God has chosen for you the (true) religion; you must not die without becoming Muslims." We could wish to know how important in Mo-

hammed's thought this conception of the genesis of Islam was, and how
early it was formed in his mind. I shall try to answer the question at the
close of this Lecture.
In so fnr as we are reduced to conjecture, there are certain known factors
in the Mekkan prophet's religious development that would lead us to
suppose, if nothing should hinder the supposition, that he attached him~
self very C;1rly and very firmly to Abraham's family when he sought (as he
must have sought) support in the past for the faith which he set himself
to proclaim. We have seen how essential to all his thinking, from the
very first, was the idea of the written revelation, the scriptural guidance
given by God to men. Jews and Christians :J.likc were "people of the
Book"j in each case a book of divine origin. But Jews and Christians were

It is not always easy to determine, from the Koran, either the relative age
or the relative importance of Mohammed's leading ideas. We have seen
the reasons for this. On this very point, the place occupied by the Hebrew
patriarchs in the development of the prophet's religious doctrine) there
has been some difference of opinion.
According to early Muslim tradition, there were in Arabia, not only in
Mekka and Medina but also in a few other cities, before the time of Mohammed's public appearance as a prophet, certain seekers after truth, who
revolted against the Arabian idolatry. They called themselves bani/s, and
professed to seek "the religion of Abraham," their ancestor. Now Mohammed in the Koran repeatedly applies to Abraham the term bani! as
descriptive of his religion. Where and how he got possession of the term
cannot be declared with certninty, but may be conjecturcd, as we have
seen. Certainly it came originally from the Hebrew run bane!; and prob.
ably its employment by him as a term of praise, rather than of reproach,
indicates that in his mind it d~signated one who "W1'11ed away" from
the surrounding paganism. Be that as it may, his use of the word seemed
to give support to the tradition just mentioned, umil a thorough investiga-

in sharpest disagreement. As the Koran puts it in Sura 2, H1, and as
Mohammed had known long before he began his public ministry, "The

tion of the latter showed it to be destitute of any real foundation.

Jews say, The Christians arc all wrong (lit., rest on nothing); and the
Christi3ns say, The Jews arc all wrongj and yet they read the scriptures!"
Now Mohammed knew that these two religions were branches from the

his brilliant and se,lfching monograph cntitled Het Mekkaansche Feest
(1880). Snouck made it clear to all who study his argument tbat Mo~
hammed himself had no knowledge of any Arabian "hanifs," and that

same stockj that the Christian sect had its beginnings in Judaism; and
that the Christians held to the Hebrew scriptures , and claimed for them·

the tradition had its origin in a theory of later growth. The conclusion at
which -he arrived went still farthcr than this, however, for he denied that

selves the prophets and patriarchs. The Hebrew people were the children of Abrahamj so also, then, were the Christians, even though they

the prophet had any special interest in the Hebrew patriarchs in the
earlier part of his career. This is a matter which seems to me to be in need
of further investigation.

attached no importance to this origin. Did not these facts point clearly to
the starting point of the final religion? Here also the Arabs, the sons of
Ishmael, came in for their long·lost inheritance. Mohammed could only
conclude that Jews and Christian alike had been led away from the truth.

The conclusive demonstration was furnished by ?nouck Hurgronje} in

Sprenger, Das Leben ll1U/ die Le!lre des Mo!Jalnmad, Vol. II (1862),
pp. 276--28 5, gave at some length his reasons for believing that Mohammed
himself invented the association of Abmham with the Ku'ba, that he for
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some time supposed Jacob to be the son of Abraham, that he learned of

Hebrew patriarch Ishmael was their ancestor, Mohammed must have

Ishmael's parentage only at .\ comparatively late dale, etc.j all this very
loosely reasoned, and arbitrary in its treatment of the Koran. Snouck,

known it and have been profoundly impressed by the fact, very early in
his course of instruction. The Koran, as I shall endeavor to show, testifies

starting out from the plausible portion of Sprenger's argument, developed

clearly to this effect. Mohammed certainly could not cut loose from the
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thoroughly and consistently the theory that the prophet's especial interest

Jews by adopting Abraham! If he had wished to "emancipate Islam from

in the Hebrew patriarchs arose in Medina, as a result of his failure to gain

Judaism," and had found himself free to ma/{e his OWn choice, he could

the support of the Jews. That is, in his reactiOl: against the religion of

easily and successfully have denied the Ishmaelite origin of the Arabs,

Moses (?) he turned back to those earlier prophets to whose family he
could claim to belong. Accordingly, aher removing to Yathrib and suf-

well have been. ascribed to Noah, or "Idris," or some other· ancient worthy.

falsely reported by the Jews. The foonding of the Ka'ba could equally

fering his great disappointment there, he began to make great use of the
tWO patriarchs Abraham and Ishmael, to whom while in Mekka he had

There is not a particle of evidence to show that the Koran gave less

attached no especial importance.
The complete argmuem will be found in the reprint of Snouck's Mek..

Mekka. The fact is just the contrary; and the prophet not only leans

weight in Medina to Moses and his ordinances than had been given in
heavily on Moses, but openly professes to do so (e.g. in 5:48£.1). And

kaansche Feese in his Verspreide Geschriften, I, 22-29; repeated also by
him in the Revue de l'histoire des religions, vol. 30 (1894), pp. 64 ft. His

finally, Snouck's theory is not supported by the Koran unless the text of

principal contentions are the following: (1) In the Mekkan Suras Abra-

texts of certain passages which, as they stand, would be fatal to the ar.
gumem.

ham is merely one among many prophets, not a central figure. (2) The

the latter is reconstructed by the excision and removal from Mekkan can.

phrase millat IbriiMm, "the religion of Abrah<tm," as the designation of

In reply to the principal contentions listed above: (1) In one of the

Islam, is peculiar to the Medina Suras of the Koran. (3) It was only after

very early Mekkan Suras Abraham is emphatically a "central figure" in
the history of the world. In the closing verses of: Sura 87 we read of lithe

leaving Mekka that Mohammed conceived the idea of connecting Abraham and Ishmael with the Ka'ba. (4) In several comparatively late Mck~
kan Suras the prophet dccbres that hefore his time "no warner" had been

primal books, the books of Abraham and Moses." Whatever the prophet's
idea may have been as to the contents of these "books," Abraham is here

;;ent to the Arabs (32:2; 34:43; 36:5). Yet at this same time Ishmael is

made the /athe-r of the written revelation of God to manl(ind. He in..

said by him to have "preached to his people" (19 :55 f.). Does not thIs

stituted "The Book," of which Mohammed stood in such awe. In another

show that the prophet while in Mekka had not associated Ishmael with

early Sura, 53, these "books" are again mentioned, and in the same can.

the Arabs?
These conclusions are accepted, as proven, in the Noldeke-Schwally

nection Abraham is characterized in a significant way; vs. 38, 'l(the book)

Geschichte des Ooriins (see especially pp. 146 C 152), and have been
widely adopted. I think, however, that the argument will not bear close
examination, in the light of present-day estimates of the Arabian prophet's
equipment. Mohammed's knowledge of Hebrew~Jewish lore in general,

of Abraham, who paid in full." This laSt phrase is elucidated in 2:118,
where it is said: "When his Lord tested Abraham with certain com

M

mands, which he fulfilled, he said, 'I make thee an example for man.
kind.''' The command to the patriarch to sacrifice his OWn

SOl1

is of

and of the Pentateuchal narratives in particular, is appraised considerably

course the one especially in mind, and it is plain that Mohammed had
essentially the same idea of Abraham in the two passages.

hiaher
now than it was in 18801 and this is true also of Arabian culture in
b

The account of the attempted sacrifice which the Koran 1)(rives,Jil
.

the Hijaz. Whether or not the Mekkan Arabs had known that the

37:9~II3, is important for our knowledge of Mohammed's attitude
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toward the Jews in the early part of his career at Mekka. Abraham is
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(vs. 99). The boy

in which the phrase mlllat Ibrahim occurs. These shall receive further
notice presently.

grows up, and is rescued from the sacrificial knife by divine intervention

(3) I have already expressed the opinion that the association of Abra-

(vss. 103-1°7). Thereafter (vs. 112), the birth of Isaac is foretold to Abra~
ham. This seemed to Snouck (pp. 23 £.) to show that Mohammed had
become confused and uncertain in regard to the story-unless vss. II:! f.

Schwally, 147, note 3). As for Mohammed himself, he sets forth the doc~

could be regarded as an interpolation. But the prophet, far from being

always been. so classed; and there is no imaginable reason why an inter~

confused) shows here both his acquaintance with the Old Testament nar~

poJation should have been made at this point. Yet Schwally, p. 152, cUts

given tidings of the coming birth of his "mild son"

30

ham and Ishmael with the sanctuary at Mekka is pre~Islamic (see also
trine fully in Sura 14 :38-42. The whole chapter is Mekkan, and has

ralive and also his practical wisdom. Why does he not name the elder

out these .verses from the Sura on the sole ground that Snouck's theory

son? The answer is plain. Mohammed was perfectly aware, even before

requires their excision. The latter treats the passage, on p. 29, quite

he began preaching in public, that Abraham's first~born son, Ishmael, was

arbitrarily. It is obvious why the patriarch here names Ishmael and Isaac,

the father of the Ar3bs. In the Hebrew 113rrative he is an utterly in~
significant figure. ~Ul unworthy son of the gre3t religious founder. The

not Isaac and Jacob. Verse 37 had just spoken of the countless favors of
Allah, who "gives you SOme portion of all tllat you ask of lIim." This

Arabian prophet, instituting a religion centering in Arabia, saw his op-

introduces the mention of Abraham, who in vs. 41 praises Albh for giving

portunity to improve this state of things. It is very significant thut he em~

him two sons in his old age, and adds, "verily my Lord is the hearer of

ploys three verses of his very brief narrative (10[-103) to show that Abra~

prayer!" Could anyone ask for a better connection? The verses are
Mekkan, and always occupied this place in the Sura,

ham's son was informed beforehand of the intended sacrifice and fully
acquiesced in it-a most important touch which has no counterpart in the

(4) The passages which mention the "warner" give no aid whatever to

Biblical story. Ishmael was a true "muslim." He leaves out the name, but

the theory. The proph~t would at ;lU times have maintained that the

this is not all. The mention of Isaac is introduced afta the concluding

Arabian peoples had never had a "messenger" sent to them. The only

formula (vss.

passage in which there is mention of admonition given by Ishmael is
19:56, where it is said that he commanded "his family" (this, unques-

IOCr-III)

whi<:h runs through the chapter, and without any

adverb of time (such as thumma); and thus he completely avoids un~
necessary trouble either with the Jews who were his instructors or with

tionably, is what ail/aim means)

his own few followers_ 'The whole pnssage is n monument to his shrewd

and messenger" he must have done this much, But it is made perfectly

lo

pray and give alms. As "a prophet

foresight, a quality which we are liable constamly to underestimate in

plain in the Koran-the principal passages have already been discussed

studying his method of denting with the Biblical narratives.

-that his children paid no attention to the admonition. Long before

(2) As for the millat Ibrahim, "the religion of Abraham," the single
passage 12:38, of the Mckkan period, is sufficient to nullify the argument.

Arabia began to be peopled with the Ishmaelite tribes, the disobedient
sons had passed away, along with the instruction given to them. No

Could anyone suppose that Moh:;unmed meant by the milia of Abraham,

Arabian tribe had ever heard a word in regard to the true religion.

Isaac, Jacob, and Joseph any other religion than Islam? Ishmael could not
have been mentioned here, since Joseph is enumerating his own ahcestors.
1vfore than this, there are two other Mekkan passages (16:124 and 22:77)
:Ill [Too mild, as the event proved, to make his own children follow the right W:lY!].

The Question of Composite

Mekkan

Suras. Some brief space must be

given here to a matter which really caUs for a monograph. A moment
<lgo, I cl<limed as Mekkan utterances of the prophet two passages (16:12-}
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and 22:77) which by occidental scholars are now quite generally regarded

of the prophet in the years before the Hijra. The disagreement of these
early interpreters, moreover, was very wide.

as belonging to the Medina period. The 16th Sura is Mekkao, as no one
doubts. Of its 128 verses, Schwally assigns 43, 44, and lII-I25 to Medina;
at the same time combating, on obviously sufficient grounds, the opinions
of those who would assign to Medina numerous other passages. In regard
to Sura 22 Noldekc had declared (p. 158), that "the greater part of it"
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Mohammed himself wrote down the successive Suras; and he gave
them OUt as complete units, a fact which is especially obvious in such

was uttered at Mekka, but that its most significant material came from the

a group as the ~-la~Mim chapters, 4(}-46, hut is hardly less evident throughout the book. It might also be inferred from the challenge to his critics to
produce "ten Suras," in II :16. He had his amanuenses, who made some

Medina period. It accordingly is now classed as a Medina Sura in the
standard treatises and in Rodwell's Koran; see also Nicholson's Literary

pleted Suras, after they had been for some time in circulation, making

copies for distribution. He himself supplemented a number of the com-

Histm·y of tile AI'abs, p. 174. In the course of the argument concerning the
association of Abraham and Ishmael with the Ka'ba I discussed a sup~
posed insertion in Sura 14, with the result of showing that the theory of
interpolation is at least quite unnecessary. These are merely single ex~
amples out of a multitude. The accepted working hypothesis as to the
composition of the Koran recognizes a considerable revision, after the
Hijra, of the later Mekkan Suras by the insertion of longer or shorter
passages, which certain criteria enable us to detect. Of course the theory

in form from the rest of the chapter.4.0 In such cases it certainly is the most

has its apparent justification;, the question is, whether it has not run wild.
The Koran is a [rue corpus vile, no one cares how much it is chopped

plausible supposition that Mohammed made the alteration in writingy
with his own hand.

up. The Arabs themselves have been dle worst choppers. Their ancient
theory of the sacred book led to just this treatment. It was miraculously
revealed, and miraculously preserved. Mohammed, being "unable to read
and write," left no copy behind at his death; so when it became necessary

It might at the outset seem a plausible hypothesis that the prophet
would make numerous alterations, in the course of time, in the Suras
which he had composed, as his point of view changed and new interests

to make a standard volume, its various portions were collected "from
scraps of paper, parchment, and leather, from palm-leaves, tablets of
wood, bones, stones, and from the breasts of men." This is
something like Ezra's restoration, from memory, of the lost He~
brew scriptures, twenty~four canonical and seventy apocryphal books
(4 Ezra, 14:44 ff.), and the twO accounts are of like value for historical
purposes. The Muslim commentators found no difficulty in seeing-as
they did see~oracles of Mekka and Medina wonderfully jumbled to~

important insertions or additions, obviously needed, and generally indicated as secondary by their form. Thus, 73:20 is an easily recognizable
Medina appendage to a Mekkan Sura. The cautious addition in regard to
Jesus in the 19th Sura (vss. 35-41, marked off from their Context by the
rhyme) is another well known example. In 74:30, the prophet's "nineteen angels" (numbered for the sake of the rhyme) called forth some
ridicule, which he thereafter rebuked in a lengthy insertion, quite distinct

came into the foreground. The loose structure of.the Koran in nearly all
of. its longer chapters rendered interpolation singularly easy. The kaleidoscope is constantly turning, and the thought leaps from one subject to another, often without any obvious connection. Since the verses are separate
units,·each with its rhymed ending (often a mere stock phrase), nothing
could be easier than to insert flew verses in order to supplement, or explain, or qualify; or even in order to correct and replace an objectionable
utterance, as was done (according to an old tradition) in the middle of

gether in many Sums. Their analysis of the chapters which they them~

the 53rd Sura. It is important to note, however, that we should not be
able to recognize any such insertions, unless the prophet called attention

selves pronounced Mekkan was based either on fancied historical allusions
or on fundamentally mistaken notions as to the activities and associations

cUpies vss. 31-3-1. as far as the word Imllla].

~ [In the oriental texts of the Koran this forms a single verse. Tn Fluegel's edilion it oc-
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to them in some striking way. Did Mohammed, in fact, freely revise his

Geschichte des Qorans. But whoever reads the Koran through must feel
that we have the prophet before us in every verse.
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(i. e. Gabriel's) revelations? There is a doctrine clearly swted by him, and
well illustrated, that certain utterances acc "annulled" by subsequent au(p
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The dating of the Suras of the Koran, as of Mekka or Medina, is

givings. The latter, however, are never put beside the former, nor given

generally,

specific reference to them, but merely make their appearance wherever

length is sure

it may h3ppen-that is, when and where Gabriel found the new teaching

Dther as lhe place of its origin. The simple classification of this nature

desirable. In like manner, the supposed insertions now under discussion,

which was made by the best of the early Mohammedan scholars is nearly

thDugh nDt
tD

always, an easy matter. Any ch<lpter of considerable

cDntain evidence clearly indicating the one city or the

"Medina ad"ditions to Mekkan Suras/' are as a rule given no obvious mo~

everywhere confirmed by modern critics. Even in the case of the briefer

rive by anything in their context, but seem purely fortuitous. If they

SUrdS

there is not Dften room for doubt. The possibility

Df

dating

really are insertions, and were made by the prophet, it was not with any

more exactly, however, is

recognizable purpose.
For one reason in particular it is nO[ easy to suppose any considerable

Medina, covering ten years, is well known to us in its main outlines.

SODn

limited. The career of the prophet in

Since a number of important events, chronologically fixed, ~re plainly
in the Koran, about one~half of the twenty or more Medina

amount of alteration in the divine oracles, after they had once been

referred

finished and made puhlic. From the first they were learned by he,ll"t and

~uras can be approximately located. Not so with the twelve years of the

constantly recited by those who had committed them to memory. As early

Mekkan revelations. Here, there is an almost complete lack of fixed

tD

as Sura 73:1-0 the prophet urges his followers to spend a part of the

points, and we have very inadequate information as to Mohammed's per.

night in reciting what they have learned, and it is implied that the

sonal history and the development of his ideus and plans. It is pDssible to

amount is already cOlisidcrablc. The acquisition wus very easy, unci before

set apart, with practical certainty on various grounds} a considerable Bum.

the prophet's death the number of those who could repeat the whole

bel' of Surus as early; and a much smaller number can be recognized with

bool" without missing a word cannot have been very small. Under these

almost equal certainty as coming from the last years

circumstances, any alteration, especially if made without apparent retlson,

period. 13etwecn the arbitrary limits of these

tWD

Df

the Mekkan

groups a certain develop-

could not fail to be very disturbing. The few which (as we have seen)

ment) partly in the literary form and partly in the relative emphasis given

the prophet himself made were doubtless explained by him j and we

to certain doctrines, can be traced in the remaining Suras; but with no

change the divine

such distinctness as to make possible a chronologicUi arrangement. This

may be sure that he would have permitted no

Dther tD

messages! After his death, the precise fDrm .of wDrds was jealously

is true of all three of the cDnventional "Mekkan periods."

guarded; and when, through the unforeseen but inevitable accidents at

The native interpreters, as already observed, analyzed the Mekkan

wider transmission, variant readings crept in, so that copies in different

Suras to their heart's content; recognizing aliusiDns to very many persons>

cities shDwed some real disagreement, a standard text was made, prob~

events, and circumstances, and accordingly treating this or that Sura with~

ably differing only in unimportant details from the fDrm originally given

Out regard to cDnsiderations Df literary or chronDlogical unity. Modern

oUt by MDhammed. In the early subsequent history, indeed, minor varia·

occidental schDlars saw that these hypotheses as

lions in the text, consisting- mainly of interesting differences of orthography

generally either purely fanciful Dr else plainly mistaken; in Noldeke's

actors and scenes were

a large numberj see

treatise, for example} they meet with wholesale rejection. The underlying

the very importaiit chapter on the histDry of the text in Noldeke's

theDry) that of casually composite chapters, in which oracles from widely

and peculiarities

Df

grammatical usage, amounted

tD

tD
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different periods might stand side by side without apparent reason for

:sequences. Having little or no knowledge of the presence of Jews in

their proximity, was nevertheless adopted. The criteria employed by the-

Mekka, and with their eyes always on the important Jewish tribes of

Muslim scholars in identifying Medina verses in Mckkan Suras were also,.
in considerable part, taken over as valid. These consist of single words

Medina and the prophet'S dealings with them, they habitually assigned to
the Medina period the allusions to Jewish affairs which they found in
Mekkan Suras; and in this they sometimes have been followed by modern scholars. It is one principal aim of the present Lectures to show that
MohammecPs personal contact with the Jews was closer (as well as much
longer continued) before the Hijra than after it. By far the most of wh:lt

and phrases, ohen arbitrarily interpreted, an.d also of allusions to conditions supposed to be characteristic of the Medina period but not of the
earlier time.
Here the critic is on slippery ground. That which Mohammed gave·
forth from time to time was largely determined by the immediate circumstances, concerning which it is likely to be the case that we either are not
informed at all, or else are wrongly informed by the guesses of the native
commentators. Ideas which (in the nature of the case) must have been

he learned of Israelite history, literature, customs l and law was acquired
in Mekka. It is also a mistaken supposition that he met with no dew'.
mined opposition from the Jews, resulting in bitter resentment on his
part, before the Hijra.4fl On the contrary, he was perfectly aware, before

in the prophet's mind from the very beginning may happen to find their

leaving Mekka, that the Jews as a whole were against him, though some

chief expression only at a late date. Certain evils existed for some time

few gave him support. After the migration to Yathrib, when his cause

before they became very serious. There were "hypocrites" in Mekka as
well as in Medina. Such words as "strive," "contend," and Ilvictoryl' gained
great significance after the hattle of Bedrj but they ought not to be for-

seemed to triumph, he doubtless cherished the hope that now at length
the Jews would acknowledge his claimj and when they failed to do so,
his resentment became active hostility.

bidden to the prophet's Mekkan vocabulary. In Sur~ 29, for example,.
which unquestionably in the main was uttered before the Hijra, many

It is not difficult to see why the Muslim historians llnd commentators
habitually assign to Medina those passages in the Koran in which Mo--

of the Muslim authorities assign the first ten verses to Medina) and
Noldeke follows them:1t Verse 45 is similarly treated-in spite of 6:153,
16:1:26, and 23:~! In fact, there is no valid reason for such analysis; the

hammed is given contact with Jewish affairs, in default of any definite
allusion to Mekka as the scene. The latter city was the Muslim s...1nctuary
par excellence, from the prophet's day onward, and unbelieving foreigners

whole Sura is certainly Mekkan, and so not a few scholars, oriental and
occidemal, have decided. Another example of the forced interpretation of

were not welcome. As for the Jews themselves, they of course realized)
after seeing how their compatriots at Y;lthrib had been evicted or

single words is to be seen in the treatment of the very brief Sura lIO. If
Mohammed believed himself to be a prophet, and had faith in the ultimate triumph of the religion which he proclaimed, it is far easier to sup·

butchered, that Mekka was no place for them. Their exodus began during

pose that this little outburst came from the time when he first met with
serious opposition than to imagine it delivered late in the Medina period,
as is now commonly done. The word "victoryU is no more remarkable

Mohammed's lifetime, and mUst soon have been extensive. After this
emigration, their former influence in the holy city, as far as it was kept
in memory, was at first minimized, and then ignored; eventually it was
lost to sight. The prophet's close personal association with Mekkan Jews,
and especially his debt to Jewish teachers (!), was of course totally un-

here than it is in the closing verses of Sura 32 .
Another mistake made by the early commentators has had serious can·

known to the generations which later came upon the scene. On the other
hand, they had very full knowledge of his cominued contact with the

4.l

[Here, as in the following examples, I refer to the Noldeke·Schwally G~sc!Jicht~, as the

standard and by far the most inlluential work].

i2 [Hence the now customary assignment of Sura 98, plainly a Mckkan colnpnsition to thc
Medina period].
'
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Jews of Yathrib; and they very naturally interpreted the Koran in the
light of this knowledge. Modern scholars have been far too easy.going in

Abraham) in vs. 124, is accordingly counted out. But unless better evidence
than the foregoing can be presented, the whole Sura must be pronounced
Mekkan.

giving weight to these decisions of the native commentators) and the mistaken analysis of Mekkan Suras has too often been the result.
It would be fruitless to attempt to collect here the many "Medina"
verses which have been found by Muslim scholars in the Mekkan chapters
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Sura 22 affords the best single illustration of the fact that the latest
Mekkan revelations closely resemble those of Medina not only in style

merely beca\lse of the mention of Jews. Some similar criticism may be

and vocabularly but also in some of the subjects which chiefly occupied
the prophet's attention. Considerable portions are now declared to be bter

found it1 N6lJeke-Schwally in the comments on 6:91) 7:156, and 29=45
(already mentioned), as well as in the passages about to be considered.

than the Hijra; see Noldckc-Schwally, pp.
in as brief compass as possible.

It must be clear, from what has thus far been said, that the only sound
and safe proceeding in the "higher criticism" of the Suras recognized as

the concluding words of the preceding verse. Vss. 25-38 give directions in

214

£. These shall be cOllsidered

Vs. 17 is by no means "a later insertion"; it has its perfect connection in

prevailingly Mekkan is to pronounce every verse in its original place

regard to the rites of the l;lajj, at the sacred house. Does this remove them

unless there is absolute and unmistakable proof to the contrary. I know
of no later additions to Mekkan Sums, with the exception of the few

from their Mekkan surroundings? Did not Mohammed (and his adherents) believe in the duty of the Pilgrimage before they migrated to
Yathrib? Probably no one will doubt that they did so believe. It is very
noticeable that the whole passage, as well QS what precedes .. nd follows
it, is argumentative; addressed quite as plainly to the "idolaters" as to the

which Mohammed himseH plainly indicatecl..\3
All this has led up to the consideration of the two passages previously
ITlentioned, 16:124 and 22:77, in which Islam is termcd lethe religion
(mill,,) of AbrahJtn." Both pussnges are now generally assigned to the
Medina period, but for no valid reason. Both Suras are "in the main"
Mekk:.1l1) as few would doubl. In Sura 16, verses -B f. and I I I would
naturally be supposed to refer to the migration to Abyssinia. Since however the latter verse speaks of "striving," an allusion to the holy war is

postulated, <lnd all three verses are referred to the Hijraj but the third
stem of jahada was well known even in Mekka! Verse 119 is given to
Medina on the ground that it prob<lbly rders to 6:147. If it does, this
merely shows th:\t 6 is earlier than 16; a conclusion which is opposed by

Muslims. This is the tone of the whole Sura. Notice especially vss. 15
(and in Medina would certainly have been written: "Allah will help his
prophet"); 32-36 (in the latter verse observe the words: "those who en.

dure patiently what has befallen them"); 42-45; 48-50; 54-56; 66-71. In
the last.named verse we see that the idolaters, among whom Mohammed
is living and whom he is addressing, occasionally hear the Koran recited,
and threaten to lay violent hands on those who recite it! The passtlge in
regard to the lfa;; is not mere prescription, for the instruction of the
Muslims; it is designed to inform the Mekkans thJt Mohammed and

no fact. Verse 125 is suspected of coming from Medina on the ground

his .followers mean to observe the rites in the time-honored way, and

that "it deals with the Jewish sabbath." It is thus rendered natural

that they have been unjustly deoorred from the privilege. The prophet

(Schwally, p. 147) to assign the whole passage 111-125 to Medina; and
4:1 {lmerpolations and transpositions have often been postulated by interpreters of the Koran
become of failure to take full accoUm of Mohammeu's very inuivillu:ll litefory habits. Thus
Niildeke.Se!lwolly, p. 1.101, win ha\'c the words: "So be not in doubt of mectin~ Him!" an
interpolation, "cla sic ,ieh auf keinc Weise in cincn Zusammcnhanp; bringen lassen." 'fhe
words arc thrown in ns thc summar}' of Moses' tl'.1ching-; and those who heard the prophet
rceite the passage can have been in no doubt as to its meaning 1.

is thoroughly angry, and expresses himself in a way that shows that some
SOrt of a hijra must soon be necessary. In vs. 40 formal permission is given
to the Muslims to llfight because they have been wronged"; from which
we may see what a pitch the Mekkans' persecution had reached. The
descr.ipt~on of the whole situation given in Ibn Hisham, 313 f.) is generally
convlllclllg, as well as perfectly suited to this most interesting Sura.
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The strongest support of the theory of later insertions in the chapter
seemed to be given by vs. 57. Noldeke saw here the mention of certain
true believers, who after migrating from Mekka had been killed in battle' and he therefore of necessity pronounced the passage later than the
ba:tle of Bedr. The view that a general supposition was intended, nther
than historical bct, seemed to him to be excluded by grammatical COD.
1-1',
-Sl'deraUons.
1., footnote , repeated by Schwally, says: "If the reading were

man qutila, 'if anyone is killed,' then the verses could have ~~en CO~
posed before the battlcj but alladhina qutilU excludes the condltlonal Interpretation) and shows merely the completed action: 'those who were
killed.''' It is evident that Noldcke completely overlooked the passage
, _f which is strikingly parallel in its wording, while fortunately there
2.15,
can he no difference of opinion as to the interpretation, In both cases we
have merely a general hypothesis. Mohammed is not always bound by the
rules of classical Arabic grammar (probably it would be more correct to
say that his imagination was so vivid as to make the !iupposi~ion.an actual
occurrence), and he frequently employs alladM and aUadhma In exactly
this way. The passage in our Sura refers to some lesser, migration. (or
migrations) before the Hijra, and to Muslims who may die, or be klll.ed,
after this dear proof of their devotion to the cause of Allah. (Nothmg
'J

is said of being killed in battle.)
Finally, vss. 76 ff. are said to have originated in Medina, because lIthey
"
h ly war"
·enJolll
the o
, and because of the mention of the "religion
. of

IOI

TIle Origin of the Term "Islam:' The theory propounded by Professor Snouck Hurgronje and discussed in the preceding pages has, I
think, helped to hide from sight the true source of the name which
Mohammed gave to the faith of which he was the founder. The one
thing which we usually can feel sure of knowing as to the origin of a
great religion is how it got its name. In the cas~ of "Islam," the only fact
on which all scholars would agree is that the name was given by Mohammed. The formal title appears rather late in the Koran, but is virtu,!lly
there very early, for the true believers arc termed "Muslims" in the Suras
of the first Mekkan period. There has been considerable difference of
opinion as to what the word means. The great majority have always held
that this verbal noun, "islam," was chosen as meaning "SUbmission"; that
is, submission to the will of God; but not a few, especially in recent years,
have sought another interpretation. It is not obvious why the prophet
should have selected this name, nor does ordinary Arabic usage suggest
this as the most natural me~ll1ing of the 4th stem of the very common
verb salima.
Hence at least one noted scholar has proposed to understand the
prophet's use of this verb-stem as conveying the idea of coming imo the
condition of security (Lidzbarski, in the Z~itschrift fur Semitistik, I, 86).
The meaning of "IsHim" would tb.en be "safety"j and in view of the long
catalogue of unspeakable tortures in Gchenna which are promised to the
unbelievers, this might seem an appealing title. The interpretation is far

the holy war is not only unnecessary, however, but also seems out of keep·

from convincing, however, in view of several passag~ in the Koran. Professor Margoliouth of Oxford, one of the foremost Arabists of our time,

ing with what is said in the remainder of the verse. The beli~vers a.re .exhorted to strive eal'TJestly for the true faith; compare the preCisely SImilar

offered the theory that the Muslims were originally the adherents of the
"false prophet" Musailima, who appeared in central Arabia at about the

use of this verb in the Mekkan passages 25:54 and 29:°9. The saying in
rcg'lrd to Abraham is important for the history of the term "Islam," .as
will be seen. To conclude: Sura 22 is thoroughly homogeneous, cont:un-

time of Mohammed. This theory, as might be expected, was not received
with favor.

Abraham." The interpretation of the first words of vs. 77 as refernng to

-ing no elements from the Medina period. And (as was said a moment
{lgo) much stronger evidence than has thus far been offered must be p~o
.duced before it can be maintained that Mekkan Suras were freely
1erpolatcd after the Hijra.

1l1-

It has been doubted by some whether the term is really of Arabic origin;
sec Horovitz, UntersucJmngen, p. 55; Noldeke.Schwally, p. 20, note 2,
and the references there given. The attempt to find a real equivalent in
Aramaic or Syriac has failed, howeverj and I, for one, can see no good
reason for doubting that we have here genuine native usage. Moreover,
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the only meaning of the term which suits all the Koranic passages is the

own race. The Arabs were rightful heirs of the rdigion of Abraham;

one .which has generally been adopted.
But why "submission"? This was never a prominently appearing feature
of the Muslim's religion. It is not an attitude of mind characteristic of

although, as he repeatedly declares, they hud rejected the truth and fallen
into idolatry.
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Mohammed himself. It is not a virtue especially dwelt upon in any part of
the Koran. It would not in itself seem to be an attractive designation of
the Arab's faith. Why was not the new religion named I'Faith," or
UTruth," or I'Safety," or I<Right-guidance," or {{Striving," or {(Victory"?

. . ",.
-since these are ideas prominent in the Koran. WIlY "5 ubffilSSlQn
I believe that the origin of the name is to be found in a scene in the life
of Abraham and Ishmael depicted in the Koran and already mentioned
in this Lecture, and that the choice was made by Moh~mmed because
of his doctrine that the final religion-or rather, the final form of the
true religion-had its inception in the revelation given to Abraham and
his family. The Koran knows of no'IMuslims" prior to these patriarchs.
We have seen that one of the very early Suras speaks of <{the books of
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It may be regarded as certain, however, that Mohammed did not be~
Iieve his call to the prophetic office to be in any way the result of his own
reRection on what ought to be. On the contrary, he was called by Allah,
<lnd the revelation for the Arabs was new, never previously given to any
one. In Some true sense he himself was "the first of the Muslims" (39: 1 4)'
But when at -length, after the Koran was well advanced, he turns to the
Hebrew patriarchs, he claims them as a matter of COUrse and speaks of
them in no uncertain terms. IIAbraham said, Lord, make this land [the
neighborhood of Mekka] safe, and tUrn me and my sons away from worshipping idols... '•. Lord, I have made some of my seed dwell in a fruitless valley, by tby holy house [the Ka'ba]..... Praise to Allah, who has
given me, even in myoid age, Ishmael and Isaac" (I4:38ff.). "When his
Lord tested Abraham with certain commands, which he obeyed, he said,

Moses and Abraham" (87:19). In another Sura of the same period we
find the earliest occurrence of the designation "Muslims" (68:35)' In

I make thee an example for mankind to follow." .... "We laid upon

\\'hat probably is the very last Mekkan utterance of the prophet (22:77),
Abraham and the naming of Islam are mentioned in the same breath:
"God gave you the. faith of your fmher..Abraham and named you Mus~

Ka1ba at Mekka a holy house, the center of the true Arabian worship;
the beginning of a new stage in the religion of the world] ..... "And
when Abraham, with Ishmael, was raising the foundations of the house)
he said, Lord, accept this from us, .... make us submissive to thee, and
make of our offspring a nation submissive to thee, and declare to us our

lims." The collocation is certainly significant.
The Mekkan Arabs knew, and probably had known before the time of
Mohammed, that according to the Hebrew records they were the de~
scendams of Ishmael. Because of their tribal organization, with all its
emphasis on family history, we should suppose them to have been pleased
with the gain of a remote ancestor, even if they felt little or no interest in
his person. To Mohammed, the fact w;lS profoundly significant. At the
time when he first became aware of great religions outside Arabia, he
heard of that ancient prophet Abraham, who through his second son
Isaac was the founder of both the Israelite and the Christian faith, and

Abraham and'Ishmael the covenant obligation" [namely, to make the

ritual. .... Lord, send also among them a messenger of their own, who
shall teach them the Book and divine wisdom" (2:1I8ff.).
In the verses which immediately follow it is c1e~rly implied that the true
and 1111a1 religion, Islam, was first revealed to the family of the patriarch.
Vs. 126: "Abraham and Jacob gave this command to their sons: God has
chosen for you the true religion; you must not die without becoming
Muslims. All this plainly shows that the submission was originally as-

may have been through meditation on this startling fact that ~e was

sociated in Mohammed's mind with Abraham; it was from his action, or
attitude, that the religion received its name. He obeyed the commands
with which Allah tested him (53:38 and 2:rc8).

first led to the conception of a new revelation, and a new prophet, for his

There Was one supreme test of Abraham's submission to the divine

through his elder son Ishmael was the father of the Arabian peoples. It
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wil~

and it is described in an early passage in the Koran; namely, the

attempted sacrifice of Ishmael (why Ishmael, not Isaac, has already been

explained). Sura 37:100 ff.: "When the boy was old enough t~ share the
zeal of his father, Abraham said, My son, in a vision of the mght I have
been shown that I am to slaughter you as a sacrifice. Say now what you
think. He replied, Father, do what you are commanded; you will find
me, if Allah wills, one of the steadfast. So w!u:n they both were rcsigne(1,

FOURTH LECTURE

and he led him to the mount<lin,44 we called to him, Abraham! You have
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indeed fulfilled the vision; .... verily this was a clear testl" The verb in
vs. 1°3, "they both submitted" (aslama), marks the climax of. the scene.
Elsewhere in the Koran the verb means "embrace Islam" j here, it means
simply "yield" to the will of Allah. Mohammed certainly had this supreme
test in mind when he quoted the promise to the patriarch: "I make you
an example for mankind to follow."
The prophet must have had the scene before his eyes, and the all~
important verb in his mind long before he produced the 37 th Sura. And
l

when he first began speaking of the "Muslims," it was the self~surreoder
of the two great ancestors of his people that led him to the use of the
term. It required no more than ordinary foresight 00 the prophet's ~art
to see, at the very outset of his public service, that a struggle was commg;
and that his followers, and perhaps he himself, would be called upon to
give up every precious thing, even life itself, for the sake of. the ~ause.
Submission, absolute surrender to the divine will, was a fit deSIgnatIon of
the faith revealed to Abraham, Ishmael, and the Arabs.

We have seen in the preceding lectures that the Koran brings to view
a rather long procession of Biblical personages, some of them mentioned
several times, and a few introduced and characterized repeatedly. The
experiences of the chief among them are described in stereotyped phrases,
usually with bits of dramatic dialogue. The two main reasons for this
parade have been indicated: first, the wish to give the new Arabian religion a clear and firm connection with the previous "religions of the
Book," and especially with the Hebrew scriptures; and second, the equally
important purpose which Mohammed had of showing to his countrymen how the prophets had been received in the former time; and how
the religion which they preached (namely Islam) was carried on from age
to age, while the successive generations of men who rejected it were punished.
In all the earliest part of the Koran there is no sustained narrative;
nothing like the stories and biographies which abound in the Old Testa
ment. The ancient heroes are hardly more than names, which the

H (I regard the word jebilJ as a variation of jebel for the sake of ?lC rhyme, according to
the licensc which Mohammed allows himself in several other places. III the ohler part of the
Koran. The verb lalla is used of "leading" II beast; see the dictionanes of HaYa, Wahrmund.
and

Doz~,}.

w

ever~

turning wheel of the Koran keeps bringing before us, each one laden
with the same pious exhortations.
Mohammed cert:linly felt this lack. He was not so unlike his

country~

men as not to know the difference between the interesting and the tire·
some, even if he did not feel it very strongly. We know, not only from
{5 [Weil's Bih/is"l': ugcllden der Mug/manner (1845) contains both Koranic legends and
those of later origin. Dr. Alexander Kohut gave an English translation of a number of them.
with notes, in the N. Y. Independent, Jan. 8, 15. 22, and 29. IBgI, under the title "Haggadic.
Elements in Arabic Legends"].
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the Tradition but also from the Koran itself, that his parade of Noah,

authority, and would acknowledge -IsI<trn as a new stage in their own
religious history.
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Abraham, Jonah, and their fellows was received in Mekka with jeers. His
colorless scraps of history were hooted at as "old stories"; and we happen
to he told how on morc than one occasion he suffered from competition
with <l. real raconteur. The Mekkans, like St. Paul's auditors at Athens
(Acts 17:21). were ready to hear "some new thing," if only to laugh at.it,
but their patience was easily exhausted. One of Mohammed's neighbors,

1°7

an~Na9r ibn al~I:Iarith, took delight in tormenting the self~styled prophet,

.It is significant that all these more pretentious attempts at story-telli~g
fall within a brief period. the last years in Mekka and the beginning of
the career in Medina. They had a purpose beyond mere instruction or
mere entertainment, and wnen that purpose failed, there was no further
attempt in the same line. As to the relative proportions of Jewish and
Christian material of this nature which Mohammed had in store, it will

and when the latter was holding forth to a circle of hearers, he would
call out, "Come over here to me, and I will give you something more

predominates. Moreover, in the case of the only .one of the longer legends

interesting than Mohammed's preaching!" and then he would tell them
the stories of the Persian kings and heroes; while the prophet saw his

which is distinctly of Christian origin there is good evidence that it came
to Mohammed through the medium of a Jewish document.

audience vanish l and was left to cherish the revenge which he took after
the battle of Bedr. For the too entertaining adversary, taken captive in the

But the time when Mohammed began to pUt forth these few longer
narratives, his Koran had grown to about one-third of the size which it

battle, paid for the stories with his life.
Mohammed of course knew, even without any such bitter lesson, what
his countrymen would enjoy. It is quite evident, moreover, that he himself
had been greatly impressed by the tales of ,Patriarchs. prophets, and
saints which had come within his knowledge; for he was in most respects
a typical Antb. And while we know, especially from the introduction to
his story of Joseph, that he eventually formed the purpose of adorning
his Koran with some extended narratives in order to attract as well as to
convince his hearers, it probably is true that an equally strong motive was
his own lively interest in these famous personages and their wonderful
deeds. There :lrc certain incidents, or bits of folk~tale, which he elaborates
merely because they delight him, not at all because of any religious teaching which might be squeezed alit of them. This <tppears, for instance. in
his tales of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba. of Dhu 'l-Qarnain (Alexander the Great), and of Joseph in Egypt. His im<tgination played upon
these things until his m-ind was filled with them. Here was entertainment

presently appear that the supply obtained from Jewish sources greatly

ultimately attained. He must have taken satisfaction in the thought that it
was beginning to have the dimensions of a sacred book. the scriptmcs of
the new revelation in the Arabic tongue. The addition of :l number of
entertaining ponions of history, anecdote, and biography would con~
siderably increase its bulk, as well as its resemblance to the former sacred

books.
Here appears obviously one very striking difference between the narra..
tives of the Koran and those of the Bible. The latter were the product
of consummate literary art. written at various times, for religiolls instruc.
tion, by men who were born story-tellers. They were preserved and
handed down by a process of selection, gradually recognized as the best
of their kind, and ultimately incorporated in a great anthology. In the
Koran. all the contrary, we see a totally new thing-a most forbidding
undertaking-: the production of narrative as divine revelation, to rate from

t~e first as inspired scripture; narrative, moreover, which had already been'
gIven permanent form in the existing sacred books. Here was a dilemma

to which the people of Mekka would listen. Even stronger, doubtless, was

which evidently gave the Arabian prophet some trouble. 1£ he should

the hope that the Jews and Christians, who had loved these tales for

merely reproduce the story of Joseph, or of Jonah, wholly or in part, from

many generations,. would ~e ~fi.ove~ by this new recognition of their divine

the Jewish tradition. he would be charged with plagiarism. If he should'
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tell the stories with any essential difference, he would be accused of
falsifying, .
A skilful narrator might have c5c<lped this difficulty by his own

literary art, producing something interesting and yet in keeping with the
familiar tradition. But Mohammed was very far from being a skilful nar~
rator. His imagination is vivid, but not creative. His characters are all
alike, and they utter the same platitudes. He is fond of dramatic dialogue,

but has very little sense of dramatic scene or action. The logical connee..
don between successive epiwdes is often loose, sometimes wanting; and
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remember· the occasion when Moses said to his servant, I will not halt
until I reach the confluenCe of the two rivers"·, and til e mCl
" dent IS
' narrated. "And then there was that time, Mohammed, when Abraham said
to his people" thus and so. It is not intended, the formula implies, to tell
the whole story; but more could be told, if it were necessary.
at

The more closely one studies the details of Mohammed's curious and
~rst sight singularly ineffectual, manner of serving up these old' nar~

rauves, the more clearly is gained the impression that underlying it all .
the ddiberate attempt to solve a problem.
IS

points of importance, necessary for the clear understanding of the story~
are likely to be left out. There is also the inveterate habit of repetition, and
a very defective sense of humor. In short, anyone familiar with the style
of the Koran would be likely to predict that Mohammed's tales of ancient

. The .stor y of Joseph and his brethren is the only one in the Koran which
IS

carne~ through with some semblance of completeness. It begins with

t~e boy In

worthies would lack most of the qualities which the typical "short story"
ought to have. And the fact would be found to justify the prediction.

the land of Canaan, and ends with the magnate in Pharaoh's
kmgdom, and. the establishing of Jacob and his family in Egypt. It is the

In Sura II :27-Sf is given a lengthy account of Noah's experiences; the
building of the ark, the Aood, the arrival on Mount Ararat, and God's
promise for the future. It contains very little incident, but consists chieOy
of the st\me religious harangues which are repeated scores o£ times
throughom the Koran, uninspired and uniformly wearisome. We have
the feeling that one of Noah's cOBtempornries who was confronted with

o~ly

the prospect of forty days and forty nights in the ark would prefer to take
his chances with the deluge.
It must in fairness be reiterated, however, that this task of refashioning
by divine afterthought would have been a problem for any narrator. Mohammed does slip out of the dilemma into which he had seemed to be
forcedj and the manner in which he does this is highly interesting-and
instructive. The story, Jewish or Christian, is told by him in fragments;
often with a repeated introductory formula that would seem to imply
that the prophet had not only received his information directly from
heaven, but also had been given numerous details which had not been
vouchsafed to the "people of the Book." The angel of revelation brings in
rather abruptly an incident or scene in the history of this or that Biblical
hero with a simple introductory "And when ...."It says, in effect: "You

mstance In which an entire Sura is given up to a single subje<::t of
thls nature. The follOWing extracts will give SOme idea of the mode of
treatment. o1il

?abrie~ says to Mohammed: Remember what occurred Wilen JOUp/l
said to ~ts father, 0 fatller! I saw eleven stars and the sun and the moon
prostrating
themselves before mel He answered, 0 my boy, tell not your
. ,
VWon .to your brothers, for they will plot against you; verily the devil is
a mantfest foe to mankind. After a verse or two of religious instruction the
story proceeds: Tlze brethren said, Surely Joseph and his brother are more
beloved ~Y our fat~er than we,' indeed he is in manifest errol'. Kill Joseph,
a'· cast him away In some distant place,' then we shall have our father to
ourselves. One of them said' Kill not Joseph , bu t th row fUm
' ' mto
,
t he
bottom of the pi:: then Some caravan tuill plUck him out. They said,
o fat/lerl. w~at atls you that you will not trust us with Joseph, although
we arc hts stnce~e helpers? Send him with tes to~morrow to sport and
ploy, and we w,ll take good care of him He sa,'d It
ld .
,wou grieve me.
that you should take him away, and I fear that the wolf wtll devour him
-l-6 [On the Jewish and Mohammedan embellishment of the stor
f
.
Israel Schapiro, Die haggaditchm Elemel11~ im ~rzij"Almdr:n Tell d:S ~o;;:P~:9:;) ~:pecW:I1Y
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.
. Th
'd If the wolf should devout 11m,
while you are neglecttng htm.
ey Sat ~d i1~deed be stupid! 4nd whetl
while we are Stlch a company, we shou
h"
the bottom of the
'.
went awa with him and (lgreed to put lin m
they
Y.
I"
Thou shalt surely tell them of thIS
well, we gave Mm tIllS reve atwn.

at

.deed
theirs when they are not awa~e.
"Tl
said 0 fatherl
The came to their father at eventide, weeptng. I~Y'
olf
y
and left Joseph with our dungs, and the tV
e went off to run races,
ll' th'
w.
.
ott will not be believe us, though we are te tng
e
,ate lum up, and y
.
.
him that they are
h Their father of course takes the broad hInt gtven
,<
trut .
.
h' t with blood on it as evidence. He accuses
h' . told in a very
lying; though they bnng a s Ir
h of falsehood, and reproaches them bitterly. T en IS
d Id
t em
J h ut of the well, an so
few words how the caravan came, drew osep 0

b'

. E

t

.

for a few dirhems to a man 111 gyp.
.
h A
t11
_
f he man's wife to enttce Josep. ny
Thereupon follows the attempt 0 t
b M ~
e isodc in which women playa part is likely to be dwd~ upon Yh :
P
'h mmed and he gives full space to the scenes which follow: ~osep h~ ha
,
',ld h he saw a ViS1011 w tC
but was at last ready to Yie ,wen
k
sed at first
fu
'
d' tl K
but we 'now
· (The nature of this is not tol 1O le oran)
deterre d h1m.
..
f h' £ her with Rachel
h Jewish Midrash that it was the VISion a lS at l
f rom t e d th d or and she tore
ol,) 47 The Koran proceeds: They race t~ e o ,
h
.d
.and Le ,-,.
.
h h b d S ~ cne ,
h' h··t f1'01» behind; and at the door they met er us an.
. "b
.zs s tl
. ' h d to do evil to your WIfe,
'It
llat
is
the
penalty
upon
1111»
who
WIS
e
S
h
'
d e
W
.
.
? J
I id
e entIce m·
.
. ment or a dreadful pUnishment oup I sa ,
t1npl"1sfo~ f ily bote witness: 48 If his shirt is torn in front, she t~ll$ the
.
.'
hen he saw that tIle sh"t was
,one 0 leI' am
truth; i/ it is torn behInd, she 1$ lymg. So tV
• k'
"I the
.
.' d This is one of your woman·trtc s, vert y .
jO,," from behind, he CIIe ,
.
h' J . d do
. IJ . h t
aSIde from t IS an
tricks of you women are amazmg. os~p, ur~
.
. oman ask forgiveness for your sm.
_
.
you, tv
,
.
'd· The w'ije of the prince tned to
T IIel1 certain women 0/ the ctty sat ,
.'
.
nt. she is utterly infatuated (vith hun; verily we
ng
se~fva '. So when she heard their treachery, she sen.~
etWee her yo.u
.consider her m mant est eriO r .
.
,
1

l"'

6 d' TmJ!lt/ma tlJllyyuhlb. 9]·
6
41 [Safah 36 bi Jcr. Hara"~af j : ' 4 h' \"
baby-in the cradic; Yashar. u)(ly~!hlb 8 a49 (According to the Jcwlsh mulras t llS was a "
_ _..
"
"
· b ,g's note in his L~ge1lds of the ,({,vs).
;89a; St:C G lUZ e

an invitation to them, and"prepared for them a banquet/I) and gave each
(Jne of them a knife, and said, Come forth to theml And when they saw
him, they Were struck with admiration and cut their hands and cried,
Good heavens! This is no human being, it is a glon'ous angel! Then said
she, This is he concerning whom you blamed me.l did seek to entice him,
but he held himself firm; and if he does not do what I command ht'tn,
surely he shall be imprisoned, and .be one
the ignominious. He said,
urd, the prison is my choice instead of that to which they invite me.

at

But if thou dost not turn their wiles away from me, I shall be smitten with
love for them, and shall become one of the foolish. His Lord atuUJered his
prayer, and turned their wiles away from him; verily he is one who hears
and knows.
This is characteristic of the angel Gabriel's manner of spoiling a good
story. Aside from the fact that we are left in some uncertainty as to
Joseph's firmness of character, it is not evident what the episode of the
banquet had to do with the course of eventSj nor why the ladies were
provided with knives; nor why Joseph, after all, was put in prison. These
things are all made plain in the Midrash, however .ISO
The account of Joseph's tWO companions in the prison, and of his
ultimate release, is given in very summary fashion. There entered the
prison with him two young men. One of them said, I see myself pressitlg
out wine; and the other said, I see myself carrying bread upon my head,
and the birds eating from it. Tell us the itlterpretatioll of this. After a
religious discourse of some length, Joseph gives them the interpretation;
and it is implied, though not definitely said, that his prediction was completely fulfilled. The dream of Pharaoh is then introduced abruptly. Tile
king said, Ven'ly I see seven fat cows which .seven lean ones are devouring; and seven green ears of grain and others which are dry. 0 youprinces, explain to me my vision J if you can interpret a vision. The princes
naturtllly give it up. The king's butler remembers Joseph, though several
years have elapsed, and he is summoned frol~ the prison. He refuses to
40 (Yashar, l.c., 87a-87b; TaT/huma ,wayyl5hlb, 5. The former mar ha\'e used the Koran
(Ginzhcrg) ].
.50 [Ya!Jcut J, 146; Midralh Hag-Gada! (cd. Schechter), I, 59oJ.
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come out, however, until his question has been answered: "What was in
the mind of those women who cut their hands? Verily my master knows
their wiles." The women are questioned, and both the officer's wife and

Jacob wept for Joseph until the constant flow of tears destroyed his eyesight. Joseph therefore, when the caravan bringing his parents to Egypt

II2

her companions attest Joseph's innocence. He is then brought out,

de~

set out from Canaan, SCnt his shirt by a messenger, saying that it would
restore his father's sight. Jacob recognizes the odor of the shirt while yet

mands to be set over the treasuries of all Egypt, and the king complies.
Joseph'S brethren now enter the story again. Nothing is said about a
famine in the land of Canaan, nor is any other reason given for their

a long distance from it, and says, "Verily I perceive the smell of Joseph'"
The messenger arrives, throws the shirt on Jacob's face, and the sight is

arrival, they simply appear. The remainder of the tale is in the main
a straightforward, somewhat fanciful, condensation of the version given

the fulfilmeut of the dream of Joseph's boyhood; they have all bowed
down to him.

restored. The story ends with the triumphant entrance into Egypt, and

in the book of Genesis, with some lively dialogue. There are one or twO

Before the impressive homily which closes the chapter, Gabriel says to

touches from the Midrash. Jacob warns his sonS not to enter the city by
a single gate. The Midrash gives the reasonj 51 the Koran leaves the

Mohammed (verse 103): ('This tale is one of the secrets which we reveal
to YOu"; and he adds, referring to Joseph's brethren: "You' were not with

Muslim commentators to guess-as of course they easily can. When the

them when they agreed upon their plan and were treacherous." 53 This

cup is found in Benjamin's sack, and he is proclaimed a thief, his brethren
say, "If he has stolen, a brother of his stole before him." The commenta-

might seem to be a superfluous reminder; but its probable intent is to say
here with especinl emphasis, not only to Mohammed but also to others,
that no inspired prophet, Arabian or Hebrew, can narrate details, or

tors are at their wits' end to explain how Joseph could have been accused
of stealing. The explanation is furnished by the Midrash, which remarks
m this point that Benjamin's motllel" before him had stolenj l'i:! referring
of course to the time when Rachel carried off her father's household gods
(Gen.3 cl 9-3S)·
The occ"sion when Joseph makes himself known to his brethren is
not an affecting scene in the Koran, as it is in the Hebrew story. The
narrator's instinct which would cause him to work up to a climax was
wanting in the Mekkan prophet's equipment. The brethren come to Egypt

record dialogues, other than those which have been revealed to him.
Conversely, every prophet has a right to his own story.

The ",Ie of Solomon and the Queen of Sheba (27:r6-4S) gives further
illustration of Mohammed's manner of retelling in leaps rind bounds.
Here also is shown, even more clearly than in the story of Joseph, his
tendency to be mysterious. The material of the n.arrative is taken from
the Jewish haggada/~4 but much is omitted thar is quite necessary for the

for the third time, appear before Joseph, and beg him to give them good

understanding of the story. Change of s<:ene is not indicated, and the

measure. He replies, Do you know wbat you did to Joseph and his
brother, in the time of your ignorance? They said, Are you then Joseph?

progress of events is often buried under little homilies delivered by the
principal characters (I omit the homilies),

He answered,l am Joseph, and this is my brother. God has been gracious

Solomon was David's heir; and he said: 0 you people! TVe have been

to us. W hocver is pious and paticnt,-God will not suffer the righteous to

taught the speech of birds, and we have been given efJerything. Verily
this is a manifest !afJor.

losc their reward. This is simple routine; no one in the party appears to be

excited.
51 [Ber. Rab. 91, 6; Tatl. n, I, 193 f., 195; Midrash Hag-GadOl I, 6351·
62 [ReoJ·. Rob. 102,8; Tan. B, I, 198; MHO I, 653]·

There were assembled for Solomon his hosts of finn, and men, and
53 [Observe also the use of this formula in 3:39 and 28:44, 46].
[I omit thc references. which arc given by Geiger, pp. 181-186].
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birds; and they proceeded together until they came to the Valley of the

commentators explain' that the throne was brought to Solomon under

Ants.55 An ant cried out: 0 you ants! Get into your dwellings, lest

ground, the:demons digging away the earth in front and filling it in be-

Solomon and his armies crush you without knowing it. Solomon smiledr

hind; and all in the twinkling of an eye-according to the promise. The

laughing at her speech, and said: 0 Lord, arouse me to thankfulness for

reader must not suppose, however, that this underground transit was from
South Arabia to Palestine. Mohammed left OUt the parto£ the story which
tells how Solomon's army was transported through the air to a place in:
the neighborhood of the queen's capital.

thy favor. .•. Here follows a homily. We are left in some doubt as to
whether the ants suffered any damage; for the tale proceeds:
He reviewed the birds, and said, Flow is it that I do not see the hoopoe?Is lie among the absent? 1 surely will torture him with severe torfures, -or
I will slaughter him, or else he shall bring me an authoritative excuse. He"
was not long absent. hottJeverj and he said: I have learned something
which you knew not. I bring you from Sheba sure information. I found (I
woman ruling over them; she has been given all things, and she has a
mighty throne. I found her and her people worshipping the sun. Solomon
said, We shall see whether you have told the truth, or afe one of the liars~
Take this letter of mine, and throw it beforc them. Then return, and we
will see what reply they make.
.
She said: 0 you chieftains! A noble letter has been thrown before me..
It is from Solomon, and it says, (tIn the name of God, the merciful Rabman; Do not resist me, but come to me resigned.1I 0 you chieftains/ Advise me in this matter. They said, We are mighty men of valor, but It is
for you to command. She said, When kings entt:r a city, they plunder it,.
Q11d humble its migilty men. I will send them a present, and See what my
messenger brings back.
Solomon preaches to the messenger, threatens him and his people, and

He said, Disguise her throne! We shall see whether she £s rightl

.J J

S

And when she saw it, she supposed it to be a pool of water, and uncovered"
her legs to wade through. But Solomon (who was not absent) said: It if

a COUrt paved wi~h glass! .She said, 0 Lord, verily I have been wrong; ,
but I am now t·cslgned, wtth Solomon, to Allah the Lord of the Worlds'
That is, she became a Muslim. The Koran drops the story here, not con~
cerned to tell that Solomon married her.
Gf,-the que~n:s interest in the wisdom of Solomon, which plays such a
part In the BtblIcal narrative, and still more in the Jewish midrash, not a.

wor~ i~ said he~e. ~his feature must have been known to Mohammed,.
but It dtd not SUIt Ius purpose. His own quaintly disjointed sketch doubtless achieved the effect which he intended. The mystery of the half-told
woul~ c~rtainly impress the Mekkansj and the Jews would say, We know
these InCidents, and there is much more of the story in our booksl So Mo~
hammed would achieve a double triumph.
"

bids him return. Then he addresses his curious army: Which of you will
bring me her throne, before they come in submission? (There was need:
of haste, for after the queen had once accepted Islam, Solomon would
have no right to touch her property.) A demon of the finn sa~'d, I will
brtng it, before you can rise from your seat. He who had the knowledge of
the Book said, I will bring it before your glance can turn. So when he saw·
tbe tllrone set down before him, he said, TII;s is of the favor of my Lord
(and he adds some imp~oving reflections .of a general.nature). The native"
5.5

[This cpi!;Odc is probnbly Mohammcfl's own crcation, based on his hearing of provo

6,6-8].

Y

e , or not. a when she camel it was said, Was your throne like this?
She replied, It might be the same. Then they said to her, Enter tile courtf
gUt

" The aCCOunt of Jonah and his experiences given in 37:r39-148 is unique
~n the .Koran. The whole Biblical narrative, without any external features
IS told in a single b r e.1th, a noteworthy example of condensation. Even th:
hymn of prayer and praise from the belly of the whale receives mention
in vs. 143· As has already been observed, Jonah is the only one of all the
fifteen Nebiim Acharonim to receive mention in the Koran. The name of
the Hebrew prophet is given (here as elsewhere) in a form ultimately
ba.se.d on the Greek; seeming to indicate-as in so' many other CaseS-an
ongm outside Arabia. The nutshell summary may have 'heen made by
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Mohammed himself, after hearing the story read or repeated (though he
nowhere else condenses in this headlong but complete fashion); Of it

The first half of the 28th Sura (vss. 2-46) gives an interesting outline
of the early history of Moses, following closely the first fOUf chapters of
Exodus. It illustrates both the general trustworthiness of Mohammed's

may have been dictated to him, and then by him decorated, clause by

ship, he cast lots, and was of those who lost. The wllale swallowed him,

memory, for it includes pr<lctically every item comained in these chapters,
often with reproduction of the very words; and also, a certain freedom in
his treatment of the Hebrew material, for he introduces, for his own

for he was blameworthy; and had it not been that he celebrated God's

convenience, some characteristic little changes and embellishments. This

clause, with his rhymed verse-endings.
Verily, Jonah was one of the missionaries. When he fled to the laden

praises, he surely would have remained in its belly until the day when men

is the longest continuous extract from The Old Testnment which the

rise from the dead. So we cast him upon the barren shore; and he was

Koran contains. Mohammed does not treat the story as an episode in

sick: and we made a gourd to grow over him. And we sent him to a hun-

Hebrew history, but carries it through, in his cryptic fashion, without any

dred tllousand, or more; and they believed, and we gave them prosperity

specific mention of the "children of Israel." The Sura dealing with

for a time.

Joseph and his brethren had already been pnt forth (it can hardly he

The narrative of "Saul and Goliath" (Tallit and Jallit) gives a good
illustration of the way in which the Mekkan prophet's memory sometimes
failed him,
The leaders of the children of Israel ask their prophet to give them a

doubted), but he makes no allusion to it, nor to the entrance of Hebrews
into Egypt.

PIJarao~ exalted himself in the earth, and divided his people into parties.
One portzon of them he humbled, slauglltering tlleir male children, and
suffering their females to live; verily he was of those lV110 deal wickedly.

king (2:247). He argues with them, but eventually says: God has ap-

But we were purposing to show favor to those who were humbled in

pointed TalUt as you>' king, They said, How shall he be king over us,

the land, and to make them leaders and heirs; to establish them in the

lulu:n we are more worthy to rule than he, atld he has no abundance of

earth, and to show Pharaoh and Haman ami tbeir hosts wbat tlley had to
fear from them.

wealth? He answered, God has chosen him over you, and luIS made him
superior in l(nofvledge and in stature (cL

I

Sam. 9:2) •..•. So when

yaliit went forth with the armies, he said: God will test you by a river:
Whoever drink.s of it is not of mine; those who do not taste of it, or who
only sip it from the hand, are my army. So all but a few drank of it.
When they had passed beyond it, some said, We are powerless this day
against lalilt and his forces. But those who believed that they must meet
God said, How often has a little band conquered a numerOteS army, by
the will of Godl He is with those who are steadfast, So they went forth
agaitlSt the army, .... and by the will of God they routed t/le~n; and
David slew lalUt, and God gave him the kingdom.
Here, obviously, is confusion with the tale of Gideon and his three

hundred picked men (Judg, 7:4-7)' The casual way in which David
finally enters the narrative is also noteworthy.

Haman appears consistently in the Koranic narrative (also in Sums
29 and 40) as Pharaoh's vizier. Rabbinic legends mention several advisers
of Pharaoh (Geiger, 153), but Mohammed had- in mind a more important
officer. He had heard the story of Esther ('.md 0 f course retamed
'
. .
It 1Il memory), and both name and character of the "rch
'05
'
..
anti ,cmIte
appealed strongly to his imagination. That he transferred the
person,
as well as the name, to Egy!lt is not at all likely . Gab'
·1 t here
neI knew llat
were two Hamans.
And we gave this n:velation to Moses' mother'. Gt'"e h'1m suek.. and
when you fear for. his life, put Ilim into the river; atid he not f f I
, d
earu}
nor gneve ; for We will restore him to you and make "
f
'
111m One 0 our
apostle!, So Pharaoh's famtly plucked him out to b
'
e an enemy and a
.
tnlsfortune to them; verily Pharaoh and Hama
d h . ,
n an t elr I/osts Were
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.
h' ~£Ie said Here is joy for me and thee! Slay him not;
smners. Pharao s i d
h'
a son (repeating
I he rna be of use to us, or we maya opt tm as

erty of the story. We could wish, howcver, that Mohammed (or Moses)

::: :ords :hich Potiphar uttered to his wife, in the case of Joseph).

had shown a more decided preference for the one or the other of the
daughters. One of them said, a father, IJire him/ The best that you

But they knew not what was impending.
. . d ed
E
develop as in the Biblical narrative. Moses' mother IS .hm er
vents
. h anxIety The
by d'
one intervention from letting out the secret,_ In
er
..
IVl
' l I s e ved from a distance.
child1s sister follows him, keepll1g w~tc 1, uno} r h ' Talmud declares
The babe refuses the breast of Egyptian nurses, as t ~
h A' d
(Satah 12 b)' so it come.~ ab out t Ilat h C is restored to hIS mot cr. _ rnvc
fi It
'h d >Mo~"'s enters "the city" stealthily, and finds two men g 1,at man 00 I
""'"
f h'
' l l He IS
',n lY ' "The one, a member of his party; the other, 0 is enemh,cs , I
(
t>'
'h h'is fist- t , e b ow
a
called
upon for help, and kills the "enemy " wtt
'.
.
)e
an expert baxer, l-le repents of his deed, utters a prayer,
, Iand dIS forgiven,
th following day, as he enters the city CaUtious y an, In apI r ~
b
ut on the
e same scene IS
, set,
.. the same man is fighting with
hension
h h'another_
>
larty and cries OUt f or hIM
e p.
os es repreac es IS com
f h hostile
o dt e("Verily you
f 'are a mam'fest scoun d re II") , but again intervenes,
As
."
ra
he ea proaches, to deal anot her I,::nock -0 ut blowI the intended vlctun dcnesI

me, as
you killed a man yester( ay,
t ' P"0 Moses do you mean to k'll
I
<
h
ou.,
ld
tbeoncote
You are only aiming to he a tyrant ~n the an , :~~eroend of the city,
virtuous!" Just then a man came runl1lng from the .
e off.
ceO Moses the nobles are taking counsel to kill youl So b
,
saymg,
' d ad'
I
. .ll1g you goo
VIce,.. Thereupon Moses starts for Midian. . .
am
.
. M'dian
is given"
with"
charactenstlc
TheglV
account of the happenmgs
,n
1
.
ement Here again is illustrated the prophet s lIvely Interest 111
lmprov
.
Iy. H e d0 ubles the romance
' . h' h women figure promll1ent
those scenes m. w IC
" .
u on the account of Jacob
in the story, patterning It, 111 a general way, p
.
1
on y
and Rachel. Set/en daughters at t he we11 arc. too many, he rccogmzcs
.

.
I Moses serves them gallantly, thereafter accompanYing them
two,
an<
. bas hfuII y, an d said'. My father
home. One of them came to him, wa1kmg
he
.. g
ou to ay you for drawing water for us. And when
1$ callm h !or y d'toldPMm his story, he said, Fear not; you hat/e escaped
came to lin, an
h f tl
f the
..
from an zmpwus
peop Ie . Mohammed neithcr names t caler a
girls nor llhows the least interest in himj he is merc1y a necessary prop-

"9

hire -are the strong and trusty. He said: I wish to marry you to one of
these two daughters of mine,

On

the condition tltat you work for me

eight years; 56 and tj you shall wish to make it a full ten years, that
rests with you. I do not wish to be hard on you, and you will find me~
if God wills, one of the upright. Moses replied: So be it between thee
and tne; whichet/er of the two terms I fulfil, there will be no grudge
against me; and God is the witness of what We say. So when Moses
had completed the term [which term? J, and jOttrneyed away with his
family [which daughter?], he became aware of a fire 01J the side of the
mountain. He said to his family, Wait here; I have discot/ered a fire.
Perhaps I may bring you news from it, or a firebrand, so that you
may warm yourselves. So when he came up to it, a voice called to him
out of the tree, On the right side of the wady in the sacred valley, 0
Moses/ I am God, the Lord of the Worlds. Throw down your rod.
And when lIe saw it move as though it were a serpent, he fled from it
without turning back· 0 Moses, draw nigh and fear not, for you are

salel

The' narrative then reCOunts the miracle of the leprous hand, the appointment of Aaron, and the first unsuccessful appearance before Pharaoh
and his magicians. Instead of the story of the bric.kmaking task, which
occupies the fifth chapter of Exodus, Mohammed introduces a feature
which he adapts from the story of the Tower of Babel. Pharaoh said:

know not that you have any god except myself. So now~
Haman, burn for me bJ1'cks of clay, and build me a tower, so that I may
mount up to the god of A1ases; v~ri/y I consider him a liar. And he and

a you nobles! I

his hosts behaved arrogantly and unjustly in the eartll, nOr considered
that they shall be brought back to us. So we took him and his armies
and cast them into the sea; behold therefore how the (vicl(ed are
punished.
Gabriel concludes by saying to the prophet (as at the end of the story
M

{Mohammed of course avoids the number given in [he Biblical story of Jacob).
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of Joseph): You were not on the west side when we decreed the matter

chapter to give support to this theory) while on the other hand there

. for Moses, nor were you a witness; .... nor were you dwelling among

is considerable evidence that even the opening legend came to Mohammed

the people of Midian . . . . . It is only by mercy from your Lord (that

through the medium of a Jewish document. ..:\side from the fact that

these things are revealed to you).
This narrative of the early life of Moses is particularly instructive} not

Muslim tradition represents the Jews of Mekka as interested in this

only as illustrating Mohammed's manner of retelling the Biblical stories}

following narratives in the Sura appears to be derived from a Jewish

tale (see Beig<1wl on vs. 23), and the additional fact that each of the

. but also as showing, better than any other part of the Koran) the freedom

recension, there is a bit of internal evidence here which should not be

with which he could adorn his own accoUnt with properties deliberately

overlooked. In vs. 18 the speaker says, "Send some one .... to the city,

taken over by him from other Biblical stories with which he was familiar.

and let him find out where the cleanest food is to be had, and bring

That he f~lt himself to be quite within his rights, as a prophet, in so

provision from it." This emphasized care as to the legal fitness of the

doing, may be considered certain.

food at once suggests a Jewish version of the legend. A Christian
narrator, if the idea occurred to him at all! would have need to specify

which it is mainly composed are at once seell to be different in character

what he meant (e.g. food offered to idols). It is to be observed that
this motive does not occur in the homily of Jacob of Sarug, nor is there

from the types which elsewhere arc so Luniliar. While in every other part

anything corresponding to it in any of the early Christian versions which

The 18th Sura holds a peculiar place in the Koran. The narratives of

of the sacred book Mohammed draws either upon the Biblical and rab·
binic material or else upon Arabian lore, in Sura 18 we are given a sheaf
of legends from the world-literature. The stories have the characteristic
Mohammedan flavor, it is ([ue; yet the Sura has distinctly an armosphel'c

I have seen; those for instance published by Guidi) I Sette Dormienti,
and Huber, Die Wanderlegende. There is no Christian element in the
story, as it lies before us in the Koran; it might well be an account of the
persecution of Israelite youths.
As usual, the narrative begins without scene or setting. Gabriel says

of its own) and the prophet makes no allusion elsewhere to any part of
its narrative materi::ll.

Fin;t comes the famous legend of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. Cer~
tain youths fled to a cave in the mountains to escape the persecution of the

to Mohammed, Do you not think, then, that the heroes of the story of
the Cave and of ar-Rnqim 51 were of our marvellous signs? W IleIl th~
youths
tOok .
refuge
.
. in the cave' they said" Lord'
SllOW HS t hY mercy, and

place) and walled it up. They were miraculously preserved in a Rip van

arzght m t!lis aUair of oU/'s • So we sealed
up th elr
. 11eal111g
1
•
•
,
tn
the cave for a number of years. Then at length we awakened them; and

Winkle sleep) and came forth some twO hundred yems later, in the reign

we would see which of the two parties made better calculation of th

of the emperor Theodosius II, when some workmen happened to take

ttme w .,ch had el~psed. . . . . You could see the sun, wIlen it arose, pass
to the nght.oj theIr calle, and when it set, go by th~m on the left; whil~

Christians under Decius (c. ::!.50 A.n.). Their pursuers found their hiding

away the stones. The legend arose before the end of the fifth century, and

gUIde

,

tIS

h'

C

tale, and since also there is particular mention of the Christians in the

tn a chamber within . . . . . YOt~ would have thought tltem
e
muak , but they were asleep; and we turned them Over, nOtlJ to the right,

opening verses of the Sura) some have drawn the conclusion that this

now to the left; and their dog stretclled out his paws at the ~mrance.

. soon made its way all over western Asia and Europe. Since it is a Christian

little collection of stories was designed by the prophet to attract the
. adherents of that faith especially. There is) however, nothing else in the

t~ey were

"[Th'IS cunous
.
nllme, as has already been said (sec p 6)' h
If'
'd'
f I.
D'
.
'4 ,1stcresUto an easy nus.
fca mg 0 tue name (ellis written in the Ar<lmaic script].
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If you had come upon them suddenly, you would have {led from them

After this comes (vss. 31-42) a parable of a familiar sort: the god~

in fear. Then we awakened them, to let them question one another.

fearing poor man, and his arrogant neighbor the impious rich man, upon

One said, How long have you-tarried? Some,answered, A day, or part of

whom punishment soon descends. This might be Jewish, or Christian,
or (mUCh less probably) native Arabic. It is not difficult to believe that
Mohammed himself could have composed it entire, but more likely it is

a day. Others said, Yow Lo,·d knows best how long; but send one, with
this money, into the city; let him find where the cleanest food is to be
fwd, and bring back provision; let him be courteous, and not make you
I{nown to anyone. If they get .knowledge of you, they will stone you,
or bring you back to their religion; tllen you will fare ill forevt:r. So we
made their story known; .... and the people of the city disputed about
them. Some said, Build a structure over them; their Lord knows best
about them. Those whose opinion won the day said, We will build over
them a house of worship.
The verses which follow show that the prophet was heckled about this
tale, and felt that he had been incautious. The existing versions of the
legend differed, or were non-committal, as to the number of the Sleepers.
Some of Moh:lInmed's hearers were familiar with the story, and noW
asked him for exact information. It may be useless to conjecture who
these hearers Were, but the probability certainly inclines toward the Jews,
who heckled Mohammed on other occasions, and of all the inhabitants
of Mekka were those most likely to be acquainted with this literature.

If, as otherwise seems probable, it came to the prophet's knowledge
through them, and in an anthology made for their use, they would very
naturally be disposed to make trouble for him when he served out the
legends as a part of his divine revelation. The Koran proceeds:
They will say, three, and the fourtll was their dog; or they will say,
five, and the sixth tvas their dog (guessing at the secl'et); others will say,
sellen, and their dog made eight. Say: My Lord best knows their number,
and there are few others who know. Do not .dispute with them, unlt:u
a~ to what is certain; nor apply to anyone of them for information.
Say not in regard to a thing, I will do it tomorrow; but say, If God
wills. Remember your Lord, when you have forgotten, and say, Mayhap
my Lord will guide me, that I may draw near to the .truth in this matter.
They remaitled in their cave three hundred years, a1ld nine more. Say:
God knows best how long they stayed.

abbreviated by him from something which formed part of the (Aramaic?)
anthology which was his main source in this Sura.
Farther on (verse 59) begins the story of Moses and his attendant,
journeying in search of the fountain of life. This is a well known episode
in the legend of Alexander the Great, whose place is here taken by

Moses. Mohammed certainly was not the author of the substituti~n, but
received it with the rest of the story. To all appearance, we have here
a Jewish popular adaptation of the legend. The opening words of the
Koranic version, however, take us far back of Alcxnnder the Great. Moses
says to his attendant, "I will not halt until I reach the meeting~place of
the two rivers, though I go on for many yearsl" Now this brings in a bit
of very ancient mythology. In the old Babylonian epic of Gilgnmesh the
hero, after many labors and trials, goes forth in search of immortality. He
hears of a favorite of the gods, Utnapishtim, who has been granted eternal
life. After great exertions Gilgamesh arrives at the place where this
ancient hero dwells, ({at the ~onfluence of th.e streams." Utnapisluim
attempts to give some help, but Gilgamesh fails of his main purpose. The
Koran proceeds:
Now when theY,reached the confluence, they forgot their fislll and it
made its way into the liver in quick passage. After they had proceeded
fart/ler, Moses said to his attendant, Bring out our luncheon! for we
have suffered weariness in this journey of ours. He answered: Do you
sec, when wc halted at the rock I forgot the fish (and only Satan made
me forget to mention the fact), and it took its way into the riller marvel~
lously. He cried, That is tIle pla~e tvhi~h tpe were seeking/ And they
turned about straightway on their track. They had taken with them a
dried fish for food, and the magical water restored it to life. This mative
occurs in other legends; but the ultimate source of the main account here
is plainly the narrative in Pseudo-Callisthenes, which in the forms known
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to us contains also this particular incident. Gilgamesh, Alexander, and
Moses all find the place of which they were in search, but Mos~s' fish
alone achieves immortality. It is important to observe) moreover, that
Moses) like Gilgamesh, finds the ancient hero to whom God had granted
eternal life. The Koran docs not 113me him, but he is well known to

THE N ARRATIVES OF TI-IE KORAN
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shelter. On each of the three occasions Moses expresses his concern at the
deed. Twice he is pardoned, but on his third failure to restrain himself
the Servant dismisses him, after giving him information which showed
each of the three deeds to have been fully justified.

Muslim legend by the name al~Khi~r ("Evergreen"?).58
The story of Moses now enters a new phase. He becomes temporarily

Last of all, in this Sura, comes the narrative of the "Two--Horned"
hero-again Alexander the Great. Verse 82 introduces the account with

the peripatetic pupil of the immortal saint; the attendant who figured

the words: "They will ask you about Dhu l'-Qarnain ('him of the two

in the preceding narrative disappears from sight. So they found a Servant
of ours, to whom We had granted mercy, and whom we !lad taught our

horns')". What interrogators did Gabriel have in mind? According to

wisdom. Moses said to him, May I follow you, with the understanding
that you will impart to me of your wisdom? He replied, You will not
be able to bear with me. For how can you restrain yourself in regard
to matters which your knowledge does not compass? fIe said, You will
find me patient (if God wills)) and I will not oppose you in anything.
If then you will follow me, he said, you.. must not question me about any

probable. The Koranic story, like its predecessor which told of the
fountain of life, is based on Pseudo-Callisthenesj bUt it contains traits

matter, until I give you account of it.
The wise man who does strange things, ultimately explained by him,
is well known to folk·lore. The amazement, or distress, of the onlooker
is of course always an. essential feature. The penalty of inquisitiveness,
"If you question, we must part!" (as in the talc of Lohengrin), might
naturally occur to <Iny narrator......-especially when the wise man is :til
immortal} who of necessity must soon disappear from mortal eyes. This
feature} hmvever, is not at all likely to have been Mohammed's own invention, but on the contrary is an essential part of the story which he
repeats. Whoever the inquisitive mortal may have been in the legend's
first estate, as it. came to the Arabian prophet it was a Jewish tale told of
Moses. More than this cannot be said at present.
The Servant of God scuttles a boat which he and Moses had bar·
rowed; kills a youth whom they happen to meet; and takes the trouble
to rebuild a tottering wall in a city whose inhabitants had refused them
~8 [For the literature dealing with these ancient folk-tales and their use in the Koran, see
the notes in Noideke-Schwlllly, 14011., and Horovitz, Kormlitc1le UlIu:rtllf:lltwgen, 1~1 fl.
See also what was said, in regard to the probable form in which these legends were available
at Mekka, in the Second Lecture, p. 36 ].

the Muslim tradition, the Jews were intended; and this is for every reason

which point to a Jewish adaptation. Haggada and midrash had dealt
extensively with Alexander; and (as in the case of the story of the Seven
Sleepers) no other of the prophet's hearers would have been so likely
to test his knowledge of great events and personages. What Mohammed
had learned about Alexander seems in fact to have been very little. He
tells how the hero journeyed, first to the setting of the sun, and then to
the place of its rising; appearing in either place as an emissary of the
One God. The major amount of space, however, is given to the account
of the protection against Gog and Magog (Y5juj and Miijuj), the gre<lt
wall built by Alexander. This fantasy on traits of Hebrew mythology
suggests the haggada, and increases the probability) already established,
that all of the varied folk"lore in this r8th Sura· was derived from a
Jewish collection of stories and parables (probably a single document)
designed for popular instruction and entertainment.
When to the longer narr(ltives which h(lve been described are added
the many bri.ef bits mentioned in the preceding lecture, and the fact is
borne in mind that Mohammed's purpose is to give only a selection, or
occasionally mere fragments, it is evident that he had imbibed a great
amoUnt of material of this nature. It included (I) Biblical narrative m~re
or less altered; (2) Jewish haggada, in already fixed form; (3) a small
amount of material of ultimately Christian origin; and (4) legends be-
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FIFTH LECTURE

MOHAMMED'S LEGISLATION
While Mohammed was in Mekka, before the flight to Yathrib, he was
not in a position to put forth laws. He and his comparatively few

selves in the presence of a divine message intended for them ~speclally.
If they were mystified, they were also profoundly stirred and sUffiulated.

adherents were barely tolerated by their fellow-citizens, and their conduct

Around all these Koranic narratives there is, and was from the first). t~e

in Mekka they must do as the Mekkans did. "Mohammed himself, during

atmosphere of an Arabian revelation, and the: form a very characterisnc

all this lime, can hardly have meditated any formal nnd definite preM

and important part of the prophet's great achlevement.

scription for his '(Muslims" beyond faith

was closely watched. It was made clear to them that while they remained

in

God and his prophet, simple

rites of prayer, and the universally recognized duties of kinship) charity,
and fair dealing. Even after the emigration) during the first year or thcrew
ahouts, while the Muh5jin1n ("emigrams") and the An~jr ("helpers" in
Yathrib) and the prophet himself were getting their bearings, the time
for formal legislation had not come.
There was another imponam consideration which postponed the necessity. It was not yet clear to Mohammed how h.e was to be received by the
Jews and Christians) especially the former) now that he was established,
with a greatly increased following, beyond the reach of persecution. The
Jews had their laws and customs) which already were fairly well known
to him. If he should be accepted by them as the Arabian Prophet, conM

tinuing the line of their own prophets and) as he repeatedly insists,
"confirming what they had already received," then the Jewish regulations)
in some considerable part, might be normative for the Muslims. He in.
structed his followers to pray with their faces townrd Jerusalem, and to
abstain from certain foods which were prohibited in the Mosaic code.
It was of course obvious to him that not all the Jewish dietary laws and
127
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religious observances could be prescribed for the Arabs; and aside from

MOHAMMED'S LEGISLATION

as regards their influence in Arabia and their importance to his cause,

merely the adherence of a few. The Jews of Mekka, for their part, had
- no reason to offer formal opposition to a small and persecuted sect. The
strife between the adherents of the new revelation and the unbelievers
of Qoreish may even have been entertaining to them. Mohammed very
naturally persuaded himself that their prevailing indifference Ineant more
than mere tolerance, and that the support which he had received from a
minority would eventually be given by the majority.

does not appear to have been changed by his removal from the one city

The change came with the removal to Yathrib. It was not so much a

to the other; also, that the attitude of his Jewish hearers, as a whole,

change in the attitude of the Jews as in Mohammed's comprehension of

this he wished, as we have seen (p. 69), to retain every native rite and
custom compatible with strin monotheism and civilized usage. The
possibility of some compromise, or mutual agreement. would have to be
considered.

It is noteworthy that Mohammed's idea of the "people of the Book,"

toward· his tcaching (so far us can be shown by the allusions and addresses
to them in the Koran) was substantially the same during his last years

in Mekka as it was in Medina at the outset of his career in that city. The
Jewish population of the Hijaz was both extensive and homogeneous, and
the settlement at Mekka was by no means small. There was constant
communication from city to city, and the Israelite estimate of the Arabian
prophet was well understood and the same all the way from Mekka and
Tii'if to Teima. Mohammed nevertheless had received considerable en~uragement from certain Jews in Mekka. Some had accepted Isl<lffij
others, doubtless, had Battered him, or even hailed him as a prophet,
in the hope of bringing him over to Judaism. He certainly exaggerates
this Jewish support in such Mckkan passages as 13:36 ("Those to whom
we gave the scriptures rejoice in that which has been revealed to thee");
28:52f.; 29:46; 46:9, etc. Other contemporary passages show that he had
considerable controversy with the "men of the scriptures," though he
tried to avoid it, and hoped that these stubborn opponents would soon
see the light. Thus for example 6:20, 89, 148; 7:168; 28:48. "Contend
with the people of the Dook only in a mild way-except with those who
are a bad lot" (29:45),,,0 It is pl:lin 111:1t he was de!'per,ltcly desirou$ of
obtaining from the Jews some gel1eral and authoritative recognition, not

the attitude. A new political situation had suddenly arisen. The Muslims

~ere in possession of the city, yet even now were a small force in the
Hijaz, and SUre to have trouble soon. The Jewish settlements in the outskirts of the city were large, wealthy, and in pan well fortified. It was
no time for long parleying. Mohammed was lord of the city (henceforth
«Medina"; m(tdinat an~Nabi, "the city of the Prophet"») and in a position
to demand-as he cerwinly did-that the Hpeople of the Book" should
now at last join the evidently triumphing cause, acknowledge the
a.uthority of its leader) and profess faith in the new Arabian scriptures
which "confirmed" their OWll. Neutrality would be a great d:lnger-as it
proved to be. For the first time since Mohammed's first appea.rance as the
Arabian prophet, a large and representative body of the Jews was com~
pelled to "show its hand." It did so, and the reply was negative; they
would not accept him as a prophet continuing their line, nor his book
as in any way on a par with their own.
Mohammed could not accept this answer as final while there remained
a.ny possibility of gaining the support which had seemed to him indis~
pensable. It is quite evident in the long and desperate argument which
occupies a large part of the second Sura that he had not abandoned .all
hope. Some Jews in Medina, as in Mekka, came over to his side) while
still others showed themselves undecided (2:70 f.). He continues to speak

[1, e. the professed enemies who are merely tr}'in~ to make trouble; the same phra~e
in 2:145. There is no sufficient reawn for $upposing that the clause here quoted. refers to
{;O

the hostile activity of the Jews in Medina, and thl\s permits taking up arms agamst them
(N6Ideke-Schwally, 155). Mohammed and his adherent~ had encountered, plenty of ~is.
agreeable hostility while he was in Mekka, and even Gabncl would not reqUire the Muslllns
to answer boorish insults politely].

of their unbelievers as I'a party" (2:95, lIS) 141); and so also in some
of the following SUfas. He repeatedly reminds the children of Israel
" (e.g. in 2:44) that they had heen preferred by God ahove all other human
. beings. There is also the remarkable utterance in 2:59: "Verily the Mus~
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hms, the Jews, the Christians, the ~abi'ans, those who believe in God, and
the last day, and who do what is right; they shall have their reward

Whether the Jews of Mekka and Medina were worthy of their in~

with their Lord; there shall come no fear upon them, nor shall they be

heritancc, or not, the statutes of Moses and the oral legislation were the

grieved." The verse is repeated in 5:73; but Mohammed could not long

word of God and never to be set aside. They were indeed to be modified,
by divine prescription, as will presently appear. Now that the Arabian
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the vast superiority of their rules of life over the practices of pagan Arabia.

continue to admit all that this seemed to declare, and presently (in 3:79)
we read: "Whoever follows any other religion than Islam, it will not be
accepted from him, and in the world to come he will be among the lost."

prophet found himself called upon to legislate for his community, without the consultation which he probably had counted upon, he could only

The time came, not long after the Hijra, when it was clear to the
prophet that he must stand on his own feet, with Islam definitely

take his pattern from the one divinely ordered community of which he
had first-hand knowledge.

against all other religions, and bound to triumph over them by force-

We should expect to find in the Koran, at this juncture, that Mo-

as the famous coin~inscription, derived from the Koran, declares (9 :33;

hammed turned his face toward the Christians, emphasizing their share

61:9). His failure to gain the support of the Jews was the most bitter

in the great revelation, and perhaps also adopting some characteristic
part of their ritual. We do in fact seem to find that he did both of these
things. Soon after arriving at Medina he instituted the fast of RamaQan
(2:181 ff.), very probably patterned on the Lenten fast of the Christians.
In the third year of the Hijra, in the Sura entitled "The Family of Imran:'
he devoted verses 30-59 to the Christians; and soon thereafter, in Sura

career. GO

It bc<:ame increasingly evidem to him

disappointment of his
that he had nothing to expect from them but opposition. They now

held a peculiar poshion in relation to the Muslim community. Mohammed
was soon at war with the Mekkans, and in constant danger of trouble
with the Bedouin Arabs, who merely wished to help the stronger side>
for their own benefit. The Jews for a time held the balance of power.
They were perfectly willing to see Mohammed's party wiped out by the
Mekkan armies. They had no intention of taking up arms, but did not
hesitate to stir up disaffection in the city, and to give secret aid to the
enemy. Mohammed, for his part, was soon more than ready to come to
open conflict with them, and in the end dealt with them ruthlessly.
The prophet cut loose from the Jews of Arabia, but by no means from
Judaism. It was not merely that his Islam was still, and for all time, the
faith of the Hebrew prophets; he was now the supreme ruler of a re-

4, verses 155-157 and 16g f. The fifth Sura, entitled "The Table," i. e. the
table of the Eucharist (II2 ff.), gives a large amount of space to the
Christians and their beliefs; always exalting Jesus the Prophet, but controverting the tenets of his followers. It is abundantly evident, here as
elsewhere, that he knew very little about the Christians, and hardly anything in regard to their scriptures. Whatever authority they possessed was
essentially that of the Hebrew legislation; and it was here, of necessity)
that Mohammed sought and found his own guidance.
The need was not merely, nor chiefly, of prescriptions relating to the
Muslim ritual; there was urgent and rapidly increasing demand for regu-

ligious and social order which unquestionably must follow the pattern
which God, through his prophets, had prescribed. Ever since the day

lation of business transactions and other social relations. The Arabian

when the conception of holy scripture, of a progressive divine revelation,

scriptures were only begun. Mohammed's followers could not sit down

and of the great line of prophets which he was to continue had dawned
upon him, he had been eagerly imerestcd in the laws and customs of the
"people of the Book," and had done his best to become familiar with

and enjoy their new religion, for as yet they hardly knew what it was;
they were full of questions and objections, brough( forth by new cir-

them. His Jewish teachers had taught him, and he could see for himself

cumstances. "Allah and his prophet" must be coordinated with the most
important current events, and the practical problems which were con-

60 Ahrens, "ChristliChcs im Qoran" (ZDMG. IX), 155 If., seems hardly to apprecillte this].

stantly arising must have an authoritative solution. The Muslims must
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be told in the Koran why they defeated the Mekkans at Bedr, and why
they themselves were defeated at Ohodj but also, what was prescribed
for them in regard to blood revenge and retaliatioo, and how the spoils
of waf Were to be divided. Laws regulating the Muslim family, such as
those in the opening portion of the fourth Sura, were very soon demanded; and more than one Sura was required in order to shed a
divine light on the most serious of the prophet's own domestic difficulties.
Both the amount and the quality of Mohammed's legi$lation in the
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(155), "My chastisement shall fall on whom I will; bnt my mercy em.
braces all things, and I will write it down..... (156) for those who
shall follow the Apostle, the Prophet of the goyim, whom they shall find
described in the Law and the Gospel. He tuill enjoin upon them what
is right, and forbid them what is wrong; he will make.latuful for them
the foods which are good, and prollibit for them those tuhich are baa

Koran, especially in the regulation of the worldly affairs of public and

(cf. .3 :44, etc.); and he will relieve them of their burden and ·the yokes
which they have been carrying"-a phrase which brings to mind the
words of St. Paul. But Mohammed, unlike Paul, was legislating.

private life, arc remarkable. The laws bear eloquent testimony to his
energy, his sincerity (often somewhat childlike), and his great fund of
practical wisdom. An especially important feature is the very obvious

We may now consider the Koranic precepts in some detail, giving
attention only to those which are either taken over directly from the
Hebrew legislation or else appear to show its influence.

relation which many of these enactments bear to the Biblical and rab~
binical prescriptions. The extcnt to which thc Koran is dependent on
these earlier sources has not often been realized. The order is now not
"the law and the prophets," but "the prophets and the law"; and in both
great divisions the basis is as firm as an Arabian prophet could make it.
When all has been said, however, the originality of the man remains

I.

The Religious Legislation

This can be treated brieRy, for the facts are well h~own, and have
often been set forth. The "religion of Abraham," to which Mohammed
so often appeals, was pure monotheism, in sharp opposition to idolatry.

more impressive than his dependence.

The first two commandments of the Hebrew Decalogue were foundation
stones of Islam from the very first. Allah the one and only God; without

In one highly important passnge (7:156) Mohammed pbinly declares
his own legislation to be a revision and improvement of the Hebrew laws.

of the p<tgans. The parallel between the Muslim shahiidat "There is no

There is one place only in the Koran where he makes mention of the
"tables" (ahviib = la!¥oth) given to Moses at Sinai, and the whole context there is very significant. He mentions the forty days spent by Moses
in the mount (Ex. 24 :18), the seventy men afterward associated with
him (Num. II :16, 24), and, three times over (vss. I42, 149, 153), the
heaven~scnt tables containing "guidance and mercy for those who fear

image or likeness; destruction decreed upon all the idols and symbols
god but Allah," and the Hebrew Shema' is hardly accidental. That which
is especially significant is not the content, nor the form, but the religious
use. Mohammed certainly had some acquaintance with the Jewish ritual,
and must have been profoundly impressed by the emphasis laid on the
declaration of DeUt. 6:4 f. It was not only the introduction to every
formal service of prayer, and otherwise given very frequent repetition,
but was also the Hehrew declaration of faith. "In reciting the first sen~
tence of the Shema', a man takes upon him the yoke of the Kingdom of

their Lord." The emphasis on the episode of the golden calf (145-I52),
like the subsequent catalogue of the sins of the Israelites (160-17°), has
for its purpose the te<tching, insisted upon by Mohammed in his own
lawgiving, that some of the statutes were given to the people because
of their unworthiness to receive better ones.Ql Moses asks (154), "Wilt

Heaven" (Moore, lttdaism, I, 46SJ quoting Mishna Ber. 2, 2). This is
precisely Mohammed's conception of the shahiida ("testimony") j see for
example Sura 3:16, "God witnesses that there is no god but he; and the

thou destroy us for what our foolish ones have done?" His Lord replies

angels, and men who have knowledge, standing firm in the tIuth, declare,

01 [TIlUS. for example, 4:158; and compare Mark 10:5, Matt. 19:8].

'There is no god but heT' Cf. also 13:29, and Jonah's saving declaration
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(21:87), which rescued him from the whale's belly. There is to be added
the Muslim tau/;id, the confession of God's tmity, as in Sura

Il2:1,

and

in the cry (also battle-cry) a{lad, al;'ad/ of the believers, which is very
strikingly reminiscent of the mighty ebad/ which ends the first sentence
of the Shema'. All in all, it seems highly probable that Mohammed's
shah ada was modeled directly upon the Hebrew formula.
As for the Decalogue as a whole, Mohammed does not give its laws

any especial prominence. Each of the ten commandments has its counterpart in the Koran, however. He presumably (like many ancient and
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to it (2:136-146). He stood in awe of the Jews, and his argument is
addressed (indirectly) to them, as well as to his own followers. "The

foolish of the people will say, What has turned them from the qibla
which clley had? Say: The East and the West belong to Allah." He
then explains that God gave them the former prescription merely as a
test, to separate the believers from the unbelievers. Henceforth all Muslims
must turn their faces "toward the sacred Mosque," wherever they may be
(I39, 144 f.). Gabriel assures the prophet that this is the true and final
prescription, and that the Jews "recognize it as they recognize their own

modern interpreters) thought of the third commandment as the prohibition of invoking the name of God in a false oath. See 2:224 f. and 5:91.

sons," but will not admit it. "No amount of signs and wonders would

The Jewish sabbath he had thrown overboard while he was in Mekka.
The burden of one day in seven in which there could be no trading and

(140 f.).
The regulations concerning prayer arc very obviously derived in the
main from Jewish usage. The facts relating to the latter are concisely
stated, with full references, in Moore's Judaism, II) 216 f., 222. For the
early Islamic usage see especially Mittwoch. Zur Entstehullgsgescbichte
des islamischen Gebets und Cultus (Abhandlungen der preuss. Akad.,
1913). In both rituals the preliminary ablutions arc indispensable (Sura
5:8, etc.). In both, the worshipper prays standing, and then with certain
prescribed genuRections and prostrations. The attitudes of the orthodox
Mohammedan prayer, which in their essential features undoubtedly rep-resent the prophet's own practice, are best described and pictured in E. W.
Lane's Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians. There is in the
Koran no prescription of the five daily prayers, and it is not clear that
they were instituted by Mohammed.o s It is not like him to ordain a fivefold service even for one day in the week. What he commands in the

no fighting was too heavy for his program. He chose to regard the sabbath
law as one of those which were made severe for the sake of temporary
discipline, saying in 16:124f..a~ "The sabbath was imposed only on those
who were in disagreement concerning itj and verily thy Lord will judge
between them, on the day of resurrection, concerning that about which
they disugreed." For the Muslim day of prayer he selected the (aruba
(Day of Preparation) of the Jews. Whether he knew that the Christians
in his part of the world observed the first day of the week (if indeed they
did) is not to be learned from the Koran.
The borrowing for the Mohammedan ritual was not merely from
statute lawj time-honored custom was also laid under contribution. The
matter of the qibla (that is, the direction in which the worshipper turns
his face in prayer) has already received mention. Mohammed began by
directing his adherents to face Jerusalem in prayer (d. Dan. 6:u, I Esdr.
4:58, Tobit 3:11 L Judith 9:1); but when the Jews refused support, after
the arrival in Medina, the order was changed in favor of the Ka'ba at
Mekka. How keenly Mohammed felt the need of justifying this change,
is shown by the length and the vehemence of his utterance in regard
62

[In a former lecture I gave my reasons for thinking Noldekc-Schwally mistaken in as-

signing these verses to the Medina period].

make them follow your qibla} and you are not to follow their qibla"

(\3 [Guldziher, ZDMG. 53 (1899), p. 385; kwh" ErlC}'c/.• "Islam," p. 653; su~gested
that the five daily prayers were instituted under the influence of the five prayer times of the
Persians. 'This seems hardly prObable. Simon Duran. in his Qalu:JIJ II·Magm (c. 1400), ed.
Steinochncider. 1881, p.
as~crted that the Muslims borrowed the custom from the Jews,
because "there are five prayers on the Yom ha·Kippurim." JUSl::ph Samhari, in his Chronide
(17th cemury). Bodleian MS.• fol. 7. repe3ts this from Duran. (lowe Ulese latter references
to my former pupil, Dr. Philip Grossman, who is preparing the Chronicle for publication.)
It seems more likely that the wish to surpass the Jews in devotion, and at the same time
to compensate for an inconvenient nocturnal,alJt a/-umstii (see below), produced this series
of prayer seasons, soon after the death of the prophet].
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Koran is characteristic. It is simple, reasonable, and like other features of

In the steep mountain side a cave was waiting;

the new legislation in its adaptation of an already existing ritual to
Arabian conditions. The traditional Jewish prescription was three daily

I share its shelter with a new~found friend,
Old Brownie, noble partner, Etting comradeWere he but better able to unbend!

prayers, as e. g. in Dan. 6:H. In four passages (II :n6, 17:80 f., 5°:38 f.,
76:2 5 f.), all from the Mekka period, the prophet directs his followers to
pray three times in the day: in the morning, at eventide, and in t~e night
-a time better suited to the Bedouin traveling under the stars than to
the city-dweller. 6"! Not that prayer is in any way limited to these seasons.
Like the Jewish legislators, the prophet reiterates that a man must pray
often, whenever and wherever he feels the need; then letting nothing
interfere with his devotions or take his thought from them. Prayer may
he curtailed in time of danger, 4:102; cL the Mishna Ber. iv, 4· In verse
104 (this being a Sura of the Medina period) it is said that the times of
prayer have already been prescribed. The prayer must not he uttered in
a loud voice, nor in a whisper, 17:110; so also Erub. 64 a and Be". 31 a. The
drunken man may not pray, 4:46j so Bcr., ibid. The correspondence of
the Koran with the Rabbinical precepts is noticeable throughout.
"Grace before meat" was always insisted upon in the Jewish laws. It
had been customary in pagan Arabia .to pronounce the tahlil over
slaughtered beasts, and Mohammed takes account of this fact in his legis,
btioni but it is quite evident that what he intended to prescribe for his
adherents was an approximation to the Jewish custom. "Eat of the lawful
and good food which Allah has provided for you, and thank the bounty
of your Lord/' 16:II5j also 2:167, 5:6, 6:II8 ff., 22:35 fl. The Mohammedan
of modern times must at least say Rismillah ("In the name of God") before
partaking of food; Lane, Manners and Customs, I, 183. For the earliest
period, a few lines from a little poem composed but a short time after the
death of the prophet may serve for illmtfiltiol1. A notorious jailbird who
had flown to a cave in the mountains, and for some time lived there in
fierce partnership with a leopard J reproaches the beast for being no
Muslim:

Of!

64 [Is it not alto~ethcr probable (in spite of the commentators) that the "falat aJ-wtlJ(a"
of 2:239 intends this Mcturnal-praycr?j.
05 [NOIdcke, Dr/cell/! Vet. COI'III. Arab.• p. 50].

1?>7

Our conversationJ when we meet, is silence,
And darting glances, sharp as any blade.
Each were a foe, saw he one sign of shrinking;
But like met like, and generous terms we made.
Down in the rocks a water hole is hidden,
Where we must need; resort to quench our thirst.
Each in his turn, we near the spot with caution,
And give full time to him who gains it first.
The mountain goats afford us choice provision,
We share alike the booty of the chase.
I, true believer, cat mine with a blessing,
But he J ungodly wretch, will say no grace!
The primitive. Mohammedan service of the "mosqlle" (masgid is an
old Aramaic word, common in the Nabataean inscriptions)J consisting of
prayer, reading fro~ the Koran J and an address, was prescribed by the
existing conditions; and yet presumably in the main· (like the weekly day
of worship) suggested to Mohammed by the service of the synagogue.
That at any rate was close at hand and well known to him. After his
time, the service was given a more elaborate form, apparently patterned
on that of the Christians; see Becker in Islam, 3, 384. As soon as the
Muslim world found its chief centers in Syria, Egypt) and Mesopotamia,
the Christian praxis became .very influential; but in the earlier time there
is no feature of either ritual or terminologYJ in the mosque serviceJ that
can with any probability be attached to Christian usage.66
.6~ [Brocke1mann, in the Sachau Fuuchri/t. 31.1-320, argues acutely for the Christian
onglO of the techniCal term for the initiation of the prayer-service, iq,jIJ/(/J (If-falae, deriving
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The fast of the month Rama(lan (2:181 fl.) has already been mentioned
as probably suggested to Mohammed by the Christian lenten season. It

med. The name, ashurii,' is Aramaic, and the fast coincided, exactly or

may be doubted whether he had any definite knowledge as to the manner
in which the Christian fast was kept. The Jewish customs of fasting were
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nearly, with the Jewish fast; but this is all that can be said with certainty.
The Pilgrimage to Mekka hardly requires mention, for it was a longestablished Arabian custom; its adoption important to Mohammed not

of course known to him. The manner of fasting, abstaining altogether

only for the sake of its appeal to the tribes, but also for the solidarity

during the day, and eating and drinking after sundown, was Jewish. Another of the many proofs of Mohammed's truly extensive acquaintance

of Islam. It may be conjectured, however, that its incorporation in the
Muslim ritual was also recommended to the prophet by the familiar
picture of Jerusalem as the center of the world, the city toward which all
exiles and pilgrims turn their faces.

with the Jewish ordinances is to be seen in 2:183, where the beginning
of the new day (in the month of fasting) is defined as the time "when a
white thread can be distinguished from a black thread"; a mode of
determining which certainly is taken over directly from the rabbinical
prescription in thc Mishna (Bel'. I, 2), where it has reference to the
uttering of the Sherna'. The provision for the man who is ill or on a
journey, permitting him to keep the fast at another time (2:180 f.), re~
sembles the prescription of the "little passover" in Num. 9:ljII. The
oft~repeated and apparently strongly supported tradition, according to
which Mohammed at first ordered his followers to fast, like the Jews,
on lhe Day of Atonement, but later substituted

Rama~lan,

has been

ac~

cepted as genuine by many modern scholars (Geiger, 36 f., NoldekeSchwally, I, 179, Margoliouth, Mohammed, 250), but is of very doubtful
validity. The subject of the prophet's break with the Jews was So interesting
that it called forth numerous "traditions" of the sort (see Margoliouth,
ibid.). If by his authority. the month had been substituted for the day,

the latter would certainly have heen dropped altogether hy the Muslims.
The fast of the tenth of Moharram (Lane, Manners and Customs, II,

148 f.) must have arisen-like So much eisel-after the time of Mohamit trom the Syriilc terminolo~r. It is a tangled problem, for the verb in question has very wide
and varied use in both l"n~uaAes, <lnu the development in the one is almost always paral·
leled in the other. The fact of borrowing: seems to be c.ltablished by Brockelmann; but this
COllclusion docs not touch the carlie~t Muslim usage, which is. ;mel should be kept. quite
distinct. Whatever adoption of the Christian formula there was, must have taken place in
the time of the OmaYrads. In the Koran, Moh. uses the verb qtJm 3S the technical term,
"prar," in several passages; sec 2:239, .plo3, 9:85, 109 (twice); and d. 18:13. The tcrm
probably had its origin simp!}' in the worshipper's attitude (see above), and it is significant
that in the Jewish terminology 'amida was thus used (Mittwoch, up. cit,,' d. Geiger, 84 f.),
The varied Koranic use of aqriml1 is in every case most naturally explained as purely native
Arabic.]

2.

The Social Legislation

6j

In the social laws of the Koran, in the regulations touching the family,
the Muslim community, business transactions, and the punishment of
crime, the influence of Jewish legislation, both earlier and later, <lppears
very distinctly.
The duty of the child, and of the mun in mature age, to revere his
parents and to care for them, was a cardinal principle of Arabian f<lmily
life long before Moh"mmed's time. The: poems and tales of the nomadic
tribes give abundant illustration. The head of the family was honored
and obeyed, and the mother had her minor share of respect. Here again,
however, Mohammed turns to the Hebrew decalogue for new authority.
In several Sums of the Mekkan period he speaks of an ordinance long
ago given by God to men. In 17:24 we read: "Your Lord ordained that
you should serve no other god but him; and that· you should do good to
your father and mother, whether one or both of them attain to old age
with you." In 31 :13 and 46:14 likewise, the divine commandment is said
to have been given "to mankind." It might seem superfluous to look for
influence of previous legislation in regard to a duty so universally recognized as that of children to their parents. But Mohammed cannot have
been ignorant of the fact that this one of the Ten Commandments was
given especial weight by the Jewsj and he must have been interested to
know how the "people of the Book" interpreted the ordinance. It is ob~
6, [This subject is very well treated by R. Roberts, The Social Laws of th~ (}ora'l (London,

19~1), who takes :!eCount :lIS<) oE the Jewish practice].
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vious that with the command of monotheism heading the list, both in

the prophet throughout the Koran. This is indeed an obligation recognized

position and in importance, the only one of the remaining nine which

in every civilized and half-civilized community. The poor, the helpless,

could naturally be given the second place is the Fifth. This fact may suf~

the unfortunate, must be cared for. Generosity was a characteristic virtue

ficiently account for Mohammed's collocation of the two commandments

of the pre-Mohammedan Arabs. The two technical terms, however,

(in 17 :24) ; but it is more likely that he had been impressed by the ancient

adopted by the prophet for the exercise of Muslim charity arc both bor.

and oft-repeated rabbinic teaching. In both Talmud and oldest mid~

rowed from the North~Semitic vocabulary, and therefore doubtless point

rashim, "Honor thy father and mother" and "Honor the Lord" are ex-

to North·Semitic practice. The Koranic term zal(iit, "righteousness"
(originally "purity") is the Aramaic .nt~L employed in this general

pressly yoked together.
In other phases of the same subject the Koran and Jewish teaching

sense, "virtuous conduct" and the like, by both Jews and Christians. The

arc in an agreement which can hardly be altogether accidental. In Lev.

other term, ladaqa(t), is the Aramaic .Nl!R1¥, , Hebrew

19:3 reverence for the mother is placed before that for the father; the

the same meaning. \Ve know that the latter term was widely used in

i1p,.1t

having

order being doubtless intentional, as teaching the equality of the two

Aramaic speech to mean "alms." It is used thus in the Koran, especially

parents in this regard. Here is the atmosphere of Palestine rather than of

in the latest Suras, but only occasionally and sOIncwhat indefinitely.os

Arabia; but in two of the Koranic passages just cited (31 :13; 46:14) the

As for zakiit, the word constantly employed in all pans of the Koran, we

claim of the mother is the one dwelt upon, with mention of the dis·

have no direct evidence that its Arnmaic prototype was ever used to mean

comfort of pregnancy, the pain of childbirth, the

"alms," among either Jews or Christians, prior to the spread of Islam in

lI

thirty months" of

nursing, and the subsequent care. The old Hebrew laws visited severe

Western Asia. It may be that Mohammed himself originated in the Case

punishment on tile disobedient son. In the Mohammedan legislation dis~

of this word the easy transition, "righteousness, meritorious action, alms-

obedience to parents

Cuqiiqu

'l~ttliilida;ni)

is one of the seven "grcat'l

giving," which had long ago taken place in the use of the other word.

sins (see BeiQawl's comment on Sura 4:35). On the other hand I the

Far more probably, however, z«kiit had been given the meaning Il alms"
in the speech of the Arabian Jews-in regard to which we have very little

Talmud, Yebamoth 5 h, 6 <1, expressly declares that a son must not obey a
paternal command which is contrary to the divine ordinances. Thus also

knowledge. At the outset of Mohammed's public teaching we see him

the Koran: 29:7, 'If your parents should urge you to join to my worship

employing derivatives of the root zal(d in a theological terminology which

that of other gods, do nat obey them, it is to me that you have to give

Ul~questionably is of Jewish origin (sec 80:3, 7; 87:I4; 91:9; 92:18).

account.' The same command is given in 31 :14.

The great emphasis bid upon almsgiving by the Jewish teachers) from

In general, the injunctions so often laid upon the son or daughter in the

Daniel <4:24) nnd the book of Tobit (4:7-II, ,G f.) onward, is faith-

rabbinical writings are those which we find in the Koran. 'Speak kindly

fully reproduced in the Koran and the Muslim tradition. Sura 3: 85 f:
{Those who die in unbelief are not ransomed from hell by any amount of

to your parents, submit to their will, and show your affection for them'

(17:24£.)' The prophet Noah, when the deluge is about to begin, m<lni-

charity,. even though they have given the earth full of gold.' And then,

fests his fili<ll piety by praying for his parents (71 :29) j though the event

addressing the true believers: "You cannot attain to righteousness unless

shows that they were such old reprobates as to make his petition unavailing.
A cardinal Mohammedan duty, one of the five "pillars of Islam," is
the giving of alms. No other practical duty is so constantly reiterated by

6S [In 58:14 the~e i~ 11 dear distinction between the ::akiit, which is dcfinitd~' pres<:ribed,
and the fadaqa, whIch IS not. On both terms see especially Snouck Hurgronje in the ReVl/e de
I'lJittoire. des Religiolls, vol. 30 (r894), J63-167; NOldeke, Nelle Reitriige zur sm:itisclJen
Spra~hWlS!(!lISchafl. 25J.
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you expend of that which you love; and whatever you expend, God knows

had in view the comforts of the next world, rather than of the present.

it. u Thus also 57 :7-12, and many other passages. Koran and badith repeat
the Jewish doctrine, that almsgiving atones for sin. Rabbi Judah is quoted

After the flight to Yathrib the conditions were very different. COlltributions to a Muslim fund were il1dispensable from the first, and the need be-

in Saba Bathra

a as saying, "So great is almsgiving that it brings re-

'Came more and more urgent. Not only the care of the poor, but the sup-

demption near." With this may be compared a saying of 'Omar ibn
'Abd aVAziz: 00 c<prayer carries us half-way to God; fasting brings us to

'Called for constant donations from all who were able to give. The Koran

the door of his palace; and almsgiving procures for us admission." In

urges this duty with great and qver~increasing emphasis. A definite par.

10

port of an increasing multitude of undertakings, peaceful and warlike,

lfibbur

tion of certain gains made by the Muslims, such as the booty taken in

of this teaching, that deeds of charity insure a place in the (otam habbii,
is very noticeable. This is also true of the Mohammedan religious narra~

warfare, was set aside for the common fund (8:42, and elsewhere): "Whatever booty you gain, the fifth part belongs to Allah and his prophet";
.and the probable use of it is specified as aid to Clkindred and orphans and
the poor and the wayfarer." The origin of his prescription of "the fifth"

such an interesting collection of moral and religious tales as the
YapM of Rabbi Nissim ben Jacob (lIth century), the original Arabic
of which is now being published by Professor Obermann, the reiteration

tives, early and late.
It was always a fundamental principle of the Hebrew-Jewish teaching
in regard to the bestowal of charity that the kindly feeling of the giver
is of greater value than the gift (Moore, Judaism, II, 171 L). Mohammed
can hardly have failed to hear this doctrine, and it may be that we hear
a conscious echo of it in Sura 2:265 f.: <'Kindly speech and pardon of

is obscure. Professor Ginzberg has suggested to me the possibility of its
derivation from the rabbinical ordinance which sets one-fifth as the maxi~
mum for charity. Thus Kethuboth 50 a, "He who will spend (his property
in charity) must not spend more than. the fifth part"; that is, he must not
squander his goods even for a worthy end. Similarly Jer. Peah 15 a, "It was

injury are better than charity followed by unkind treatment..... a
you who believe, make not your almsgiving ineffectual by uttering re~

the saying at Usha that u man may spend one-fifth of his property in almsgiving." This might perhaps have suggested to Mohammed the fraction
which he adopts in his law, Another llQssibility has occurred to me, in

proaches, or by conduct that gives vexation." There are one or two early
passages in the Koran, dealing with charity in general, that sound like a

consideration of the fact that the Koranic regulation is not concerned with
individuals, but with wealth acquired by the state. The first Muslim to

reminiscence of Old Testament prophecy, a bit out of Second Isaiah. In
Sura 9O:n ff. the impious and selfish rich man is assailed. liRe does not

legislate ~ncerning state property was the prophet Joseph, who instituted
a communistic regime in Egypt, and designated a fifth part of the

attempt the steep path. And how dost thou know what the steep path

produce of the land for its ruler: "And Joseph made it a statute concern~

is? 1t is setting free the captives; giving food in the day of famine; to
the orphan. him who is near of kin; or to the poor man who lies in the
dust. It is to be of those who believc, who cncourage one anOther to paw
tienee and to deeds of mercy." A similar utterance is 76 :8.

ing the land of Egypt unto this day, that Pharaoh should have the fifth"
(Gen. 47:24-26). This certainly was well known to Mohammed; and it
is at least an interesting parallel, that one~fifth of the wealth acquired by
the Muslim state was to be turned over "to Allah and his prophet," to be

Contributions for the support of the poor and helpless in Islam were

administered as the latter saw fit. The ideas of Mohammed and his

at first voluntary, later compulsory. While the Muslims were in Mekka
there was no need of a "community chest." Mohammed's exhortations to

companions as to the proportion of a man's property which he might be
expected to contribute "in the way of God" are nowhere in the Koran

.charity were for the benefit of the giver rather than of the receiverj they

reflected more definitely than in the general prescription, that each must
give "all that he can spare" (2:217 f.). Very soon after the prophet's death,

6\1

rQuotcd in Robert$, Social l.aws of/he Qar/in, p.

i·d·
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however, the zakiit was made a definite tax, to be exacted from 'lIt

33 b "If the eye of the injured party is a large one, and the eye destroyed

Muslims.
In all this we may sec combined the working of practical necessity;

in exchange for it is a small onc, is the matter settled?" The Arabs were
a hot~blooded people. In the processes of blood~revenge which brought
·on the celebrated War of Basiis, al-I:Iarith ibn 'Ubiid demands: "Did you
kill the youth Bujair in payment for Kulaib? Is the affair then settled?"
The contemptuous answer is given: "I killed him for a shoestring of

the duty of giving to God, rccogni7--ed in every religion and in all parts.
of the worldj and the undoubted influence of Jewish, and perhaps also
Christian, enactments <lod customs. In particular, the Hebrew~Jewish law
of tithes, which certainly was known to Mohammed, must have givell
suggestions to him l as well as to the lawgivers who followed him.
The law of ret:lliatiol1, "an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth/' was
obeyed in many parts of the ancient world. It is especially familiar in the

1

Kulaib!" "That," retorted al~I:Iarith, "is putting the price of shoestrings
.too high"; and the war was on.70 Mohammed has something of this sort
in mind when he says (Sura 22:59), "Whoever punishes with an injury
like that which has -been inflicted on him, and then is outraged again,

early Semitic legislation, beginning with the Hammurabi Code and the

God will surely help him." How this divine aid will be given, is not

Mosinc Law. In the history of the pre~Mohammedan Arabs. blood~revenge
plays a very conspicuolis part, as is well known. The Koran expressly

specified; probably the working principle would be, that God helps those
who help themselves.

appeals to the authority of the Hebrew scriptures in its legislation con-

Mohammed, while ruthless in dealing with his foes, was mild by nature.

cerning these matters. In Sura 5:48 the Hebrew Torah is said to be a

He not only allows payment, in camels, or sheep, or what notl for every
.sort of injury, including murder; but also repe.1tedly advises his followers

soUrce of light and guidancej and verse 49 proceeds: "We prescribed for
them in it that life should pay for life, eye for eye, nose for nosel ear for
car, tooth for tooth, and for wounds retaliation (Ex. 21 :23, 25) j but if

·stood, nevertheless. Not long after the migration to Medina, two young

anyone shall remit it as alms, this shall make atonement for the crime."

women of the Muslims engaged in a quarrel which began with words

The word Katfara, "atonemcm," cannot fail to recall the ,~~ of Ex.

.and ended with blows. One of the two, ar.Rubayyi' bint anpNa9r, mem~

to forgive, instead of exacting the full penalty. The law of retaliation

:2-1) is expressly applied by Rabbi Isaac

her of an influential family, succeeded in knocking our one of the front

to the minor injurics here named. and is COl1stantly used in the Talmud
whcre these matters ;lre dC;llt with. Certainly an Arabic term coined by

teeth of her opponent. The family of the latter demanded vengeance
.according to the ancient law. It was a clear case, and Mohammed pro~

the Jews of the Hijaz. Mohammed follows both the rabbinical authorities.
and old Arab cUstom in permitting payment instead of retaliationj but

nounced accordingly. Bur Anas l the brother of the culprit, arose in his
wrath and SWore to Mohilmmed, 'by Him who had sent him as a

2[:301 which in Mcchiltll (on

21

when this moue of restitution is made lo include cases of deliberate

prophet,' that his sistcrls front tooth should

murderl he agrees with his ancestors but not with the Old T estament~

was a mighty Muslim-he fell, somewhat later, in the battle of Ohod,

So also the special law concerning the killing of one Muslim by another

:after performing- prodigies of valor-and his protest, reinforced by the

110t

be broken out. Now Anas

(4:94) has no resemblance to Israelite legislation, but is based primarily

oath, held up the execution of the Sentence. Mohammed finally prevailed

on Arabian custom. The tendency of the Rabbis was always toward a

On the injured family to accept payment instead of retaliation (Bokhari,

milder interpretation of the law; there is no better illustration of the fact

ed. Krehl, II,

than [he extended comment in z",fechilta on these verses in Ex.

When the Koran Comes to deal with regulations concerning trade and
the transaction of business, we might expect to find very little evidence of

21.

They

knew that retaliation is likely to keep the door of revenge open rather
than to close it. As Rabbi Dosethai ben Judah remarks l in Baba Qamma

203

f.).

70 U-Iamiisa, eel. Freytag, 251 f.]
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i nfiucnce from Jewish legislation. The city Arabs were traders of long

debtor's triumph over his pursuer is shared by his friends. One of the

experience. Mohammed himself had been a merchant. Aside from the
local caravans and the through traffic threading the Hijaz, there were

delinquents, a Bedouin whose creditor was a merchant of Medina, tells

especially the four sacred months of the pagan Arabs and the great
annual fair at IUki~j portions of the year largely given over to peaceful

how the latter, armed with the promissory paper and accompanied by
several companions, caught him at last in the city. He managed to slil>
out of their hands, and ran "at a speed no bird could equal." He heard

trading among the tribes. The basal rules of commerce Were oE long

one of them say: "No usej impossible to catch himj let the Bedouins go

standing, and hardly to be altered even by a prophet. There were nevertheless matters of importance, not regulated by any genernl Arabian law~

to hell." He shouted back: "Payment postponed! Fold up the paper, and

concerning which some prescription was necessary or desirable. How
should debtors be treated? Should the Muslim exact interest when making
a loan to his fellow·Muslim? Maya man pursue his trade on Friday as
freely as on other days? Questions similar to these, and to still others with
which the Koran deals, had been answered by the Hebrew lawgivers
and interpreters; and it is from their decisions especially that Mohammed
derives his own doctrine.
The general principles of fair dealing in bargains and commerce could
be taken for granted. This subject was touched upon in a preceding
lecture. No man in Arabia would have questioned, in theory, the rule
that the same weights should be used in selling as in buyingj or that an
article of merchandise ought to be what its owner declares it to be. In
practice, there were other maxims-as in other lands. Caveat emptor; "the

keep the mice away from it." (lfamasa, ed. Cheikhol pp. 263 f.) Another
sings complacently (ibid., 261, bottom):
He counted, on the fingers of his hands,
The dinars which he fondly thought to gain.
Better might he have tried to count the years
That must elapse while he pursues in vain.
He looks for usury; ah) lucky man,

If e'er he sees his principal again!
Still another describes with enthusiasm the preparation which he has made
for the expected visit of his creditors (ibid., 263): "1 have 'ready an ·ex~
cellent cudgel of arzan wood, thick, strong, with projecting knots."

buyer has need of a hundred eyes, the seller has need of but one." The
Muslim community had especial need of definite rules. Mohammed saw

These verses, and others like them, were recited, handed about, and
preserved in anthologies, chiefly because of the popUlar sympathy with
this "under dog," the poor debtor. If the creditor had a surplus which

the desirability of written contracts; and the Koran requires at least two

he could lend (with or without interest), is it not evident that he could

witnesses to formal business documents, as well as in criminal cases (Sura
2:282). In ordinary bargains and loans no writing is required (2 :283 f.);

get along without it? Hebrew and Arabian lawgivers felt this pressure.
The warm·hearted legislation of Deuteronomy would cancel all debts in

it is taken for granted that a man will stand by his w~rd-as in the Jewish

the seventh year. (Deur. 15:1 f.). Mohammed was naturally unable to make

practice.
How to deal with the delinquent debtor, was not an easy question. The

any use of this law for his Arabian commonwealth; but where he introduces the subject of debts in the Koran. (2:280) a sabbatical year seems
hardly necessary. He says: "If the debtor is in straitened circumstances,

debtor is quite likely to regard himself as the injured party, if payment
is requested, and to resent any attempt to collect the amount which is due.

let the matter wait until easier times; but if you remit the debt as alms,

The creditor is always in the wrong. The way in which many of the
Arabs were inclined to look at this matter can be seen in a series of

it is better for you." The actual Mohammedan legal practice, however,
almost from the first, corresponded to the ancient Hebrew usage. The

poems collected in Bul)turi's l:!amasa, in each of which the joy of the

debtOI may be imprisoned (d. Matt. 5:25); he may be compelled to do
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tors were old Arabian
practIce,
. a bVIOUS
.
<
requirement, and Mohammed's
work in discharge of the debt-the usual recourse where the delinquent
is able-bodied; but in no case could free-born Hebrew or Muslim be

re~

duced by his fellows to the status of a mere slave,
In regard to usury, also, the old Hebrew enactments are repeated in the
Koran. The Muslim must not exact interest from his fellow-be1iever,
but there is no such restriction when he is dealing with

non~Muslims

J
(d. 2:276- 79 with Ex. 22:25 and Deut, 23:19). As in the Jewish usage
2
the law is concerned not merely with loans of money, but with all bartering or other business transaction in which one seeks profit by another'S
loss, If the Hebrew takes interest from his brother, Deut. 23:

20

declares

that God will not prosper his business; and in Sura 30 :38 we read: "What~
ever you put out at interest, to gain increase from the property of others,
will have no increase from God." If debts are witnessed, there must be
nO bribery of witnesses or judges (2:282; 2: r8 4)'
In regard to business transactions on FridaYJ Mohammed of course
legislates for people who were prin1<lrily tfaciNs rather than tillers of the
soil. He could have no use for anything like the strict Jewish law of the
sabbath; his prescription would more nearly resemble the looser practice
of the Christians, He only insists that trading must cease during the Fri-

(lay service in the mosque; and he refers with .~ome bitterness to his own
unpleasant experience on the occasion \vhen his audience deserted him,
because of the ,Irrival of a caravan at Medina, when he was in the midst
of a sermon, And it would seem that something of the sort had happened
more than once. G,~brie:l says to Moh:.1mmed (6J:n), "When they saw an
opportunity of trade, or some diversionJ they flocked out to it and left
you standing, Say to them: That which is with God is better than any
diversion or trading!" The view has often been expressed', by the more
devout Mohammedan teachers, thilt the whole day Friday should be
kept free from worldly businessJ and devoted to the business of the life to
come.
In the early Mohammedan laws relating to marriage and divorce J
concubines adultery J and the various family relations J there is com~
J
paratively little evidence of Jewish influence, The chief determining fac-

own rather strong leanings.
Sura 4:26 f. gives a list of the near relatives with whom
.
.
. d
d '
marnage IS
not p
I ld ~rmI~e ; an In 24:3 1 are enumerated those members of the house10 . III W ase presence women may be unveiled, or even unclad Com
8 d 20 :n-21 shows.
'
panson
of these lists with those in Lev ' 18'6-f
,Ian
almost

;:~i;~\:~~:~~~t~Mohammed indeed prohibits marriage with ;

niece,
estame11t is permitted. It here seems plain that h
.
.
acqnalllted WIth the Hebrew laws (RobertS, Social Laws of the
p. 14), The MuslIms are permitted to marry Jewish and Christia
'
but not the pagan Arabs
As t 0 marnage
,.
•.
WIth slav J I I n women,
.
stantially th t f D
eS t le aw IS suba 0
eut. 20:10-14.
The very unsatisfactory legislation of Islam regarding divorce h r I
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belonging to the original text (i. e. of Sura 33; see Noldeke-Schwally,
Geschichte des Qorans, pp. 248ff.). The verse reads: "If a man and a
woman, both of full age, commit the crime, stone them relentlessly; the
punishment ordained of God." This sounds like Mohammed, and indeed the only reasonable supposition is that he himself composed it. Just
when and where, however, did God ordain the penalty of stoning for
this crime? In the New Testament, John 8:3-5, the scribes and Pharisees
are quoted as saying to Jesus: "This woman has been taken in adultery.
Now in the law Moses commanded us to stone such; what then sayest
thou?" The Mosaic law known to us does not contain the ordinance,
however. Has a verse been removed from the Pentateuch as well as from
the Koran? Nor is this all. The passage in John containing the episode
of the woman has been removed from the Gospel, as not having formed
part of the original text. A strange fate seems to have pursued this particular statute! 11
As to the status of children in the family and in the Muslim community
there is a general resemblance, as would be expected, between the prescriptions of the Koran and the Israelite codes. We may see here the moral
influence of the practice in the Jewish communities of Mekka and Medina,
rather than imitation of specific enactments. The emphasis placed by
Mohammed, from the very first, on the care of the orphan, is fully as
strong as in the Old Testament. He also gives to the daughters of the
family, as well as to the other female members, a status such as his country~
men had never given them. In the usage of the pagan Arabs the inferiority
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the widow, and every other female relative from any right to the family
property. In the Hebrew law, on the contrary, there is the incident of
the daughters of Zelophehad, Num. 27:1 ff., and the resulting legislation
in vss. 8-11, specifying the successive heirs of one who dies leaving no
son. It is noteworthy that the order of succession given in the Koran is
the same as in the Hebrew law. Mohammed, however, goes still further
in permitting the female relatives to benefit, as may be seen in Sura
4: 12- 15, and again, vs. 175. The sons and daughters of a female slave, if
they have been acknowledged by the father of the family, may inherit
in like manner.
The Hebrew and Mohammedan laws in regard to slavery resemble
each other in many particulars. The Semites, as a race, have always shown
the inclination to treat slaves leniently; as their legislation, from the Code
of Hammurabi onward, bears witness. It must be borne in mind that
with the Mohammedans, eVen more than with the Hebrews, the slave's
religion was an important factor in determining his treatment. In the
old Hebrew community, the slave who had accepted circumcision, even
though not a proselyte, was a sharer in certain religious privileges, and
was accordingly not on the same footing as one who had refused the
rite-and who therefore, according to the rabbinical law, must be sold
to a Gentile master after the expiration of a certain time. In the 'Moham~
medan house, the slave was very likely to be a Muslim, and must be

of daughters to sons was much more pronounced than it was among their

treated as such. There was never lack of harsh and even barbarous treatment, it is needless. to saYi and much of it, doubtl~ss, was richly deserved;
but we certainly have reason to believe that undue severity' was the ex.

Jewish neighbors. Mohammed put a stop to the barbarous practice of

ception, not the rule, in both the Israelite and the Muslim community.

doing away with undesired female infants by burying them alive; he

There remains one class of laws to be noticed briefly, namely those

also gave to the Muslim women an altogether new standing through his

dealing with food and drink. In the legislation concerning food, Mo~

legislation.
The laws of inheritance in the Koran are especially noteworthy in

hammed shows great interest in the Jewish laws and evidently intends

this regard. The custom of the pagan Arabs had excluded the daughter,
11 [Tlie difficulties are by no means insurmounuble, however. Mohammed (if the words
are really his) was thinking of the mDde of punishment rather than of the particular crime;
and in Ihe Johannine passage the difficulty may be overcome by supposing a betrothed
woman (Deut. :1.:1.:24)].

j

in a general way to imitate them. Conditions and customs in A'rabi;
necessitated some differences, however. The laws of Israel are now superseded by the Muslim enactments: "The food of the people of the Book
is lawful for you, and yours for them" (5:7). In 6:147 he specifies some.
of the Jewish prohibitions: "To those who were Jews we forbade every~
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thing that has a solid hoof; and of cattle and sheep we prohibited the
bone." He insists, however, both here and in other passages, that these·

God to men, enumerating four: water, milk, wine, and honey. Sura
47: 16 assures the true believers that they shall have plenty of wine in
paradise. But in 2:216 and 5:92 f. this approval begins to be qualified. How

prohibitions were not originally given, but were of the nature of a punish-

the change came about, what reflection or what happenings may have-

ment. Thus 4 :158, "Because of the wrongdoing of the Jews we forbade
'them things which we had made lawful for them." 3:87, "All food was

latter years of his career, the prohibition is at first quite mild. 2:216: "They

fat, save that which is in their backs or their entrails, or attached to the

lawful to the children of Israel, except what Israel made unlawful to him~
self before the Law was revealed." In 2:I&j f., 6:146, and 16:II6, Mo~
hammed enumerates things forbidden to Muslims: flesh of what is fouod
,dead, blood, swine's flesh, food offered to idols. 5:4 adds to this. list:
. . ·What has been strangled, killed by a blow or a fall, or by goring; that
,of which wild beasts have eaten; and whatever has been slaughtered
000 heathen altars." 72 In 2:168, 5:5, and I6:n6 Mohammed characteristically makes lhe exception, that if a man is forced to eat some one of
;these things, driven by his sore need of food, it is no sin. The Talmud,
;as is wen known, says the same.
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influenced him, it probably is useless to conjecture. Even here, in the
will ask you about -wine, and al-maisir" (a form of .gambling). "Say~
In them both is sin 1.4 and profit to men; but the sin of both is greater
than the profit." 4:46 suggests a religious community in which prohibition,
if really existing, was recognized as imperfectly effective: "0 you believers!
Come not to prayer when you are drunk, until you know what you are
saying." This injunction may have had its origin in the prophet's experience, or (like so many other prescriptions regarding prayer) have been
taken over from the Mishnic law, Ber. 31 a. The passage 5:92 f., in one
of the very latest Sums, has a much more decided sound: "0 you who
believe! Verily wine, and al·maisir .... are an abomination, of Satan's

The Mohammedan prohibition of wine-drinking (which really means,
the drinking of any intoxicating beverage) has an interesting history. The
:ancient Hebrews looked upon drunkenness <'IS one of the serious evils. The

work; avoid them then, that haply you may prosper. Satan desires td put
enemity and hatred among you by wine and al-maisir, and to turn you
away from the remembrance of God, and from prayer."

story Df Noah is an early illustration. One of the later writers says, "Wine

After the prophet's death, the prohibition was sharpened in Muslim law,
perhaps especially under the rule of the stern and ascetic 'caliph Omar.

is a mocker., strong drink is raging." and there are other similar utterances.
:The Hebrew ideal, however, was always temperance, by the man's exercise
'of self-control. "Wine that maketh glad the heart of man" is classed as

There is nothing in the possible influence of non~Muslim communities
or practices to account for this. As far as Christian usage is concerned, we

.a blessing, and has a very honorahle place in the scriptures. Such a saint

know that some of the Arabs who preferred Christianity to Islam were.

,-as Rabbi Meir (if the popular tales can be credited) might become in-

taunted with making the choice because within that fold they could enjoy
their intoxicating drink unmolested. Early traditions begin to put a very

toxicated, under suitable circumstances, without damage to his reputation?S

~trong emphasis on the law forbidding wine. An old Egyptian badith puts

The legisbtion of the Koran in regard to strong drink shows a change
.of attitude. At the outset Mohammed held the liberal view represented

lIl.to the mouth of the prophet a list of prohibitions which hears considera'
ble resemblance to certain modern enactments • A solem 11 curse 15
pro-

by the Hebrew scriptures and the subsequent Jewish custom. In Sura

nounced on anyone "who drinks wine, or gives it to drink; sells it, or
buys it; carries it, or has it brought to himj presses it out, or has another

a6:67-71 the prophet gives a list of the special blessings freely given by
72 [TllC most of these prohibitions were all but universal in the ancient civilized world.
also Mi~lma CllIIlIi", 3, Rab. c/lIlllill. 39 ff.l.
13 [See TIll: Ambic; Original 0/ 1M ljibbiJr Yllphr, cd. Obermann, pp. 121-123).

Sec
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press it out for him; takes possession of it, or profits from its price" (Ibn
'Abd al-Hakam's Ftttu~ Miff, 264 £.). Another tradition of the same early
period makes Mohammed declare that wine~drinking is "the chief of all
sins"! (ibid., 271). It is plain that popular resistance to the increasing
rigor of the law was the cause of this exaggeration.
Still another outwardly authentic I;adith, also of Egyptian origin, pro-

INDEXES

vides an illustrative aneedote. A maO named Dailam, of the tribe of
]aishan, narrates as follows (ibid., 303). "I came to the prophet, and said

I. Names and Subjects

to him, 0 Prophet of God, we live in a region where it is very cold in
winter, and we make a strong drink from grain; is that permitted? He
said, Does it not intoxicate? I answered, Surely! Then it is forbidden, he
said. But I came to him a second time, with the same question; and he
gave the same answer. I returned, however, once more, and said: See now,

a Prophet of Godj how, if they refuse to give it up, because the habit has.
got possession of them? He answered, Whenever you find a man who

is overcome by the habit, kill himl"
The history of this law is like that of not a few others in Islam. New
circUlnstances und needs wrought changes. The varied influence of Juda~
ism (and also, perhaps even more strikingly, of Christianity) continued
to be potent in the generations subsequent to the death of the prophet.

The laws and customs of the "people of the Book" did not cease to make
their profound impression; and considerable portions of the Jewish. haggada, in particular, were taken over into the Muslim literature and carried
back, in pseudo~tradition, to the Companions, or to the prophet himself.
The orthodox tradition itself grew up under the influence of the Jewish
tradition. All this is of very minor importance, however, in comparison
with the undeniable fact l that the very foundations of Mohammedanism
were laid deep in an Arabian Judaism which was both learned and au~
thoritative, altogether worthy of its Palestinian and Babylonian ancestry.
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